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Chapter 1 

General introduction 

 

1.1 Pulp and paper industry 

1.1.1 Introduction to pulp and paper industry 

Pulp and paper industry plays very important roles on people and societies all around the world. The 

products from this industry, including books, newspapers, magazines, office papers, issue papers, and 

tissue products, and so on, are related to our daily life. Examples of the products from pulp and paper 

industry are shown in Figure 1-1 The net consumption of paper and paperboard is shown in Figure 1-2. 

The pulp and paper industry is essential; however, it has many impacts on both human and environment. 

With improper action in the business, this industry can generate many problems such as violation of 

land and forest, devastating local livelihood through deforestation, water contamination to people near 

paper mills, and health threatening pollutions. 

 

Figure 1-1 Examples of products from paper industry (Source: Solenis Solutions Switzerland GmbH). 

Abstract: This chapter provides background information on this research. It begins with an 

introduction of pulp and paper industry including general paper making process and its energy 

utilization. Then, problematic waste in pulp and paper industry, paper sludge, is introduced along 

with general disposal practices. Next, co-combustion of biomass and waste with conventional fossil 

fuels such as coal is reviewed as it could be one part of the solutions to deal with the paper sludge. 

More importantly, essential applications of subcritical water is described and the hydrothermal 

treatment technology is emphasized offering the method to convert high moisture waste into 

alternative fuel. The combination of these two technologies have, eventually, become the objective 

of this research, which focuses on alternative solid fuel production from paper sludge by 

hydrothermal treatment and co-combustion performance of the treated paper sludge with coal. 

Finally, the outline of this study and scope of work are presented as well. 
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Pulp and paper mills could be nonintegrated or integrated operations. The former imports pulp to the 

mill from other pulp makers and only operates the downstream process, i.e., paper production process. 

The nonintegrated mills significantly reduces a requirement on the use of land, energy, and water. Thus, 

this type of mill can be located closer to large work force populations as well as their customers. The 

integrated mill is ones that produce both pulp and paper. This brings the benefit of sharing common 

auxiliary systems as steam, electricity, and wastewater treatment within pulp and paper production 

plants. Moreover, cost for transportation is also reduced. A paper production mill can be a single paper 

machine or several machines that can produce a single grade of paper or a various type of papers. In 

spite of the different types or size of the machine and final products, the fundamental papermaking 

process remains the same. 

 

Figure 1-2 Paper & paperboard net consumption in million metric ton in 2012 (Source: 

www.paperonweb.com) 

1.1.2 Pulp and paper making process 

Figure 1-3 shows the paper production process. The modern paper production process involves wood 

preparation process from trees, recycled paper, or agricultural residues. They may be in several different 

forms depending on the origin of the raw material. Several examples are short logs of round wood with 

the bark, chips from a sawmill, pre-chipped debarked wood, or waste sawdust. In the case that raw 

round wood is used, debarking process where the fresh wood is tumbled by large steel drums is 

necessary. The debarked wood are then chipped in a chipper or grinder for the chemical or mechanical 

pulping process for fiber separation, respectively.  

Several pulping technologies can be diverged during the fiber separation process. In the mechanical 

pulping process, the fiber separation is relatively simple. The prepared chips are crushed by grinding 
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wheels where the washing process is continuously operated. Then, the fines pulp is screened, thickened, 

and stored for the paper making process.  

In the chemical pulping, the prepared chips are fed into a large pressure cooker as a digester. The white 

liquor is added during the digestion process and the fed chips are cooked with steam at specific 

temperatures and duration to separate the fibers and partially dissolved lignin and other extractives. 

After the digestion, the cooked pulp, the brown stock, is discharged into a non-pressurized pressure 

vessel where the steam and volatile materials are released. The brown stock containing the recovered 

fibers is further washed, screened, and cleaned to remove contaminants. Then, it is ready for further 

processing. For the fate of the white liquor added during the digestion process as a chemical, it turned 

dark brown as a result of the dissolved lignin. The combination of the chemicals and dissolved lignin 

at this phase is called black liquor. The black liquor, then, goes to the chemical recovery plant where 

the lignin is burned for energy recovery and the chemicals are recovered, purified, reconstituted, and, 

finally, reused in the digester. 

The combination of the mechanical and the chemical pulping can be done by feeding the prepared chips 

to rapid rotating disk grinders. Then, the grinded chips are pretreated by steam or steam/chemical to 

obtain thermomechanical pulp (TMP) or chemi-thermomechanical pulp (CTMP), respectively. After a 

second stage refining, the pulp is screened, cleaned, and ready for further processes.  

 

Figure 1-3 Paper production process (Source: Form Factory (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd.) 

After the raw pulp is obtained, the bleaching process is necessary since the brown pulp contains some 

amount of lignin and other discoloration. The product from this process has lighter in color or becomes 

white depending on the final product preference. The bleaching process can be done by multiple stages 

employing chlorination and oxidation. The lignin left in the raw pulp is, again, solubilized leaving 

cellulose as a major product. A number of bleaching agents may be used and are applied in a stepwise 
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fashion within a bleaching sequence. The bleaching agents are used sequentially. Chlorine gas, chlorine 

dioxide, sodium hypochlorite, hydrogen peroxide, and oxygen are the examples of the bleaching agents 

to dissolve lignin. Between bleaching treatments, the dissolved lignin is extracted from the surface of 

the fibers by a strong alkali, e.g., sodium hydroxide. The cost of the bleaching agents, desired products 

condition such as brightness, and environmental guidelines and regulations are key factors regarding 

bleaching process designation. 

After that, the pulp is ran through a paper making machine to obtain a large roll of paper before it will 

be further converted to final products such as office papers, packaging boxes, or tissue papers. The 

production process could be diverged from the previous explanation depending on each manufacturing 

company. 

1.1.3 Energy utilization in pulp and paper industry 

The pulp and paper production is one of the most energy intensive industries. It was estimated that the 

energy from steam is around 81% of the total energy consumption in the pulp and paper industry [1]. 

Besides the pulp and paper industry, other steam intensive processes are also found in the food 

processing industry (57%), the chemicals industry (42%), and the petroleum refining industry (23%) 

[1]. In pulp and paper industry, the paper mill boilers generate steam not only for cooking the woodchips 

in the pulping process but also for drying the paper and generating electricity internally used in the 

paper mill. Generally, energy production in the mill is derived from biomass mostly bark and wood by-

product as fuel. For example, shares of energy sources in total energy consumption in the member 

countries of the confederation of European Paper Industry (CEPI, 2007) is mainly biomass including 

black liquor as high as 50 percent. Utilization of waste biomass generated from the mill is still limited 

around one percent and the rest is relying on conventional fossil fuels such as gas, oil, and coal.  

 

1.2 Paper sludge 

Paper sludge is generated from two sources: the main and the secondary clarifiers [2,3]. The main 

clarifier, where precipitated particles are collected, produces high fiber concentration sludge, which is 

called primary sludge. It consists of wood fibers: cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin [4]. Moreover, 

specific substances for paper making process, such as kaolin and calcium carbonate, were also found in 

the primary sludge [5]. For the secondary sludge, it is produced from the secondary clarifier and the 

wastewater treatment facility and contains fewer amounts of solid particles. The characteristics of the 

paper sludge depend on raw materials, techniques employed, water treatment processes, and designed 

property of paper products in each manufacturer [6]. Figure 1-4 illustrates the paper sludge after the 

mechanical belt pressing which has the moisture content around 75–80 percent. 
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Nowadays, landfilling is one of the most common practices for paper sludge disposal [3,7,8]. However, 

it brings about lots of severe problems to society, such as groundwater contamination caused by leachate 

[3]. Another common way to destroy the paper sludge is incineration. The incineration plants can 

eliminate waste by burning and recovering the heat for other purposes such as to generate electricity. 

The substantial volumetric reduction is satisfied and it can break down hazardous bacteria or 

microorganism, which can be found in medical waste. To maintain a good combustion performance, 

the incinerator needs the primary fuel such as coal, oil, or gas. The main reason is that water content in 

paper sludge is very high; therefore, it cannot be burnt solely or used directly as fuel. Other drawbacks 

that make the incineration inadvisable, especially in developing countries, are high cost not only for the 

capital investment but also for the operational cost. 

 

Figure 1-4 Paper sludge (Courtesy of Siam Kraft Industry Co., Ltd) 

Many approaches have been developed to manage the paper sludge. Thermochemical conversion 

technology, for example, gasification, is an interesting method. By converting solid waste into gaseous 

fuel, the waste can be eliminated with low air pollutants. Syngas after cleaning can be further utilized 

in a gas engine for electrical power generation. However, a main disadvantage is that tar and other 

inorganic compounds in the syngas have to be eliminated before utilization. Practically, usable fuel for 

the downdraft gasifier usually should have the moisture content less than 25 percent. This is because 

the thermal efficiency will be reduced due to the heat is used to evaporate the water inside the fuel; 

therefore, high moisture waste is also problematic for this process. Supercritical water gasification 

(SWG), which is commonly known as a utilization of water above 374 °C and 22 MPa as a medium, 

which has a low dielectric constant, low viscosity, and high diffusivity. Additionally, mass transport 

rate of this process is very high since a complete miscibility of the organic compound and gases leading 

to an ultimately high destruction rate [9]. The SWG was able to generate valuable gases, such as 

hydrogen and methane, from the pulp and paper sludge [10]. It showed a satisfying energy recovery 

and was able to convert organic materials into useful chemicals; however, due to its severe operational 
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condition and corrosion problem, the SWG might be impractical in the industry especialy in developing 

countries [11-13]. 

1.3 Co-combustion of biomass and waste with coal 

As mentioned earlier, large amount of steam is used in the paper factory. Steam generation unit such as 

fluidized bed boiler is generally utilized in this industry. Fuel supplied to the boiler can be conventional 

fossil fuels and biomass residues generated from the pulp and paper production process. This 

combination of fuel supplying technique is called as co-combustion or co-firing. Co-combustion of 

biomass and waste with coal has been studied by many researchers both experimental- and modeling-

approaches [14-20]. Sami et al. summarized the co-firing of several types of biomass, e.g., agricultural 

residues, refuse-derived fuel, and animal waste, with coal [14]. According to that study, it was 

concluded co-firing these fuels showed the possibility to diminish NOx and SOx emission from the 

original pulverized-coal burning power stations [14] in spite of the different characteristics of biomass 

and coal as well as some technical problems such as fouling issues. In a large-scale coal-fired CHP 

power plant, sawdust has been introduced to be burned with coal [15]. Savolainen stated that the co-

firing of the sawdust with coal was successful in term of the emission reduction and no negative effects 

on the boiler, electrostatic precipitator, and flue-gas desulfurization performances were observed. 

However, it was reported that the drying capacity of the mills was not adequate when increasing the 

amount of the sawdust due to its high moisture content (50–65 wt.%) [15]. Flame stability of biomass 

co-firing with coal in an industrial-scale combustion facility has been investigated by Lu et al. [16]. It 

was concluded that adding the biomass less than one-fifth for co-firing with coal could limit adverse 

influences on the flame stability; however, with a higher amount of biomass, the additional portion did 

affect the flame front due to the variation of the physical and chemical properties [16]. The study of co-

firing applications of the paper sludge with either a subbituminous coal [19] or a semi-anthracite coal 

[20] showed some benefits in view of energy recovery and environmental friendliness. According to 

the literature, the amount of biomass/waste to be co-fired with coal is dependent on the characteristic 

of each fuel such as physical and chemical components as well as the water content. 

1.4 Waste treatment and upgrading 

A subcritical water condition (SWC) is the one where water exits in the state below and near its critical 

point (374 ˚C and 22.1 MPa) , and it has interesting properties such as catalytic behavior for organic 

compounds due to the drastically higher amount of ionic products compared to water at the ambient 

condition [21]. SWC causes degradation of substances as well as creates various reactions, for instance, 

hydrolysis, dehydration, decarboxylation, condensation, and aromatization. The application of 

extraction characteristic starts when water is heated to the temperatures higher than its ambient boiling 
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temperature [22]. The extraction occurs to ionic and polar species at a low temperature while, at higher 

temperatures (near the critical temperature), nonpolar substances could be dissolved and extracted 

[21,22]. According to Brunner, biomass components such as starch, sugars, cellulose, hemicellulose, 

and lignin can be processed by SWC [22]. This brings opportunities to the utilization of SWC for 

biomass feedstock transformation into other valuable materials. The application of SWC could be 

simply categorized based on its operating conditions, i.e., the temperature, the pressure, and the holding 

time, and the motivation on the final products. The examples of the applications of SWC regarding 

waste treatment and conversion could be reported as follows 

1.4.1 Waste Autoclave 

Waste autoclaving is a combination of thermal and mechanical treatment. The former is using the steam 

as the pressure and the heat source, which is usually known as ‘pressure cooker’ method. The 

mechanical processing is done by a rotating part to mix the waste inside the pressure vessel. The 

common types of waste for this treatment are, for example, bio-hazardous wastes and medical wastes. 

As a result of the mechanical heat treatment, paper and fiber can be disintegrated, plastics can be 

softened, and hazardous matter can be sterilized and the waste volume can be reduced. Another 

important factor of waste autoclave is the processing time that can optimize the decontamination of the 

waste. 

1.4.2 Hydrothermal carbonization  

Hydrothermal carbonization (HTC) is used to convert organic materials into carbonaceous solid product 

by using moderate water temperature (180–350 ̊ C) and pressure (2–10MPa) [23,24]. The product from 

HTC is char that has a higher heating value as well as sterilized biological substances [24,25]. The 

holding time of HTC is generally long and it could be in the range of 2–12 h [24,26]. However, a shorter 

holding time at a relatively higher pressure carbonization condition has also been tested [27]. According 

to He et al., they were concluded that HTC could convert sewage sludge into char to be used as a solid 

fuel in view of the fuel characteristics and the combustion performance [24]. In addition, the HTC 

process was applied to municipal solid waste streams [28] as well as biomass/agricultural residues 

[29,30]. Based on the study by Oliveira et al., using corn silage and dough residues as feedstock for 

HTC could produce biochar that had better quality and similar characteristics with brown coal [30]. 

1.4.3 Hydrothermal liquefaction 

Hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL) is focused on liquid products, i.e., heavy oils and water-soluble oils. 

The temperature condition in HTL is relatively high and could be ranged from 250–380 ̊ C approaching 

a supercritical water condition [31,32]. The yields of the liquid products from HTL could be in-between 

20–60% depending on the operating conditions as well as the use of solvents or catalysts during the 

process [33]. HTL of the secondary pulp/paper powder for energy recovery was studied [34]. It was 
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suggested that HTL in the presence of H2 of the secondary pulp/paper sludge with Ca(OH)2 catalyst 

could be an effective way for energy recovery via liquid oil production. From an investigation of Zhang 

et al., bio-crude oil has been produced from the paper sludge and waste newspaper by HTL [31]. The 

produced heavy oils from HTL from a combination of samples at 300 ˚C for 20 minutes gave 

significantly higher energy content product. 

1.4.4 Hydrothermal treatment 

Hydrothermal treatment (HTT) has been investigated by several researchers in recent years [35-37]. 

This innovative treatment process can convert waste to value-added resources such as coal-like solid 

fuel or organic fertilizer [36,38]. Namioka et al. [35] applied HTT to produce solid fuel and studied the 

effect of HTT on sewage sludge dewaterability. When increasing the HTT temperature, more moisture 

could be reduced by the same dewatering condition. Sakaguchi et al. [39] upgraded high moisture 

content brown coal by HTT and reported that fuel property of hydrothermally treated brown coal was 

improved due to the increase in the heating value during HTT. In a 3-m3 demonstration plant, HTT has 

been proven to reduce organic chlorine and improve natural drying performance of the Japanese 

municipal solid waste to produce safe and clean solid fuel [36,40]. 

 

1.5 Research objective 

Since the paper sludge is very problematic and difficult to dispose, this research is devoted to find the 

systematic and practical solution. The appropriate way to deal with the paper sludge is the Waste-to-

Energy technology. There are various technologies that are applicable to convert waste into energy both 

thermochemical and biochemical conversion [41,42]. Several technologies have been mentioned in the 

previous section.  

Co-combustion of sludge with coal can be implemented in-house in conventional coal-fired power 

plants without significant modifications and major investments [43,44]. It can reduce the coal demand 

as well as exploit the waste efficiently through energy recovery. Moreover, the transportation of the 

paper sludge whose main composition is water is inappropriate and uneconomical. Therefore, the in-

house co-combustion with coal could be the practical and feasible solution. However, bad fuel 

characteristics of paper sludge could unfavorably affect co-combustion application in many ways. For 

example, high water content does not only limit the amount of paper sludge for co-combustion with 

coal but also increases the flue gas volume after water evaporation leading to some problematic issues. 

Therefore, the effective and feasible pretreatment technology is necessary before the co-firing 

application. According to the previous successful studies on HTT, this technology could be successfully 

implemented to treat paper sludge before using as an alternative solid fuel in co-combustion application. 
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In sum, the main objective of this research is to promote Waste-to-Energy technology in the pulp and 

paper industry by using the hydrothermal treatment to upgrade paper sludge followed by the co-

combustion of the hydrothermally treated paper sludge with coal. An illustration of the proposed system 

is shown in Figure 1-5. The feasibility of the hydrothermal treatment process was also focused as well 

as the performance of the combustion/co-combustion test for the raw paper sludge and the 

hydrothermally treated paper sludge with different types of coal. 

 

Figure 1-5 Integration of hydrothermal treatment for paper sludge and its co-combustion with coal in 

a conventional pulp and paper making process 

 

1.6 Outline and scope 

To realize the objective of this study, the outline of this research is proposed and illustrated in Figure 

1-6. A series of experiments, both lab-scale and pilot-scale hydrothermal treatment (HTT), fundamental 

combustion, basic co-combustion, and practical co-combustion plus its detail phenomena clarification, 

have been conducted. The equipment has been selected according to the scheme of each study. Five 

main chapters in this thesis are devoted to main contents of this research. They are in Chapters 2–6. 

Chapter 1 and 7 are the introduction and conclusion with recommendation of this research, respectively. 

The content of this work is presented as follows: 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

It is the current chapter discussing about the background of this research. Firstly, the introduction of the 

pulp and paper industry is described and the general information of the problematic waste from the 

industry, the paper sludge, is provided. Then, the research objective is stated. Finally, the outline and 

scope of this study are presented. 
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Figure 1-6 Outline of this research 

Chapter 2: Lab-scale and pilot-scale investigation on hydrothermal treatment of paper sludge for solid 

fuel production 

This chapter aims to investigate alternative solid fuel production from paper sludge employing the 

hydrothermal treatment (HTT) in a lab-scale facility for implementation of the pilot-scale plant. The 

paper sludge was subjected to HTT under subcritical hydrothermal conditions. In the lab-scale 

experiment, the temperature conditions were 180, 200, 220, and 240 °C at the pressure around 1.8–2.4 

MPa, while it was 197 °C at 1.9 MPa in the pilot plant as the optimum condition. The holding time was 

30 minutes in both cases. The hydrothermally produced solid fuel was evaluated in regards to its fuel 

properties, dewatering and drying performances, and mass distribution. Furthermore, the energy 

balance of the process was studied. Results showed that the higher heating value of the pretreated paper 

sludge was slightly improved by HTT. By mechanical dewatering, only 4.1% of moisture in the raw 

paper sludge can be removed while the 200 °C hydrothermally treated paper sludge showed 19.5% 

moisture reduction. According to the energy balance of the pilot plant, the recovered energy was 

significantly higher than the energy input, showing the feasibility of employing HTT to produce 

alternative solid fuel from paper sludge. 

Chapter 3: Combustion characteristics and kinetics study of hydrothermally treated paper sludge by 

thermogravimetric analysis 

In this chapter, an investigation on combustion characteristics of the hydrothermally treated paper 

sludge was performed as a fundamental combustion study. As shown in Chapter 2, the paper sludge 

was treated at the temperature range of 180–240 °C under pressurized conditions with a holding time 

of 30 minutes by a lab-scale apparatus. The optimized temperature (197 °C at 1.9 MPa) was used to 

HTT

fundamental 
combustion

basic
co-combustion

practical
co-combustion

detail 
phenomena
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treat the paper sludge in a pilot plant with the same holding time. The combustion behavior of the 

products and the reference materials, including cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin, were studied by the 

thermogravimetric analysis. The major decomposition of paper sludge was devoted to cellulose. The 

ignition temperature was originally low around 257–271 °C. The burnout temperature was 

approximately 679–695 °C. From the two-stage kinetics study, it was revealed that the activation energy 

of the treated paper sludge was lower than the original material indicating a higher reactivity and they 

were  in the range of 113–147 kJ/mol. 

Chapter 4: Co-combustion of hydrothermally treated paper sludge with subbituminous coal in a fixed 

bed combustor 

After the fundamental combustion study in Chapter 3, the basic co-combustion test was conducted in 

this chapter. In this study, the co-combustion of the hydrothermally treated paper sludge with 

subbituminous coal was investigated. The solid fuel was produced from paper sludge by the 

hydrothermal pilot plant at the temperature of 197 °C and the pressure of 1.9 MPa for 30 minutes. NO 

emissions were tested by a batch-type fixed bed combustor. The result showed that the NO emissions 

could be reduced around 26–31% and, therefore, the mixture of coal and hydrothermally treated paper 

sludge (HTT-PS) yielded lower NO emission compared to the mixture of coal and raw paper sludge. 

NO conversion of the HTT-PS was lower than the original paper sludge. Finally, the slagging and 

fouling indices were calculated. The fouling and slagging tendencies of HTT-PS were improved. 

Chapter 5: Fluidized bed co-combustion of hydrothermally treated paper sludge with two coals of 

different rank 

In this chapter, the practical co-combustion test was conducted. Fluidized bed co-combustion of raw 

paper sludge (Raw-PS) and hydrothermally treated paper sludge (HTT-PS) with either low (Lo-Coal) 

or high reactivity coal (Hi-Coal) was investigated. The paper sludge was treated in a pilot-scale 

hydrothermal reactor at 197 °C and 1.9 MPa for 30 minutes. The procedure is the same as in Chapter 2. 

South African bituminous and Thai subbituminous coals were selected as representative of Lo-Coal and 

Hi-Coal, respectively. A 110-mm bubbling fluidized bed combustor was used in this study. During the 

steady combustion tests, the nominal temperature was 850 °C, the fluidization velocity was 0.5 m/s, and 

the excess air was varied as 20%, 40%, and 60%. Co-combustion tests were conducted by feeding the 

sludge at the mixing ratio of 30% and 50% (mass basis) with coal. The focus of this study was on NOx 

emission and unburned carbon performance. Results showed that at 30% mixing ratio using HTT-PS 

instead of Raw-PS could reduce NOx emission by 3–6% and  9–17% in the case of Lo-Coal and Hi-

Coal, respectively, and the loss of unburned carbon could be decreased by 15–18% and 36–53% for Lo-
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Coal and Hi-Coal, respectively. On the whole, the hydrothermally treated paper sludge showed better 

performance and would be a better choice compared to the original raw paper sludge. 

Chapter 6: Effect of hydrothermal treatment on primary fragmentation and attrition phenomena  during 

fluidized bed combustion of paper sludge 

In Chapter 6, the effect of HTT on fluidized bed combustion of paper sludge focusing on essential 

particle comminution phenomena, i.e., the primary fragmentation and the char particle attrition, were 

investigated. This chapter explains the important findings in Chapter 5, i.e., the reduction of unburned 

carbon by HTT. The systematic combination of experimental techniques were carried out to test raw 

paper sludge (Raw-PS), hydrothermally treated papers sludge (HTT-PS), and subbituminous coal (Sub-

C). The results showed that all three samples extensively underwent the primary fragmentation. From 

the char particle attrition, the Sub-C intensely experienced particle rounding off and, after that, became 

very strong against mechanical abrasive attrition followed by HTT-PS and Raw-PS. It was clearly 

observed from the oxidative attrition test that Sub-C exhibited postcombustion of fines and resulted in 

significantly lower amount of the elutriation rate whereas Raw-PS and HTT-PS went through a 

combustion-assisted attrition leading to higher amount of generated fines. In both cases, HTT-PS 

showed lower amount of fine particles than the original material indicating better combustion 

performance. Furthermore, CO2 profile from the oxidative attrition test implied that the combustion of 

HTT-PS completed significantly earlier than the other fuels showing its superior burnout performance. 

Chapter 7: Conclusions 

The main findings from each chapter are re-summarized in this chapter. The experimental results are 

linked together between each study to articulate and explain the important mechanism. Finally, the 

recommendation for future work or implementation of this research is suggested. 
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Chapter 2 

Lab-scale and pilot-scale investigation on hydrothermal treatment of 

paper sludge for solid fuel production 

 

2.1 Background 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, paper sludge comes from the primary clarifier and it mainly consists of 

discarded woody fibers [1,2]. Another portion of the paper sludge comes from the wastewater treatment 

facility and it is called as the secondary sludge, which has a very high water content [1]. This leads to 

the difficulties in managing as well as reduce performance of the combustor when it is used as boiler 

fuel. As the objective of this research is to use paper sludge as the alternative fuel in co-combustion 

application, the hydrothermal treatment (HTT) was firstly used to upgrade the paper sludge. 

To realize this goal, the lab-scale test of the alternative solid fuel production from paper sludge 

employing HTT was done. The HTT condition, i.e., the temperature and its corresponding pressure, 

was optimized by both the product and process analyses. The holding time was fixed to simplify the 

evaluation since it has relatively less effect compared to the temperature and pressure. The product after 

HTT has to have a comparable or even better quality in view of solid fuel. For example, the 

dewaterability and energy content have to be improved. At the same time, the HTT condition has to be 

feasible from the aspect of the energy output/input ratio. By considering both product and process, the 

optimized condition of HTT could be achieved. 

In the pilot-scale demonstration, the optimized temperature condition determined based on the lab-scale 

experiment was adopted. The holding time was varied to observe its effect. The evaluation has been 

Abstract: This chapter aims to investigate alternative solid fuel production from paper sludge 

employing the hydrothermal treatment (HTT) in a lab-scale facility for implementation of the pilot-

scale plant. The paper sludge was subjected to HTT under subcritical hydrothermal conditions. In 

the lab-scale experiment, the temperature conditions were 180, 200, 220, and 240 °C at the pressure 

around 1.8–2.4 MPa, while it was 197 °C at 1.9 MPa in the pilot plant as the optimum condition. 

The holding time was 30 minutes in both cases. The hydrothermally produced solid fuel was 

evaluated in regards to its fuel properties, dewatering and drying performances, and mass 

distribution. Furthermore, the energy balance of the process was studied. Results showed that the 

higher heating value of the pretreated paper sludge was slightly improved by HTT. By mechanical 

dewatering, only 4.1% of moisture in the raw paper sludge can be removed while the 200 °C 

hydrothermally treated paper sludge showed 19.5% moisture reduction. According to the energy 

balance of the pilot plant, the recovered energy was significantly higher than the energy input, 

showing the feasibility of employing HTT to produce alternative solid fuel from paper sludge. 
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done with the similar procedure with the lab-scale test, and both product and process analyses are in 

focus. The mass and energy balances were analyzed. These calculations are more realistic compared to 

the one from the lab-scale experiment since it mostly derived from the experimental data. Therefore, 

the data from the mass and energy balance could be utilized for scaling-up. Furthermore, the mechanism 

of the effect of HTT on paper sludge has been investigated. The content in this chapter is considered as 

a fundamental step to achieve the integrated Waste-to-Energy solution for paper sludge in the pulp and 

paper industry. 

 

2.2 Materials and methods 

2.2.1 Raw material 

The raw paper sludge (Raw-PS), which was provided by the Siam Kraft Industry Company Limited, 

Thailand, is the mixture of the primary and secondary sludge. The preliminary dewatered paper sludge 

shown in Figure 2-1 was the raw material for both lab-scale and pilot-scale experiments. 

 

Figure 2-1 Paper sludge (left: lab-scale; right: pilot-scale) 

2.2.2 Lab-scale experiment 

2.2.2.1 Lab-scale hydrothermal treatment 

In the laboratory, Raw-PS was treated in a batch-type electric heater autoclave machine (MMJ-500, 

OM Lab-Tech Co., Ltd., Japan) illustrated in Figure 2-2. The experimental system consists of a reactor, 

an electric heater, and a condenser with a water-cooling bath. The size of the vertical reactor is 500 mL. 

At the beginning, pure water (Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd. Japan) was mixed with the paper 

sludge with the mass ratio of 1:1 to simulate the HTT condition. The prepared sample was poured into 

the reactor assembled with a stirrer. It was kept rotating during the experiment to assure the uniformity 

of the product. Before heating up, argon gas was introduced to create an oxygen free environment. The 

paper sludge was subjected to four temperatures variation, 180, 200, 220, and 240 ˚C with a holding 
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time of 30 minutes. After the treatment, the pressure inside the reactor was released by discharging the 

steam through the condenser. Shortly after the pressure was reduced to atmospheric condition, the 

product was thoroughly removed from the reactor as well as the condensate left in the condenser and 

its piping for calculating the mass balance. Each experiment was performed three times to assure the 

repeatability. Table 2-1 summarizes all the operating conditions in this work. 

2.2.2.2 Lab-scale dewatering and drying 

The mechanical dewatering and thermal drying were integrated into the proposed alternative solid fuel 

production process. The hydrothermally treated paper sludge (HTT-PS) was subjected to the dewatering 

test after HTT. It was conducted by a mechanical pressing device illustrated in Figure 2-3. The machine 

consists of a piston, a cylinder, and an orifice plate. HTT-PS was filled in the cylinder then it was 

pressurized at a pressure of 0.6 MPa for 15 minutes. Nitrogen gas was used as a pressure source. During 

the experiment, the seal and filter cloth were able to minimize errors. Subsequently, the dewatered solid 

was immediately taken into a convective force-drying process by an air blow dryer machine illustrated 

in Figure 2-4 for the drying test. The machine generates air flow by a centrifugal air compressor 

assembled with an electric heater to increase the air temperature. The dewatered sludge was put on the 

ASP-4100 electronic balance (As One Corp., Japan) integrated with the data logger. Due to the 

sensitivity of the electronic balance, the drying apparatus was calibrated before testing to minimize 

errors. The temperature condition of the drying experiment was controlled at 32 ˚C with an average 

velocity of 1.2 m/s. After the sample weight was constant for 1 h, the experiment was terminated. The 

dewatering and drying conditions are also shown in Table 2-1. 

 

 

Figure 2-2 Autoclave machine 
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Figure 2-3 Mechanical pressing device 

 

Figure 2-4 Air blow drying machine 

2.2.3 Pilot-scale experiment 

2.2.3.1 Pilot-scale hydrothermal treatment  

For the pilot-scale HTT, the reactor is a 1-m3 cylindrical batch-type assembled with an automatic stirrer 

illustrated in Figure 2-5. Approximately 351 kg of Raw-PS were supplied to the reactor in each 

experiment. Similar to the lab-scale procedure, the sample was initially kept mixing by a stirrer with a 

rotational velocity of 20 rpm. Then, the treatment condition was achieved by injecting a saturated steam 

generated by a fire-tube boiler fueled by liquefied petroleum gas (LPG). The operating condition was 

1.9 MPa with an average temperature of 197 ˚C. When the temperature reached the desired state, the 

treatment process was instantly kept holding for 15 and 30 minuters. After the reaction was finished, 

the steam was flushed out to reduce the pressure inside the reactor. Finally, the products were extracted 

from the reactor directly by drain valves after the pressure fell down to 0.5 MPa. The pilot-scale HTT 

experimental condition is summarized in Table 2-1. 
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Figure 2-5 Hydrothermal pilot plant (Courtesy of SCG) 

2.2.3.2 Pilot-scale dewatering and drying 

The dewatering test of the pilot-scale experiment was performed by a 1.5-kW centrifugal decanter as 

shown in Figure 2-6. After HTT-PS was taken out from the reactor, it was filled into a three-layer 

textile-made bag, which has 650-micron mesh in each layer, to prevent the loss of the sample. Before 

starting the dewatering test, two bags, which have the same amount of samples, were tested together 

across from each other in order to balance the centrifugal machine during the operation. The rotational 

speed was 960 rpm and the dewatering time was 5 minutes. It should be mentioned that the pressure 

exerting on the sample was calculated from the division of centrifugal force to the circular area of the 

sludge cake after centrifuging. After the dewatering test, the sludge cake was immediately taken out. 

To perform the natural drying test, the sludge cake was first manually crushed then it was filled in a 

30×30 cm plate and placed indoors with an average temperature of 32 ˚C. The 24-h natural drying of 

both samples were done under the same conditions. All the operating conditions mentioned above are 

also summarized in Table 2-1. 

2.2.4 Sample analysis 

Raw-PS and HTT-PS were analyzed in view of the physical appearance as well as the chemical 

composition. The appearance of the paper sludge was compared between before and after HTT and the 

drying process. In the laboratory, Raw-PS and HTT-PS were dried at 105 ˚C in an electric oven and 

pulverized before the analysis. The proximate and ultimate analysis were carried out as the dry basis 

with the Shimadzu 50 TGA/DTA analyzer and PerkinElmer 2400 Series II CHN organic elemental 

analyzer. The higher heating value (HHV, dry basis) was determined by the Shimadzu CA-4PJ bomb 

calorimeter. In case of the pilot-scale samples, the proximate analysis was conducted by the Leco’s 

TGA701 Thermogravimetric Analyzer using the ASTM D7582  Standard Test Methods for Proximate 

Analysis of Coal and Coke by Macro Thermogravimetric Analysis. Leco’s TruSpec CHNS/O was used 

to perform the ultimate analysis according to the ASTM D3176  Standard Practice for Ultimate 
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Analysis of Coal and Coke and the HHV was measured by the Leco’s AC600 Bomb Calorimeter using 

the ASTM D5865 Standard Test Method for Gross Calorific Value of Coal and Coke. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed by the JSM-6610LA scanning electron 

microscope (JEOL Co., Ltd. Japan) to study the surface morphology of the samples. Furthermore, the 

Fourier transform infrared spectrometry (FTIR) was done by the JIR-SPX200  FT-IR spectrometer 

(JEOL Co., Ltd. Japan) to investigate the mechanism of HTT. The fine particle samples were mixed 

with KBr and pelletized. Then, it was scanned from 400 to 4000 cm-1 with the resolution of 4 cm-1. 

 

Figure 2-6 1.5 kW centrifugal decanter (Courtesy of SCG) 

Table 2-1 Summary of experimental condition 

Parameters Laboratory Pilot 

Hydrothermal treatment (HTT)   

Sludge mass 60±0.2 g 351±1 kg 

Pressure (MPa) 1.8-2.4 1.9±0.05 

Temperature (˚C) 180, 200, 220, 240 197±3 

Holding period (min) 30 15, 30 

Dewatering experiment   

Dewatering method Pressing Centrifuging 

Dewatering pressure(MPa) 0.6 0.5 

Dewatering time (min) 15 5 

Drying experiment   

Drying mechanism Thermal Natural 

Air temperature (˚C) 32±0.4 32±3 

Air velocity (m/s) 1.2 N/A 

 

2.2.5 Process analysis 

2.2.5.1 Lab-scale process analysis 
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The analysis of lab-scale solid fuel production process was conducted to know the mass balance and 

estimated energy consumption and energy recovery. The mass balance plays very important role 

because all of the products after the treatment have different characteristics, amount, and value. They 

have to be appropriately utilized in order to add the value to the system. The amount of the products 

were determined interactively between each experiment within the control volume as follows:  

1. Input and output of the small-scale autoclave facility for HTT,  

2. Input and output of the mechanical pressing device for the dewatering experiment,   

3. Input and output of the air blow dryer machine for the drying experiment. 

In the laboratory, the mass balance equation was based on the following equations: 

msludge + mmoisture + madded water = mHTT sludge + mblow−off gas   (2-1) 

where msludge  = mass of dried Raw-PS supplied to the autoclave machine, mmoisture  = mass of 

moisture in Raw-PS supplied to the autoclave machine , madded water = mass of the additional water 

supplied to the autoclave machine, mHTT sludge  = mass of HTT-PS products after the treatment 

including the condensed steam, and mblow−off gas = blow-off gas output of the condenser (calculated 

by the difference), 

mHTT sludge = mde solid + mde liquid       (2-2) 

where mHTT sludge = mass of HTT-PS supplied for the mechanical pressing device, mde solid = mass of 

the dewatered solid after dewatering, mde liquid = mass of the dewatered liquid after dewatering, 

mde solid = mdried solid + mevap moisture      (2-3) 

where mde solid = the dewatered solid part of HTT-PS supplied to the air blow dryer, mdried solid = 

mass of the dried HTT-PS product from the air blow dryer which was considered as totally dried, 

mevap moisture = evaporated moisture during drying. 

The energy consumption and the energy recovery were discussed for assuring the possibility of the solid 

fuel production process from paper sludge. Combining the theoretical assumptions and experimental 

data, the net energy consumption for treating the paper sludge in each condition has been determined. 

Additionally, to evaluate the feasibility of the process, the ratio of the energy output/input can be 

approximately estimated by Equation 2-4 [1]. 

Energy Output Input⁄ Ratio =
(HHV of Product)×(Dried Mass)

(Energy Input)
     (2-4) 
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where HHV (dry basis) is the higher heating value of HTT-PS, the dried mass is the dried HTT-PS after 

the drying experiment, and the energy input was calculated by Equation 2-5. 

Energy Input = [msludgecp(TT − Trm)]  + [mwater(hg,T − hl,Trm
)]   (2-5) 

where msludge is the dried mass of Raw-PS, cp  is the specific heat of Raw-PS, TT  is the specific 

temperature condition for each experiment, Trm is the room temperature, hg,T is an enthalpy of the 

saturated vapor at the specific temperature, hl,Trm
is the enthalpy of the saturated liquid at the room 

temperature, and mwater is the water in Raw-PS. 

The calculation for the lab-scale experiment has been done under the following assumptions:  

1. The water was heated from 25 ̊ C to the saturated vapor water state in each specific temperature. 

2. The energy consumption of the electrical stirrer and other electrical utilities were neglected. 

3. The energy utilized in the dewatering experiment has been neglected. 

4. The energy used for water evaporation was estimated by multiplying the amount of moisture 

evaporated in the drying experiment with a latent heat for evaporation of water (2.26 MJ/kg), 

5. The specific heat of sludge was assumed to be 1.7 kJ/kg⋅K.  

2.2.5.2 Pilot-scale process analysis 

In order to understand the process characteristic and ensure economic feasibility of the pilot-scale 

alternative solid fuel production process, the process analysis as the mass and energy balances have to 

be discussed.  

As mentioned in the lab-scale experiment, the mass balance is essential especially in the larger scale 

experiment. In the pilot-scale mass balance, both mass input and output to the reactor and other facilities 

during the whole treatment process were determined as follows:  

1. Input and output of the pilot-scale hydrothermal plant for HTT 

2. Input and output of the centrifugal decanter machine for the dewatering experiment 

3. Input and output of the indoor 24 h natural drying experiment 

4. Additional mass balance for the dry basis product 

The mass balance equation can be obtained as follows: 

msludge + msteam = mslurry + mliquid + mblow−off gas     (2-6) 

where msludge = wet basis Raw-PS mass supplied to the reactor, msteam = mass of steam supplied to 

the reactor, mslurry = slurry part of the product as the output of HTT, mliquid = liquid part of the product 
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as the output of HTT, and mblow−off gas = blow-off gas to the condenser as condensed steam as the 

output of HTT (calculated by the difference). 

mslurry = mde solid + mde liq        (2-7) 

where mslurry= slurry part of the product supplied to the centrifugal decanter, mde solid = dewatered 

solid product as the output of the dewatering experiment, mde liq= dewatered liquid product as the 

output of the dewatering experiment. 

mde solid = mnad solid + mnad evap liq       (2-8) 

where mde solid= dewatered solid product supplied for the natural drying experiment, mnad solid = 

naturally dried solid mass as the output of the natural drying experiment, mnad evap liq= naturally 

evaporable moisture during the naturaly drying experiment. 

mnad solid = mtot dried solid + mevap liq       (2-9) 

where mnad solid = mass after the natural drying experiment, mtot dried solid= dry basis of the final 

product, mevap liq = the rest of the evaporable moisture. It should be noted that the 24 h natural drying 

experiment cannot reduce the moisture of the sample to zero; thus the total dried mass (dry basis of 

HTT-PS) was determined in the analysis center. And, the total moisture, needed to be evaporated after 

the dewatering experiment, was the accumulation of  mnad evap liq and mevap liq. 

Energy balance is indispensable because it implies the possibility of the alternative solid fuel production 

process. It was calculated based on the information, measurement data, and assumption. The previous 

study by Namioka [3] discussed about the energy consumption of the solid fuel production from sewage 

sludge compared with the conventional drying process. It was said that the energy consumption of the 

proposed system was two-thirds of the drying process. Based on the study on the energy balance of 

HTT by Dr. Pandji Prawisudha [4], two phases energy consumption in HTT were suggested: (i) steam 

injection and (ii) holding period. In each phase, the energy utilized in the process was categorized into 

three groups: (1) energy from steam, (2) electrical energy from motor attached with the reactor, and (3) 

energy from other electrical utilities. This valuable investigation was utilized as the core concept of the 

energy balance study. 

In this study, further extension of the energy balance has been proposed as the Integrated Total Energy 

Balance of Alternative Solid Fuel Production from High Moisture Waste Employing Hydrothermal 

Treatment. The integration of the dewatering and drying experiments’ energy consumption were 

presented; thus, the energy analysis of the complete solid fuel production process from sludge could be 

estimated. 
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The energy output/input ratio was utilized similar to the laboratory-scale experiment. When this value 

is higher than one, it means that the system generates excessive amount of energy, which implies its 

sustainability. On the other hand, if the value is lower than one, it indicates that the system needs other 

energy sources to operate and maintain the process. Thus, the energy output/input ratio could evaluate 

the feasibility. It was determined from the following equation: 

Energy Output Input⁄ Ratio =
(Energy Output)

(Energy Input)
      (2-10) 

The energy output from the system was calculated by the recovered energy from the dried mass of the 

final product, which is the multiplication of the higher heating value, and the dried mass of the product 

as shown in Equation 2-11. And, the total energy input to the solid fuel production process is the 

accumulation of the energy used in HTT (steam injection and holding period), the dewatering process, 

and the drying process as presented in Equation 2-12.  

[Energy Output] = [HHV of sludge] × [Dried mass of sludge]    (2-11) 

[Energy Input] = [
HTT

Steam injection
] + [

HTT
Holding period 

] + [
Dewatering

process
] + [

Drying
Process

] (2-12) 

Next, the total energy from steam was calculated by Equation 2-13. The steam was generated by the 

fire-tube boiler using the liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) as fuel. The efficiency of the boiler was 

approximately 89% and LPG, which has the HV of 26.78 MJ/liter, was provided by the PTTNGV Co., 

Ltd. It should be noted that the energy from LPG was easily derived from a multiplication of an amount 

of LPG used and its heating value as the input energy to the boiler. After multiplying the raw energy in 

LPG and the efficiency of the boiler, the total energy from steam was obtained. The third term in the 

Equation 2-13 is the energy of the steam at a specific pressure and temperature, which equals to the 

total energy from steam. The specific temperature of the steam at the boiler can be determined from this 

equation giving the occurring thermodynamic process of the steam in the boiler. The atmospheric 

temperature was 22 ˚C and the total water consumption was presented in the previous mass balance 

section as the total steam consumption. The operating pressure of the boiler was 2.1 MPa. 

[
Total energy
from steam

] = [mfuel,total ∙ HVfuel] × [ηboiler] = mwater,tot(h(P,T) − hT0
)  (2-13) 

Equation 2.14 shows the energy utilized in the steam injection phase, which were (1) energy from steam, 

(2) electrical energy from stirrer’s motor for keeping the sample mixed, and (3) electrical energy from 

boiler utilities including water pump, controller, and burner.  

[
HTT

Steam injection
] = [

Energy from
steam @ inj.

] + [
Energy from
motor @ inj.

] + [
Energy from

utilities @ inj.
]  (2-14) 
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The energy from steam during the injection process was determined by Equation 2-15, where mwater,inj. 

is the mass of the water fed to the boiler during the steam injection process,  h(P,T) is the enthalpy of 

the water at the specific pressure and temperature derived from Equation 2-13 and hT0
is the enthalpy 

of the water at atmospheric temperature. 

[
Energy from
steam @ inj.

] = mwater,inj.(h(P,T) − hT0
)      (2-15) 

The electrical energy from the motor of the stirrer could be estimated by Equation 2-16 as taking the 

integration of power usage of the motor over operating time during the steam injection process, where, 

Pm,inj is the electrical power of the motor used during the steam injection phase which equals to the 

electrical current measuring at the control monitor of the motor (Im,inj) multiplied by the supplied 

voltage at the plant (380 volt) and the power factor (0.8). Since the integration needs the function 

approximately derived from the original curve, the calculation was done precisely by accumulating the 

area under the power and time curve as presented in Equation 2-16. The same approach was applied to 

Equation 2-17 for the calculation of energy from utilities during the steam injection process, where 

Pu,inj is the electrical power of the utilities during the steam injection phase, Iu,inj is the electrical current 

of the utilities used in the steam injection phase. 

[
Energy from
motor @ inj.

] = Area of Pm,inj − t curve ~ ∫ Pm,inj ∙ 𝑑𝑡; Pm,inj = Im,injV cos ∅
t2

t1
  (2-16) 

[
Energy from

utilities @ inj.
] = Area of Pu,inj − t curve ~ ∫ Pu,inj ∙ 𝑑𝑡; Pu,inj = Iu,injV cos ∅

t2

t1
  (2-17) 

The energy consumption of the holding period during HTT was determined by Equation 2-18. It can be 

separated into three groups similar to the steam injection phase. The energy from steam during the 

holding period was calculated by Equation 2-19, where mwater,hld. is the water consumption of the 

boiler during the holding period, and it was used to compensate the heat loss. The energy from electrical 

utilities was from the motor of the stirrer and the boiler utilities. The calculation methods presented in 

Equation 2-20 and 2-21 are the same as the steam injection phase, where Pm,hld is the electrical power 

of the stirrer’s motor, Im,hld is the electrical current of the motor used in the holding period, Pu,hld. is 

the electrical power of the utilities, and Iu,hld. is the electrical current of the utilities used in the holding 

period. 

[
HT

Holding period
] = [

Energy from
steam @ hld.

] + [
Energy from
motor @ hld.

] + [
Energy from

utilities @ hld.
]  (2-18) 

[
Energy from
steam @ hld.

] = mwater,hld.(h(P,T) − hT0
)      (2-19) 
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[
Energy from
motor @ hld.

] = Area of Pm,hldt curve ~ ∫ Pm,hld ∙ 𝑑𝑡; Pm,hld = Im,hldV cos ∅
t2

t1
 (2-20) 

[
Energy from

utilities @ hld.
] = Area of Pu,hld − t curve ~ ∫ Pu,hld ∙ 𝑑𝑡; Pu,hld = Iu,hldV cos ∅

t2

t1
 (2-21) 

Eventually, the energy consumption of the dewatering and drying experiments are calculated by 

Equation 2-22 and 2-23, respectively. The centrifugal decanter was operated by a 1.5 kW motor 

transferring the centrifugal force by belts. The maximum speed was utilized; thus, electrical energy 

used in the dewatering process was the multiplication of Pm,centrif. (maximum power of 1.5 kW) and 

the operating time to dewater all of the treated paper sludge after HTT. For the natural drying process, 

it was determined by multiplying the evaporated mass of the water during the drying test (after the 

dewatering process) with the latent heat of evaporation (2.26 MJ/kg). 

[
Dewatering

process
] = [

Electrical energy
from motor

] = [Pm,centrif. ∙ t]      (2-22) 

[
Drying
process

] = [
Solar energy

for evaporation
] = mwater ∙ L       (2-23) 

 

2.3 Results and discussion 

2.3.1 Appearance 

Figure 2-7 shows the comparison of the products appearance after HTT by varying the treatment 

temperature and drying (24 h oven drying at 105 ˚C). The paper sludge become dark grey slurry-like 

after subjected to HTT. Moreover, the size of the product was clearly smaller and the color was much 

darker for the higher treatment temperature. When treated at 240 ˚C, considerably higher amount of 

liquid was obtained compared to other lower temperature conditions. This is because the fiber structure, 

mainly composed of cellulose and hemi-cellulose [5], was destroyed and decomposed during HTT as a 

result of heat and pressure. According to the literature, wood components begin to decompose at the 

temperature around 160–200 ̊ C for hemicellulose and 240-350 ̊ C for cellulose [6]. The mechanism of 

essential decomposition at the temperature below 200 ˚C was suggested as depolymerization of 

cellulose [7]. Hence, the appearance of HTT-PS clearly showed the effects of HTT on the 

decomposition of paper sludge which depends on the severity of the treatment condition. In other words, 

when the temperature was increased, more destructive effects were occurred to the structure of the paper 

sludge.  

From the appearance of the dry product, shrinkage was clearly observed in Raw-PS due to the loss of 

moisture during the drying process. Thus, it physically indicated that Raw-PS contained more moisture 

compared to the others. Initially, Raw-PS has very bad odor, it seemed to be better after HTT because 
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the sterilization of microbes in Raw-PS probably suppressed the production of bad smell gas such as 

hydrogen sulfide [8]. 

 

Figure 2-7 Appearance of the raw and hydrothermally treated paper sludge 

For the pilot-scale product, the comparison of Raw-PS and HTT-PS are presented in Figure 2-8. HTT-

PS had slurry-like characteristic and it has grey color while Raw-PS looks more solid-like. The 

appearance of HTT-PS from both 15 and 30 min holding time were very similar. It can be observed that 

HTT-PS contained higher moisture content and this could be due to the condensation of the steam and 

a chemical reaction that yields water such as dehydration reaction. The liquid can be observed in the 

product storage tanks and HTT-PS seemed to be smaller and stuck together like mud. 

 

Figure 2-8 Paper sludge before (left) and after hydrothermal treatment (right) 

However, after the dewatering process, the color of HTT-PS was obviously darker and browner when 

compared to Raw-PS. The sludge cakes after the dewatering and drying were shown in Figure 2-9. The 

odor was much better. Since the appearance of HTT-PS with 15 and 30 min holding time has no 

significant difference, it implied that the holding time had less effects on the appearance compared to 

the pressure and temperature. The holding time could play role in the appearance when it was 

significantly longer; however, it means the higher process time and energy consumption. 
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Additionally, SEM micrographs were used to study fibrous morphology of the paper sludge as shown 

in Figure 2-10. A large fibrous material can be observed in the raw paper sludge illustrated in Figure 2-

10a. For the paper sludge treated at the temperature of 180 ˚C (Figure 2-10b) and 200 ˚C (Figure 2-

10c), the big fibrous particle was vanished while the long chain fibrous material was still observable. 

Figure 2-10d and 2-10e illustrate that most of the fibrous material was degraded when it was treated at 

higher treatment temperature especially at 240 ̊ C. The SEM image of the pilot-scale product presented 

in Figure 2-10f also shows the same characteristic with the lab-scale product. Thus, the SEM analysis 

suitably articulated the destructive effect of HTT as explained above. 

 

Figure 2-9 Hydrothermally treated paper sludge after dewatering test (left) and naturally dried (right) 

 

Figure 2-10 SEM images, a: Raw; b: 180 ˚C; c: 200 ˚C; d: 220 ˚C; e: 240 ˚C; f: 197 ˚C 

2.3.2 Dewatering and drying performances 

a 

c 

e 

b 

d 

f 
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In this study, the water removal process consists of dewatering and drying. The moisture content in 

solid fuel greatly affects the combustion performance such as fuel consumption and combustion 

efficiency. The availability of moisture could benefit for the combustion process; however, when higher 

than 30%, it significantly decreased the burning rate and ignition front propagation [9]. Thus, the effect 

of HTT on the dewatering and drying performances was studied. Initially, the moisture content of Raw-

PS was 76.0% (lab) and 76.4% (pilot), which was tremendously difficult to be dewatered. Figure 2-11 

shows the graphical dewatering performance of the paper sludge before and after HTT. The moisture 

content in Raw-PS was reduced from 76.0% to 72.9% after the dewatering process; while it was 

decreased to 65.3% for HTT-PS at 180 ˚C. When the treatment temperature increased to 200 and 220 

˚C, the moisture content was reduced to 61.2% and 60.4% after the mechanical dewatering process. 

Moreover, it can be as low as 54.5% when it was treated with 240 ˚C HTT temperature. After the 

mechanical dewatering, the moisture reduction rate of Raw-PS was 4.1% whereas HTT-PS showed, at 

least, 23%. It is more than five times higher than that of the raw paper sludge. Therefore, we can say 

that the dewatering performance was significantly improved after HTT. 

Figure 2-11 also illustrates the forced convective drying results. The weight loss of the sample attributed 

to the evaporation of the moisture inside the sample. With HTT, the moisture reduction rate was higher 

as can be observed by comparing the slope of the curve. HTT-PS was approximately reduced to 15%, 

which is low enough for utilization in a commercial boiler. On the other hand, Raw-PS still has a 

moisture content more than 25%. 

For the pilot-scale experiment, both Raw-PS and HTT-PS were subjected to the dewatering test by the 

centrifugal decanter, which generates the pressure approximately 0.5 MPa to the samples. Figure 2-11 

presents the graphical result of the dewatering and drying performances. The moisture content of Raw-

PS was initially 76.4% and it was decreased to 72.3% after dewatering showing 5.4% moisture 

reduction rate. After HTT, the moisture content was increased from 76.4% to 83.9% and 83.6% with 

15 and 30 min holding time, respectively. Then, after the centrifugal dewatering, it was reduced to 

61.5% and 61.8% for the 15 and 30 min holding time, respectively, presenting the reduction of 26.0%. 

The dewatering performance was significantly improved since HTT paper sludge showed 

approximately, at least, five times higher than that of Raw-PS. After 1 h  natural drying, the moisture 

content of Raw-PS, which has 72.3% moisture left after dewatering, was decreased to 69.6%, reducing 

3.7%. In case of HTT-PS, the moisture content was reduced from 61.8% to around 57.0%, performing 

7.8% reduction. The drying performance of HTT-PS was doubled indicating that HTT has a positive 

benefit to the drying process. The results from both lab-scale and pilot-scale experiments show that the 

paper sludge has better dewatering and drying performances after subjected to HTT. This is because 

cell structures of sludge have been crushed and bound water was released [4]. Generally, the moisture 

in the sludge contains free water, surface water, interstitial water, and bound water. At ~105 ̊ C, the free 
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and surface water can be evaporated whereas the interstitial and bound water need the higher 

temperature up to 400 ˚C to evaporate [10]. Thus, Raw-PS has the difficulties in the water removal 

process due to the interstitial and bound water was still contained in the cell boundary. By employing 

HTT, the interstitial and bound water could be dewatered and evaporated easily. 

The remanent moisture in the dewatered product was about 61.0% for both lab-scale (200 ̊ C) and pilot-

scale (197 ˚C) experiments. However, the results of the drying performance were quite different. From 

the pilot-scale result, the moisture left in the 24 h naturally dried product was approximately 52% while 

the lab-scale dried products contained about 15.0% moisture content within 10 h. The drying 

performance of the lab-scale product was significantly better because the drying condition were 

different. The drying condition in the laboratory was the convective force drying while it was the natural 

drying in the pilot-scale experiment. Moreover, significantly small amount of sample was used in the 

lab-scale test. Obviously, small amount of sample that was dried by heated air with a well-circulated 

atmosphere can provide a better drying condition. 

 

 

Figure 2-11 Moisture in paper sludge during the dewatering and drying test 
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2.3.3 Fuel property 

Proximate analysis of Raw-PS and HTT-PS is summarized in Table 2-2. It was clearly shown that 

volatile matter (VM) was relatively decreased after HTT while fixed carbon (FC) and ash were 

relatively increased. Raw-PS has 62.1% VM and it was slightly decreased to 60.1%, 57.8%, 56.5%, and 

56.5% after treated with 180, 200, 220, and 240 ˚C HTT, respectively. The FC increased from 3.9% to 

4.5%, 5.0%, 6.5%, and 7.7% while the ash content increased from 34.1% to 35.4%, 37.2%, 37.0%, and 

35.8% with the increase of the temperature from 180 ˚C to 240 ˚C, respectively. The loss of VM could 

be attributed to the hydrolysis of the polysaccharide into glucose [11,12]. In an oxygen free 

environment, the polysaccharide can be decomposed into CO2 and water with the temperature of 180–

250 ˚C [12] and the high temperature condition (240 ˚C) also enhances the polymerization reaction. 

Ultimate analysis result is summarized in Table 2-2. The carbon content of Raw-PS was 31.3% and it 

was 31.7%, 30.8%, 32.4%, and 35.6% at the 180, 200, 220, and 240 ˚C HTT condition, respectively. 

The carbon content was increased when HTT temperature increases. Hydrogen was decreased from 

4.6% before the treatment to 4.2%, 3.9%, 3.9%, and 4.2% while nitrogen was also decreased from 2.2% 

to 2.0%, 1.7%, 1.4%, and 2.0% as increasing the treatment temperature, respectively. The reduction in 

the weight ratio of oxygen can be observed and this contributed to the higher energy content in the 

product. The oxygen content was 27.8% for Raw-PS and 180 ˚C HTT and decreased to 26.4%, 25.4%, 

and 24.5% for the 200, 220, and 240 ˚C treatment condition, respectively. Table 2-2 also shows the 

higher heating value (HHV) that was gradually increased after HTT. The HHV of HTT-PS was around 

13.4–13.6 MJ/kg while Raw-PS’s HHV was only 12.7 MJ/kg. This is because the ratio of the FC, which 

has much higher energy content compared to the VM, was increased resulting in the improvement of 

the HHV. In other words, the energy density of HTT-PS was slightly increased. 

For pilot-scale experiment, the proximate analysis, ultimate analysis, and heating value were analyzed 

are presented in Table 2-2. For paper sludge, the results of the 15 and 30 min HTT conditions were not 

significantly different. The proximate analysis showed that VM was decreased whereas the ash and FC 

were increased. VM was decreased from 62.1% to 59.9% and 59.4% for the 15 and 30 min holding time 

HTT, respectively. The ash was increased from 27.0% to 29.8% and 30.5% and the FC was slightly 

decreased from 10.9% to 10.3% and 10.1% after 15 and 30 min holding time HTT, respectively. 

The ultimate analysis shows that the carbon content was similar in the case of Raw-PS and HTT-PS 15 

min. However, it was slightly increased for the 30 min HTT. Hydrogen contained in Raw-PS was 4.3% 

and it was around 4.2–5% in the case of HTT-PS. The nitrogen in Raw-PS was 3.9% and it was in-

between 3.1–4.6% after HTT with the holding time of 15 and 30 minutes. As the nitrogen content was 

decreased after HTT, it shows the possibility of NOx emission reduction during the combustion process. 

Sulfur content was around 0.5–0.6% in both Raw-PS and HTT-PS. The oxygen content was 29.5% for 
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Raw-PS and gradually decreased to 25.4% and 26.5% by HTT 15 and 30 min, respectively. For the 

higher heating value (HHV) and lower heating value (LHV), Raw-PS has HHV and LHV of 14.1 MJ/kg 

and 11.1 MJ/kg, respectively. HHV and LHV of the 15 min HTT-PS were 13.6 MJ/kg and 12.5 MJ/kg, 

respectively. It was observed that HHV was slightly lower (3.6% reduction) than Raw-PS while LHV 

was higher (12.2% increasing). For the longer holding treatment period, 30 minutes, both HHV and 

LHV were increased. HHV was increased from 14.1 MJ/kg to 14.9 MJ/kg, which was 5.5% 

enhancement while LHV rose from 11.1 MJ/kg to 11.6 MJ/kg accounting 4.2% increase. From the 

viewpoint of the energy content in the sample, HTT with 30 min holding time was more effective than 

the shorter holding time as both of HHV and LHV were improved. From the fuel properties, it can be 

concluded that HTT-PS has comparable or even higher fuel properties. 

Table 2-2 Fuel properties 

Items/conditions 
Lab-scale (˚C) Pilot-scale (˚C) 

Raw 180 200 220 240 Raw 197/15 min 197/30 min 

Proximate analysis (%) 

Initial moisture 76.0 - - - - 76.4 - - 

Ash 34.1 35.4 37.2 37.0 35.8 27.0 29.8 30.5 

Volatile matter 62.1 60.1 57.8 56.5 56.5 62.1 59.9 59.4 

Fixed carbon 3.9 4.5 5.0 6.5 7.7 10.9 10.3 10.1 

Ultimate analysis (%) 

Carbon 31.3 31.7 30.8 32.4 35.6 34.8 34.6 35.2 

Hydrogen 4.6 4.2 3.9 3.9 4.2 4.3 5.1 4.2 

Nitrogen 2.2 2.0 1.7 1.4 2.0 4.0 4.6 3.1 

Sulfur - - - - - 0.6 0.5 0.6 

Oxygen* 27.8 27.8 26.4 25.3 22.4 29.3 25.4 26.5 

Atomic ratio 

H/C 1.76 1.59 1.52 1.44 1.42 1.48 1.77 1.43 

O/C 0.67 0.66 0.64 0.59 0.47 0.64 0.55 0.56 

Heating value (MJ/kg) 

HHV 12.7 13.4 13.4 13.4 13.6 14.1 13.6 14.7 

* calculated by difference 

2.3.4 Mass balance 

Raw-PS and distilled water mixing ratio was one to one. The mass balance of 200˚C HTT condition is 

shown in Figure 2-12. Approximately 60 g of Raw-PS was utilized in each experiment. HTT-PS was 

increased from 60.1 to 91.0 g because of the additional water used for mocking up the hydrothermal 

condition. The dewatered liquid was around 55.8 g while the totally dried solid part was only 13.7 g 

and it is equal to 11.8% of the total mass input to the system. 
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Figure 2-12 Laboratory-scale mass balance of the 200 ˚C, 30 min hydrothermal condition 

Table 2-3 presents all of the experiments’ mass balance by taking the mass of Raw-PS input to the 

reactor as the datum (100%). After Raw-PS was dewatered, the mass of the dewatered solid was 88.6% 

and the dewatered liquid was 11.4%. Large amount of moisture, 64.6%, has to be evaporated during the 

drying experiment. After HTT, HTT-PS product was significantly increased and it was decreased when 

the temperature was higher. The condensate and blow-off gas were also calculated. The former was 

collected during the experiment while the latter was determined by the difference. Then, the treated 

product was subjected to the dewatering test. The large amount of dewatered liquid was obtained. After 

the drying test was finished, the final product was decreased as HTT temperature was increased. The 

higher treatment temperature means more severe condition was applied; thus, the sample was 

decomposed or disintegrated leading to lower mass recovery after the drying. Furthermore, the 

evaporated moisture during the drying test indicates that the lower amount of moisture was left (after 

dewatering) and need to be removed by drying. In other words, the low amount of evaporated moisture 

showed the better dewatering performance. 

Table 2-3 Mass balance in the solid fuel production process 

condition 

(˚C, 30 

min) 

Hydrothermal treatment (%) Dewatering (%) Drying (%) 

Sludge 

input 

Steam 

input 

Treated 

product 

Condensate 

blow-off gas 

Dewatered 

product 

Dewate

red liq. 

Dried 

product 

Evap. 

moisture 

Raw 100 0 100 0 88.6 11.4 24.0 64.6 

180 100 100 159.1 41.4 68.9 90.2 23.9 45.0 

200 100 100 151.4 48.7 58.5 92.9 22.7 35.8 

220 100 100 146.2 53.5 53.9 92.3 21.9 32.0 

240 100 100 143.1 57.0 44.1 99.0 20.1 24.0 

 

Figure 2-13 illustrates the mass distribution for each treatment condition. As mentioned above, the 

sludge input has been taken to be the datum (100%). The treated product was decreased whereas the 

condensate and blow-off gas were increased when the paper sludge was subjected to a higher 

temperature condition. Comparing between the treated product column and the dewatered product 

column, there were the significant reduction due to the moisture has been squeezed out. As a result, the 

dewatered liquid has large amount as seen in the dewatered liquid column. When increasing the 
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temperature, the group of dewatered product showed the decreasing trend while it was slightly increased 

in the dewatered liquid’s group. In the last two column, they are the mass balance during the drying 

experiment. The dried recovered mass was reduced due to higher severity of the treatment. 

 

 

Figure 2-13 Mass distribution for the solid fuel production process 

Figure 2-13 and 2-14 show pilot-scale mass balance of the 15 and 30 min HTT. The sludge input was 

fixed at approximately 350 kg. The steam consumption of the 15 and 30 min holding time HTT was 

136 and 138 kg, respectively. The value was not significantly different which implied that the longer 

holding time has less effect on the steam consumption since 2 kg more steam was used when increasing 

the holding time. As using the raw material as the datum (100%), the mass of steam consumption was 

38.8% and 39.3% in case of 15 and 30 min holding time, respectively. It should be noted that the 

condensate was calculated by the difference and it was approximately 37.0% in both cases. The total 

product from HTT was the accumulation of HTT-PS and the treated liquid part is called wastewater. It 

was 352.6 kg which was 100.7% of the raw input. Although HTT-PS and the treated liquid part are the 

total product from the reactor, they were separated into two categories in order to differentiate their 

characteristic and utilization. From the pilot-experiment, the treated liquid part or wastewater from the 

reactor was increased from 25.6% to 29.9% when increasing the holding time; thus, when the longer 

holding period of HTT was used, the more treated liquid part from the reactor would be obtained. The 

treated products from the 15 and 30 min holding time condition were 75.4% and 73.0% which have no 

significant difference.  

HTT-PS was subjected to the dewatering test by the centrifugal decanter, then the dewatered liquid, 

which was also the wastewater, was taken out. The dewatered product was 32.0% and 31.3% in the case 

of the 15 and 30 min treatment time. It was decreased when the holding time was longer. The shorter 

holding time yielded higher amount of HTT-PS and the dewatered product after the dewatering test; 

however, the difference was not so obvious. Additionally, the dewatered liquid was 43.4% and 
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decreased to 41.7% when increasing the holding period. After 24 h natural drying, 20.4 kg and 22.5 kg 

of the moisture were evaporated and the naturally dried products were 91.9 kg and 87.3 kg for HTT 

with 15 and 30 min holding times. The evaporated moisture during the natural drying was 5.8% and 

6.4%, respectively. Finally, the dry base HTT-PS can be recovered as 43.3 kg or 12.4% and 42.0 kg or 

12.0% for the 15 and 30 min treatment time, respectively. The recovered mass will be further utilized 

as solid fuel. Raw-PS has the solid content of 23.6% which means that after alternative solid fuel 

production process, the mass recovery rate was approximately 50.0%. 

 

Figure 2-14 Mass balance for the pilot-scale hydrothermal treatment with 15 min holding time (unit: kg) 

 

Figure 2-15 Mass balance for the pilot-scale hydrothermal treatment with 30 min holding time (unit: kg) 

 

2.3.5 Estimated energy consumption and energy recovery 

The energy used to heat up all of the water and the solid content in the paper sludge to the target 

temperature was defined as the energy input. The recovered energy from the final product was the 

multiplication of the higher heating value of HTT-PS and its dried mass. The calculation result of the 

lab-scale is presented in Table 2-4 as the percentage of the total energy input (100% as the datum). 
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As shown in Table 2-4, there was no significant difference between the energy output compared for all 

of the treatment temperatures; however, the 200 ˚C result showed the highest energy output as well as 

the energy output/input ratio. Taking 79.6% of the total energy input, the 240˚C HTT demonstrated the 

best dewatering and drying performances. Despite of that, the energy required for HTT was the highest 

leading to the lowest energy output/input ratio. The lowest required energy for the main energy 

consumption process was obtained under the 180˚C treatment condition while the required energy for 

dewatering and drying was the highest. This implied that the larger moisture content was left after the 

dewatering process, which means low dewaterability compared to other conditions. Although, the 

energy used for HTT was the lowest, the energy output/input ratio was not optimized. The 200 ˚C HTT 

has the best energy output/input ratio, which was 4% higher than the total energy input. Its energy used 

in HTT was 72.3% of the total energy input and the required energy for the dewatering and drying tests 

was 27.7% of the total energy input. 

 

Table 2-4 Estimated energy produced and utilized 

Condition 

(˚C,30 min) 

Energy 

output 

(%) 

Energy Input (%) 
Energy  

Output/Input Ratio 
Hydrothermal 

treatment 
Dewatering and drying 

180 102.0 67.3 32.7 1.02 

200 104.0 72.3 27.7 1.04 

220 103.0 74.6 25.4 1.03 

240 101.0 79.6 20.4 1.01 

 

2.3.6 Energy balance from the pilot-scale demonstration plant 

The energy balance of the alternative solid fuel production from paper sludge presented in Figure 2-16 

utilized the dried base mass of Raw-PS as the datum (100%). At the boiler, the energy from LPG was 

23.8% and 24.1% in the case of HTT with 15 and 30 min holding times. The energy from the steam and 

the recovered energy from HTT-PS was 21.2% and 50.5% for 15 min HTT and 21.4% and 53.1% for 

30 min HTT, respectively. It was clearly observed that the recovered energy was higher than the 

required energy from LPG, approximately 50.0% in both cases. It means that the pilot plant can be 

sustained by the energy from HTT-PS. Moreover, the electrical consumption by the stirrer, boiler 

utilities, and centrifugal decanter was very low as 0.6%, 0.1%, and 1.2% for the 15 min holding time 

and 0.9%, 0.2%, and 1.2% for the 30 min holding time. The heat loss from the reactor was 1.7% for the 

15 min holding time and approximately doubled to 3.6% when increasing the holding time. 
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Figure 2-16 Total energy balance (in thermal basis) of the alternative solid fuel production from paper 

sludge 

The energy used in the natural drying experiment was significantly high compared to the electrical 

energy consumption of the centrifugal decanter. The energy contained in blow-off gas (steam flushing 

to release the pressure in the reactor) was approximately 4.0% in both conditions. By varying the 

holding period, the energy balance were not significantly different in view of the energy consumption. 

On the other hand, it can be suggested that the steam consumption depends on the steam injection phase 

but not on the holding phase. The energy consumption in the system was dependent on the type of the 

raw material and the HTT condition. Higher moisture content leads to higher energy consumption. Since 

the product’s fuel properties were better in the case of  30 min HTT and the steam consumption was 

not significantly different, the 30 min holding period hydrothermal treatment could be the appropriate 

condition regardless of small difference on time consumption.  

2.3.7 Mechanism of HTT effect on paper sludge 

2.3.7.1 Van Krevelen diagram 

Table 2-2 shows the decrease of H/C and O/C atomic ratios, which can be visualized by Van Krevenlen 

diagram shown in Figure 2-17. The carbonization process of the paper sludge after HTT was presented 

along with the atomic ratio of coal: anthracite, bituminous, subbituminous, and lignite. The atomic ratio 

moving from upper right to lower left illustrates the advancement of the carbonization process. It was 

clearly observed that the dehydration and decarboxylation reactions played important roles in the 

carbonization process of paper sludge. When increasing the HTT temperature, the degree of 

carbonization was intensified. The 240 ˚C HTT-PS was nearly approached the region of lignite, which 

was considered as a low rank coal. Although the atomic ratios of the pilot-scale samples were different, 

the carbonization process had the same characteristic with the lab-scale result. 
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Figure 2-17 Van Krevelen diagram of raw and treated paper sludge compared with coals 

2.3.7.2 Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis 

Figure 2-18 shows FTIR spectra of Raw-PS and HTT-PS as the variation of the HTT temperature. It 

should be noted that the peak around 2300 to 2400 cm-1 was attributed to uncontrollable CO2 in the 

measurement environment. The characteristic of the peak could be explained as follows: 

1. The two weak bands at 3697 and 3620 cm-1 implied the kaolinite were common additional substance 

for improving paper quality [13-15]. With the increase of the HTT temperature, those two peaks 

had no remarkable difference. 

 

2. The broad band between 3600 and 3200 cm-1 was attributed to the characteristic band of cellulose 

that was the composition in the paper sludge. Particularly, the rounded tip band appeared in this 

region was a vibration of hydroxyl functional group, −OH stretching.  Moreover, HTT seemed to 

have no effect on the −OH band in cellulose since the reduction of peak intensity was not observed. 

However, compared to the cellulose [16,17], it was clearly shown that the peak of the paper sludge 

became less intense. The former might be ascribed to the source of paper sludge, which is derived 

from woody material that had already subjected to the pretreatment process by either thermo-

mechanical or thermo-chemical processes, commonly known as the pulping process [18,19]. 

 

3. The band around 2800 to 3000 cm-1 was observed and it was assigned to a vibration of aliphatic 

−CHx stretching and there were two peaks at 2922 and 2852 cm-1. They could be attributed to a 

vibration of asymmetric C−H stretching in cellulose [20]. 

 

4. In this region, there were two identical peaks at 1645 and 1430 cm-1 and one tiny band at 1540 cm-

1. The peak at 1645 cm-1 was originated by C=N stretching vibration of amides [20]. The absorption 
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peak of the paper sludge after HTT became weak as it was rounded especially when treated with 

the high temperature. Thus, it could be suggested that amides were hydrolyzed through the 

hydrolysis reaction during HTT. The band around 1430 cm-1 were attributed to −CHx aliphatic 

compound such as –CH2 and –CH3 [17]. For the treated paper sludge, the intensified band around 

1430 cm-1 implied that the aliphatic compounds or non-aromatic compounds were obtained after 

HTT treatment. Finally, the tiny band around 1540 cm-1 was assigned to C=O asymmetric stretching 

in carboxylic group [21,22]. It was eliminated in case of the hydrothermally treated paper sludge 

indicating an occurrence of decarboxylation reaction. 

 

5. The peaks, 1160, 1112, and 1030 cm-1, were appeared in the paper sludge and they became more 

intense in case of HTT paper sludge. It could be attributed to C−O−C asymmetric stretching in 

aliphatic ether or C−O−C stretching in ether because of the dehydration reaction of alcohol. When 

the treatment temperature was higher than 200 ˚C, the peaks had no obvious difference. 

Additionally, the peak at 1030 cm-1 might be attributed to Si−O stretching vibration indicating the 

presence of SiO2 in the sludge [22,23]. 

 

6. In the last region, the small peak at 875 cm-1 might be devoted to CaCO3 as another additional 

substance originated from the paper production process [17]. 

 

 

Figure 2-18 FTIR spectra of raw and hydrothermally treated paper sludge obtained from the lab-scale 

experiment 
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2.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we investigated the alternative solid fuel production from paper sludge employing the 

hydrothermal treatment (HTT) in the lab-scale facility for implementation of the pilot-scale plant has been done. 

The paper sludge was subjected to HTT under subcritical hydrothermal conditions. In the lab-scale experiment, 

the temperature conditions were 180, 200, 220, and 240 ˚C at the pressure around 1.8–2.4 MPa, while it was 197 

˚C at 1.9 MPa in the pilot plant as the optimum condition. The holding time was 30 minutes in the lab-scale and 

15 and 30 minutes in the pilot-scale experiment. The summary of the main findings can be made as follows: 

1. HTT-PS became darker, slurry-like with less bad odor. The moisture content in the product was 

initially higher. The appearance of the products became more liquid-like when increasing the 

treatment temperature. 

 

2. The dewatering performance of HTT-PS was significantly improved, at least five times better 

than Raw-PS. This finding was similar in both the lab-scale and the pilot-scale tests. Moreover, 

the drying performance of HTT-PS was also improved compared to Raw-PS. 

 

3. The fuel property of HTT-PS was comparable or even higher compared to Raw-PS. The higher 

heating value of HTT-PS was slightly increased.  

 

4. From the pilot-scale mass balance, the amount of steam used in HTT was approximately 40% 

of Raw-PS mass input and it has no significant difference between the 15 and 30 min HTT 

condition. The amount of HTT-PS after the dewatering test was approximately one-third and 

the treated liquid part was approximately 40.0% of the Raw-PS input. Thus, the mass balance 

showed some benefits in view of bulk volume reduction. 

 

5. In the viewpoint of the energy consumption, high HTT temperature condition enhanced 

required energy that could not appropriate for industrial process. The 200 ˚C HTT showed the 

satisfied improvement of the fuel property, dewatering and drying performances, and mass 

recovery after the whole treatment process. Therefore, the optimized condition of the paper 

sludge from the laboratory-scale experiment was 200 ˚C HTT condition. 

 

6. From the pilot-scale energy balance, the main energy consumption process was the steam 

injection phase during HTT while the electrical energy consumption was very small. The 

energy recovered in the dry HTT-PS was approximately 50.0% more than the energy 

consumption of the boiler. This indicates the possibility to produce the alternative solid fuel 

from paper sludge by employing the hydrothermal treatment. 
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Based on the summary of the results listed above, it can be concluded that HTT was not only able to 

produce the alternative solid fuel from paper sludge but also feasible for commercialization.  
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Chapter 3 

Combustion characteristics and kinetics study of hydrothermally 

treated paper sludge by thermogravimetric analysis 

 

3.1 Background  

In Chapter 2, the hydrothermal treatment (HTT) was successfully used to produce solid fuel from paper 

sludge and showed its feasibility. Next, to realize the goal of this research, the fundamental combustion 

of the hydrothermally treated paper sludge (HTT-PS) has to be performed in comparison with the raw 

paper sludge (Raw-PS). The objective of this chapter is to understand the effect of HTT on paper sludge 

combustion fundamentally. Therefore, the comparative study on combustion characteristics of Raw-PS 

and HTT-PS was performed by the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and kinetics study.  

An investigation of biomass/waste combustion has been extensively done by using TGA [1-4]. For 

instance, Yanfen and Xiaoqian investigated co-combustion of coal and paper mill sludge by using TGA 

and found that the experiments could help explaining and predicting the behavior of coal and paper 

sludge mixture in practical application [1]. Furthermore, Lu et al. studied the combustion behavior of 

the hydrothermally treated municipal solid waste (MSW) and found that the combustion characteristics 

of the Japanese and Chinese MSW were controlled by main constituents of rice and cellulose, 

respectively [2]. Moreover, characteristic parameters, such as the ignition and the burnout temperature, 

are essential for a handling process and co-firing application. According to Xu et al., the ignition 

temperature is a critical parameter concerning fire hazard and self-explosion during the utilization 

process of biochar [3]. A solid fuel that has a lower burnout temperature implies better burnout 

performance since it needs less time and lower temperature to complete the combustion process [4]. 

These two important parameters can be predicted by using the TGA. The kinetics study on the original 

Abstract: In this chapter, an investigation on combustion characteristics of the hydrothermally 

treated paper sludge was performed as a fundamental combustion study. As shown in Chapter 2, the 

paper sludge was treated at the temperature range of 180–240 °C under pressurized conditions with 

a holding time of 30 minutes by a lab-scale apparatus. The optimized temperature (197 °C at 1.9 

MPa) was used to treat the paper sludge in a pilot plant with the same holding time. The combustion 

behavior of the products and the reference materials, including cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin, 

were studied by the thermogravimetric analysis. The major decomposition of paper sludge was 

devoted to cellulose. The ignition temperature was originally low around 257–271 °C. The burnout 

temperature was approximately 501–523 °C. From the two-stage kinetics study, it was revealed that 

the activation energy of the treated paper sludge was lower than the original material indicating a 

higher reactivity and they were  in the range of 113–147 kJ/mol. 
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biomass/waste have been also greatly investigated [5-7]; however, the effects of HTT on the kinetic 

parameters, i.e., the activation energy and the pre-exponential factor, have been rarely studied. Thus, 

the effect of HTT on combustion characteristics and the kinetic parameters of paper sludge has to be 

studied before further implementation of HTT-PS in co-combustion application. 

 

3.2 Materials and methods 

3.2.1 Raw and hydrothermally treated paper sludge 

Raw paper sludge (Raw-PS) provided by the Siam Kraft Industry Co., Ltd., Thailand, was subjected to 

a subcritical hydrothermal treatment in both the lab-scale and the pilot-scale processes as described in 

Chapter 2. In the lab-scale, the raw paper sludge (Raw-PS-Lab) was treated by an electrically heated 

autoclave machine (MMJ-500, OM Lab-Tech Co., Ltd., Japan). The treatment temperature was 180, 

200, 220, and 240 ˚C under the pressure in the range of 1.8–2.4 MPa with the holding time of 30 

minutes. After HTT, the pressure was released and the product was thoroughly extracted from the 

reactor, mechanically dewatered, and convectively dried. In this study, the paper sludge that was 

hydrothermally treated at 180, 200, 220, and 240 ˚C were named as HTT-PS-180˚C, HTT-PS-200˚C, 

HTT-PS-220˚C, and HTT-PS-240˚C, respectively. 

In the pilot-scale experiment, 1-m3 cylindrical batch-type hydrothermal reactor was utilized to treat raw 

paper sludge (Raw-PS-Pilot) at the temperature of 197 ̊ C and the pressure of 1.9 MPa with the holding 

time of 30 minutes. After the treatment was finished, the 197 ˚C hydrothermally treated paper sludge 

(HTT-PS-197˚C) was removed, centrifugally dewatered, and naturally dried. The proximate analysis, 

the ultimate analysis, and the higher heating value (HHV) of the samples were analyzed on a dry basis 

as shown in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1 Fuel analysis. 

Sample (˚C) 
Proximate analysis (%) Ultimate analysis (%) HHV 

(MJ/kg) FC VM Ash C H N S O 

Raw-PS-Lab 3.7 62.2 34.1 33.4 4.3 2.2 0.4 25.6 13.6 

HTT-PS-180 4.5 60.1 35.4 33.5 4.0 2.2 0.3 24.6 13.7 

HTT-PS-200 5.3 57.7 37.0 34.6 4.0 1.9 0.3 22.2 14.4 

HTT-PS-220 6.6 56.6 36.8 34.4 3.8 2.1 0.2 22.7 14.5 

HTT-PS-240 7.9 56.4 35.7 34.6 3.6 2.1 0.2 23.8 14.7 

Raw-PS-Pilot 4.7 61.9 33.4 31.7 3.8 2.7 0.4 28.0 13.2 

HTT-PS-197 4.8 58.5 36.7 31.9 3.4 2.1 0.3 25.6 13.7 

FC: fixed carbon; VM: volatile matter; C: carbon; H: hydrogen; N: nitrogen; S: sulfur; O: oxygen 

calculated by difference; HHV: higher heating value. 

3.2.2 Thermogravimetric analysis  
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Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of Raw-PS and HTT-PS were performed by the simultaneous 

Shimadzu D50 TGA/DTA analyzer illustrated in Figure 3-1. The samples were dried in an electric oven 

at 105 ˚C for 12 h to minimize the effect of the inherent moisture before starting the experiment. 

Approximately 10 mg of sample was loaded into an Al2O3 ceramic crucible with the particle size less 

than 250 µm. Air was constantly supplied at 150 ml/min and the test was done under the atmospheric 

pressure. The sample was heated from the room temperature to 850 ˚C at the heating rate of 5 ˚C/min 

to minimize the heat transfer limitation. The sample weight loss was continuously recorded as the 

function of time and temperature. 

Since the main compositions of the paper sludge are cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin, the 

comparative study of the paper sludge and the lignocellulosic materials could be performed. A general 

lignocellulosic characterization of paper sludge can be found by several researchers [8-10]. For 

instance, based on the investigation from Yamashita et al., half of the composition in the paper sludge 

is carbohydrate which is the mixture of cellulose and hemicellulose while approximately 15% belongs 

to lignin [9]. To further investigate the combustion characteristics of paper sludge and the effect of 

HTT, the reference materials, i.e., standard cellulose, xylan as hemicellulose, and lignin were subjected 

to the TGA test at the same condition for the comparative study. 

From the weight loss (TG) and the rate of weight loss (DTG) profiles, after the inherent moisture was 

removed, the temperature at which the weight loss started was defined as the volatile release 

temperature (Tv). The maximum weight loss temperatures (T1, T2, and T3) were noted when the DTG 

curve shows multiple peaks. The temperature that the weight loss was stabilized was denoted as the 

burnout temperature (Tb) regardless of the combustion of calcium carbonate. The ignition temperature 

(Ti) was graphically determined based on the temperature at which the DTG curve showed its peak and 

the corresponding slope to the intersection with respect to the TG profile as well explained by Li et al. 

[11]. Preliminary tests were carried out to confirm suitable parameters and each experiment was done 

at least twice. Several repetitions were performed when some variability occurred. 

 

Figure 3-1 Shimadzu D50 TGA/DTA analyzer 
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3.2.3 Kinetics study 

3.2.3.1 Model-fitting 

More information on the effect of HTT on the paper sludge combustion behavior can be obtained by 

studying the kinetic parameters, the apparent activation energy (E) and the pre-exponential factor (A), 

based on the non-isothermal thermogravimetric data. Since oxygen generates various phenomena, 

combustion process is very complex [12] such as gas-phase reactions of volatiles released at low 

temperatures and oxygen and char combustion [13]. The kinetics in two separate reactions: A (solid) 

→ B (char) + C1 (gas); B (char) → C2 (gas) + D (ash). Thus, the thermal decomposition of Raw-PS 

and HTT-PS during the combustion process can be described as 

dα/dt = k(T)f(α)         (3-1) 

 

where f(α) is a model of the reaction regarding the solid-state reaction [14,15]; α is the extent of the 

conversion or the decomposed fraction of the sample at time t which is expressed as 

α = (mi − mt)/(mi − mf)        (3-2) 

where mi is the initial mass of the sample, mt is the mass of the sample at time t, and mf is the final mass 

of the sample obtained from thermogravimetric data. The temperature dependent rate constant k(T) is 

generally expressed through the Arrhenius equation 

k(T) = A exp (−E/RT)         (3-3) 

where A is the pre-exponential factor, E is the apparent activation energy, and R is the universal gas 

constant (8.314 J/mol·K). A mathematical term of the constant heating rate β is described as 

β = dT/dt          (3-4) 

Then, Equation 3-3 and 3-4 were substituted to Equation 3-1, rearranged in the general form, and 

integrated; which gives 

g(α) = ∫ dα/f(α) 
α

0
= (A/β) ∫ exp(−E/RT) dT = (AE/βR)p(x)

T

T0
   (3-5) 

where g(α) is called as an integral of the reaction model. 

Table 3-2 presents the reaction models applied in this study. The first-order chemical reaction model 

(O1) is the most frequently used for investigating the thermal degradation of biomass under both inert 

and oxidative conditions. In addition to the famous first-order reaction model, the second-order (O2) 

and the third-order reaction (O3) models were also utilized. If the heterogeneous solid-state reaction 

follows the reaction order model, the reaction rate is determined by the chemical reaction. For the 
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geometrical contraction model, when the reaction occurs rapidly on the surface of the particle, the 

reaction is controlled by the results of an interface reaction that progressed toward the center of the 

particle [16]. C1 and C2 are three-dimensional contraction models that consider the cylindrical and the 

spherical particle, respectively. For the diffusion models, the model where the concentration gradient is 

restricted to only one way mass transport is called as the one-dimensional diffusion model (D1) [17]. 

The two-dimensional model (D2) and the three-dimensional model (D3) are used for the cylindrical and 

the spherical diffusion mechanism, respectively. These two models are applied when all three mass 

transfer directions are important. The former is used when the diffusion occurs radially as the particle 

is assumed to be cylindrical while the latter is based on the spherical particle assumption [17]. The D4, 

Ginstilin-Brounshtein model, is another type of a three-dimensional diffusion model where the reaction 

starts on the spherical particle surface [18]. 

Table 3-2 The reaction models and the expression of integral of reaction models used in this study. 

Reaction model g(α) 

Reaction-order model 

First-order reaction (O1) –ln(1 – α) 

Second-order reaction (O2) [1/(1 – α)] –1 

Third-order reaction (O3) (1/2)[(1 – α)-2 –1] 

Geometrical contraction model 

Contracting cylinder (C1) 1– (1 – α)1/2 

Contracting sphere (C2) 1– (1 – α)1/3 

Diffusion model 

One-dimensional diffusion (D1) –α2 

Two-dimensional diffusion (D2) (1 – α)ln(1 – α) + α 

Three-dimensional diffusion (D3) [1 – (1 – α)1/3]2 

Ginstlin-Brounshtein (D4) 1 – (2/3)α – (1 – α)2/3 

 

To calculate the kinetic parameters, the temperature integral term in Equation 3-5 was estimated by the 

Coats-Redfern approximation [19]:   

p(x) ≅ (exp (−x))/x         (3-6) 

Then substituting this to Equation 3-5, taking natural logarithms and rearranging; yields 

ln(g(α)/T2 ) = ln(AR/βE) (1 − 2RT/E) − (E/RT)     (3-7) 

Since (RT/E) ≪ 1, the term (1 − 2RT/E) was approximately equal to unity (1 − 2RT/E ≈ 1). Hence, 

ln(g(α)/T2 ) = ln(AR/βE) − (E/R)(1/T)      (3-8) 

Plotting ln (g(α)/T2 ) vs. (1/T) will give a straight line whose slope equals to −E/R. Therefore, the E 

and A can be determined by the slope and the intercept, respectively. 
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3.2.3.2 Isoconversional method (model-free) 

As the model-fitting method could produce uncertain values of the Arrhenius parameters [15] as its 

calculation based on a single heating rate assumption that might not be sufficient. Therefore, in this 

study, the isoconversion method was also applied to confirm reliability of the results calculated by the 

model-fitting method. The idea of the isoconversion method is based on the assumption that the reaction 

rate at constant extent of conversion is only a function of temperature and the determination of kinetic 

parameters is done without prior information of reaction mechanism in term of reaction model f(α) 

[20,21]. To perform kinetics calculation by isoconversional method, Vyazovkin et al. recommended 

that the non-isothermal experiments have to be done by at least three heating rates and it was suggested 

that the heating rate has to be low to diminish the deviation of the sample temperature from the furnace 

temperature [20]. Thus, in this study, the three heating rates, 5, 15, and 25 ˚C/min, were used.  

The Kissinger-Akahira-Sunose method (KAS) was utilized in this study. The KAS method was 

representative of the isoconversional method which offers a significant improvement in the accuracy of 

the activation energy value [20]. The temperature integral term in Equation 3-5 can also be 

approximated by the Coats-Redfern approximation as in the model-fitting method. Then, by substituting 

Equation 3-6 to 3-5, taking natural logarithms, and rearranging; gives  

ln(β/T2 ) = ln(AR/Eg(α)) − (E/R)(1/T)      (3-9) 

At a constant conversion, plotting ln(β/T2) vs.(1/T) obtained from different heating rates yields a 

straight line whose slope provides E as a function of the conversion. 

 

3.3 Results and discussion 

3.3.1 Effect of HTT on combustion behavior 

3.3.1.1 TG/DTG profiles of Raw-PS and HTT-PS  

Figure 3-2 shows the TG/DTG profiles of lab-scale samples. The inherent moisture was observed in all 

of the samples because tiny particles seemed to absorb moisture easily. Regardless of the inherent 

moisture evaporation, the thermal decomposition of Raw-PS and HTT-PS were divided into three 

stages. At the first stage, from 100 to 200 ˚C, approximately 3% of weight loss was detected. It could 

be attributed to the decomposition of low stability organic compounds (LSOC) presented in the 

secondary sludge [22]. These findings were also observed in the TG/DTG profiles of the pilot-scale 

samples as shown in Figure 3-3. 

As the weight was sharply decreased, it was determined as the second stage, 200–550 ̊ C. It contributed 

to the major decomposition of both Raw-PS and HTT-PS. From the TG profiles in Figure 3-2, the 

weight loss during the second stage represented 87.4, 86.1, 86.3, 84.8, and 83.5% of the total 
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combustible part for Raw-PS-Lab, and HTT-PS-180˚C, HTT-PS-200˚C, HTT-PS-220˚C, and HTT-PS-

240˚C, respectively. In the case of the pilot-scale samples, its second stage occupied 82.8% and 82.3% 

of the total combustible part for Raw-PS-Pilot and HTT-PS-197˚C, respectively. The rapid 

devolatization, where the first maximum peak of DTG profile was observed, was located between 200 

and 350 ̊ C and it was approximately accounted for 56% of the total combustible part. Moreover, it was 

found that the TG profiles of all samples were adjacent until 320 ˚C, then, the curve of HTT-PS started 

to diverge from that of the raw material. When increasing the HTT temperature, it was clearly shown 

that the divergence began faster as illustrated in the TG profile of HTT-PS-240˚C. This evidence 

indicated that the weight loss of HTT-PS began decelerating before that of Raw-PS since it has lower 

amount of the combustible part. Then, the second peak of the DTG profile was observed in case of 

Raw-PS. However, it was eliminated after HTT; this implied that some compositions had been removed 

during HTT. The determination of the substances that was attributed to the second peak would be 

described by comparing the DTG profiles of the paper sludge with the reference materials presented in 

the next subsection. For the third stage where the third peak in the DTG profiles was found, it was 

devoted to the decomposition of minerals, i.e., calcium carbonate [1,23,24]. After the sample was burnt 

out, it was observed that the incombustible part of HTT-PS was higher than that of Raw-PS. 

 
Figure 3-2 TG/DTG profiles of the lab-scale raw and hydrothermally treated paper sludge.

 

Figure 3-3 TG/DTG profiles of the pilot-scale raw and hydrothermally treated paper sludge. 
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3.3.1.2 TG/DTG profiles of Raw-PS and HTT-PS compared to reference materials 

Figure 3-4 and 3-5 present the TG/DTG profiles of the reference materials. From the TG curve, cellulose 

rapidly decomposed from 277 to 342 ˚C, which was accounted to 79% of the original weight. The 

maximum weight loss rate obtained from the DTG profile was 19.1 %/min at 312.5 ̊ C. Then, cellulose 

had a slower decomposition rate and a small second peak was observed in the DTG profile. At 527 ˚C, 

the weight loss was stabilized. The thermal degradation of hemicellulose started at 177 ˚C, which was 

earlier than cellulose due to its weaker structure. Hemicellulose is a polysaccharide and it consists of a 

random, amorphous structure, which is weak while the structure of cellulose is a long linear chain of 

polysaccharide without branches, which is very strong [25]. The weight loss of hemicellulose was 

greatly extended throughout the TG curve. The rapid weight loss was found in the range of 197 to 321 

˚C and the maximum DTG peak was observed at 271 ˚C with the weight loss rate of 3.8 %/min. The 

final decomposition of hemicellulose was at 805 ˚C. Lignin, which has a comparatively complex 

structure and aromatic rings, had wide devolatilization from 192 to 764˚C and its weight loss rate was 

very slow due to low reactivity characteristic [26]. However, above 764 ˚C, a large amount of lignin 

was decomposed and the maximum DTG peak was observed at 808 ̊ C with the weight loss rate of 23.2 

%/min. The results of the reference materials’ combustion behaviors were in agreement with other 

researchers [25,26]. 

The TG/DTG profiles of Raw-PS and HTT-PS were compared to the profiles of reference materials as 

illustrated in Figures 3-4 and 3-5 for lab- and pilot-scale, respectively. It was clearly shown that 

hemicellulose began to decompose before the paper sludge. The maximum weight loss rate (DTG peak) 

of hemicellulose was located in the region that Raw-PS and HTT-PS started decomposition. For lignin, 

the TG/DTG profiles were also overlapped with the profiles of Raw-PS and HTT-PS. It has the slow 

decomposition at the beginning of the devolatilization. Thus, at the beginning, the decomposition of 

hemicellulose and lignin could be responsible for the weight loss of Raw-PS and HTT-PS. 

  

Figure 3-4 TG/DTG profiles of lab-scale raw and 200 ˚C hydrothermally treated paper sludge 

compared to reference materials, cellulose, xylan as hemicellulose, and lignin. 
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Figure 3-5 TG/DTG profiles of pilot-scale raw and 197 ˚C hydrothermally treated paper sludge 

compared to reference materials, cellulose, xylan as hemicellulose, and lignin (TG: weight loss and 

DTG: rate of weight loss). 

During the rapid devolatilization process, the weight loss rate of both Raw-PS-Lab and HTT-PS-200˚C 

were sharply increased and the DTG profiles had the same characteristic with that of cellulose. Although 

the maximum weight loss rate of cellulose was significantly higher than that of the paper sludge, the 

corresponding temperatures at their peaks were located in the same region. Since the paper sludge is a 

byproduct of the pulping process, it contained some of discarded, processed cellulose and mingled with 

other minerals [27]. Therefore, the concentration of cellulose in the paper sludge was definitely less 

than the standard cellulose and this contributed to the lower peak. Lignin also showed a higher weight 

loss rate in this region; however, it was comparatively slow. In more detail, the DTG peak of Raw-PS-

Pilot located near the hemicellulose’s DTG profile. This implied that the pilot-scale samples contained 

more hemicellulose than those from the lab. Around 350 ˚C, the DTG curves of both Raw-PS-Lab and 

Raw-PS-Pilot diverged from cellulose and showed their second peaks. As there was an area that has no 

correlation between the second peaks of Raw-PS and the reference materials, it inferred that there were 

other non-lignocellulosic materials contaminated with the paper sludge. These non-fibrous 

contaminants might come from a fiber recovery process including the wastewater recycling process 

such as wood handling or chemical recovery system [27] or the wastewater treatment process. As the 

secondary (biological) sludge was mixed with the primary (pulp) sludge, it could be suggested that the 

non-fibrous material was the organic polymers or dead bacteria from the secondary sludge because 

these components had their thermal decomposition in this region (300–450 ̊ C) [28,29]. Since the non-

woody contaminants and some of hemicellulose were decomposed by HTT, HTT-PS-197˚C showed a 

higher DTG peak compared to Raw-PS-Pilot. The decomposition of hemicellulose was also found in 

the application of HTT as a pretreatment for organic fertilizer production from date palm [30]. On the 

other hand, it was found that the DTG maximum peak of HTT-PS-200˚C was lower than Raw-PS-Lab 

even though the fraction of non-woody contamination was destroyed. This might be attributed to the 
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effectiveness of the lab-scale experiment that was not only eliminated the non-woody parts but also 

decomposed some of cellulose in the paper sludge since the relatively small amount of samples were 

subjected to the treatment. The decomposition of cellulose that resulted in the lower maximum DTG 

peak was also observed from HTT-PS-240˚C due to the high temperature condition previously shown 

in Figure 3-2. By comparing with the reference materials, it could be said that cellulose dominated the 

major decomposition of Raw-PS and HTT-PS while hemicellulose and lignin controlled to some extent. 

At a higher temperature, the decomposition of cellulose and hemicellulose and the major weight loss of 

lignin were observed; however, they had no relationship with the peaks of the paper sludge samples. In 

summary, the devolatilization of both paper sludge before and after HTT was firstly triggered by the 

combustion of hemicellulose and lignin while the majority of the weight loss was attributed to the 

decomposition of cellulose. Therefore, the lignocellulosic constituents played important roles in the 

combustion characteristics of the paper sludge. 

3.3.1.3 Characteristic parameters in combustion 

Table 3-3 presents the essential temperature parameters in the combustion process. It should be noted 

that these parameters are derived from the TGA test at one specific heating rate. The volatile release 

temperature (Tv) of Raw-PS-Lab was 199 ˚C while it was reduced to 190, 177, 170, and 154 ˚C for 

HTT-PS-180˚C, HTT-PS-200˚C, HTT-PS-220˚C, and HTT-PS-240˚C, respectively. For the pilot-scale 

sample, the Tv of Raw-PS-Pilot was 198 ˚C and it was decreased to 177 ˚C for HTT-PS-197˚C. During 

the operation, the reduction of Tv due to HTT might bother combustion system because the 

devolatilization could occur prior to the designed condition, particularly a feeding system that directly 

contact with solid fuel and located near a furnace. 

The ignition temperature (Ti) is an essential parameter in a solid fuel burning system. It plays important 

role in the combustion process because of the influence on the flame stability, evolution of emission 

and pollutants, and the flame extinction; thus, Ti is substantially important for boiler designing and 

operation [31]. The ignition temperatures vary broadly in the literature and should be used only as 

estimation. It is dependent on many factors such as the heating rate, the partial pressure of oxygen, and 

the humidity. Ti of Raw-PS and HTT-PS are presented in Table 3-3. The original Ti of Raw-PS-Lab 

was 271 ˚C which is low when compared to coal whose Ti is considerably higher [32]. Ti of the lab-

scale samples were slightly decreased to 270, 268, 267, and 262 ˚C in case of HTT-PS-180˚C, HTT-

PS-200˚C, HTT-PS-220˚C, and HTT-PS-240˚C, respectively. For the pilot-scale sample, however, Ti 

was increased from 257 to 259 ̊ C. This could be explained that the pilot-scale sample contained higher 

amount of hemicellulose, as mentioned in the previous subsection, that started burning at relatively 

lower temperature and it was degraded during HTT leading to the increase of Ti. When the carbonization 

process occurred during HTT, the O/C and the H/C atomic ratios were reduced and became like a low 
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rank coal such as lignite [33]. Thus, Ti could be higher and approached that of coal after HTT. However, 

Ti was not solely affected by the reduction of the atomic ratios. Other parameters also have influences. 

The physical characteristics, such as the fiber structure, the pore size, and the uniformity, affect Ti. This 

finding was also observed from the hydrothermal upgrading of brown coal by Sakaguchi et al. [34]. 

From the lab-scale samples, it was found that the characteristics of Ti were dominated by the physical 

structures. As Ti was relatively low, HTT-PS could help igniting the combustion process when co-fired 

with high-grade coal that has a lower reactivity, i.e., anthracite. However, the risk of flame hazard 

during storing, handling and conveying is enhanced because of higher reactivity of HTT-PS. The 

tendency to self-ignition is due to a large fraction of volatile matter, which is mainly the oxygen 

functional group. Additionally, the very fine particle of HTT-PS could initiate a dust explosion, rapid 

combustion of dust particles in the air, which could be followed by a disastrous secondary explosion by 

other nearby fuels. 

The first peak of the DTG profile from Raw-PS-Lab was occurred at 312.6 (T1). After HTT, T1 was 

slightly shifted to lower temperature region as it was slightly decreased to 309, 309, 307, and 307 ˚C 

for HTT-PS-180˚C, HTT-PS-200˚C, HTT-PS-220˚C, and HTT-PS-240˚C, respectively. For the pilot-

scale samples, T1 was reduced from the original value of 311 to 299 ˚C for HTT-PS-197˚C. It means 

that HTT-PS needs shorter time to achieve the maximum decomposition rate. The rate of weight loss 

throughout the DTG profile of all samples exhibit their maximum values at the first peak. The DTG 

maximum value of Raw-PS-Lab was 4.4 %/min while it was decreased to 4.4, 4.1, 3.9, and 3.3 %/min 

in case of HTT-PS-180˚C, HTT-PS-200˚C, HTT-PS-220˚C and HTT-PS-240˚C, respectively. 

However, due to the low amount of fibrous materials and high contaminants in Raw-PS-Pilot, the 

weight loss rate was lower than HTT-PS-197˚C. 

Table 3-3 Essential characteristic parameters. 

Sample (˚C) 
Tv 

(˚C) 

Ti 

(˚C) 
T1(˚C) 

DTG1 

(%/min) 
T2 (˚C) 

DTG2 

(%/min) 
T3 (˚C) 

DTG3 

(%/min) 

Tb 

(˚C) 

Raw-PS-Lab 199 271 313 4.4 399 1.2 654 0.4 518 

HTT-PS-180 190 270 309 4.4 N/A N/A 665 0.5 519 

HTT-PS-200 177 268 309 4.1 N/A N/A 666 0.6 501 

HTT-PS-220 169 267 307 3.9 N/A N/A 665 0.6 504 

HTT-PS-240 154 262 307 3.3 N/A N/A 670 0.7 514                

Raw-PS-Pilot 198 257 311 2.5 400 0.9 664 0.60 522 

HTT-PS-197 177 259 299 3.3 N/A N/A 664 0.6 523 

Tv: the volatile release temperature; Ti: the ignition temperature; T1: the temperature at the first peak of 

maximum weight loss rate; DTG1: the maximum weight loss rate at the first peak; T2: the temperature 

at the second peak of the weight loss rate; DTG2: the weight loss rate at the second peak; T3: the 

temperature at the third peak of the weight loss rate; DTG3: the weight loss rate at the third peak; Tb: 

the burnout temperature; N/A: no peak available. 
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For the second DTG peak, it was only found in Raw-PS. The temperature at the second peak (T2) of 

Raw-PS-Lab and Raw-PS-Pilot was 399 and 400 ˚C, respectively. After HTT, these peaks were 

eliminated. After the stabilization of the second peak, the third peak of Raw-PS-Lab and Raw-PS-Pilot 

occurred at 654 and 664 ˚C, respectively. The temperatures at the third peak were slightly shifted to 

higher in both lab-scale and pilot-scale HTT-PS. It has already mentioned that the decomposition 

occurred at this stage was due to the other minerals, such as calcium carbonate whose peak can be 

observed in this region [35].  The burnout temperature (Tb) was noted regardless of the decomposition 

of calcium carbonate and other minerals. 

3.3.2 Kinetics study 

3.3.2.1 Effect of HTT on kinetic parameters 

Generally, the reaction-order models and the diffusion mechanisms are utilized to investigate the 

combustion kinetics of biomass [17,33,36]. As mentioned earlier, the combustion behavior of the paper 

sludge exhibited three stages with different characteristics. In the kinetics study, the data contributed to 

the major weight loss, the second stage, was focused. In the second stage, it can be observed that the 

DTG profiles of Raw-PS showed two peaks whereas HTT-PS had a peak and shoulder; therefore, at 

least two independent reactions are necessary to evaluate the thermal decomposition of the samples. 

Then, Equation 3-8 was separately applied to each range where different reactions occurred. The extent 

of the conversion (α) was also recalculated as well. In this study, the commonly used reaction models 

in the combustion kinetics listed in Table 3-2 were tested. The models that gave the highest correlation 

coefficient could be the representative mechanism in each range. In addition, it should be noted that the 

thermal decomposition of the additional substances (third stage), such as calcium carbonate, was 

beyond the scope of this study. This is because the thermal decomposition of calcium carbonate is very 

sensitive to carbon dioxide that presents in this combustion environment leading to the difficulty in the 

investigation [23,37]. The inherent moisture evaporation and LSOC decomposition (first stage) were 

also negligible. 

The evaluation temperature range presented in Table 3-4 was selected from the second stage DTG 

profile as illustrated in Figures 3-2 and 3-3. Range 1 was from the temperature that the weight loss rate 

was higher than 0.2 %/min to the end of the first peak of Raw-PS. At that point, Range 2 was started 

and it was terminated when the DTG value was lower than 0.2 %/min. Table 4 shows the models that 

yielded the highest r-squared value as the representative of the correlation coefficient which are the 

first-order reaction (O1), the second-order reaction (O2), and the three-dimensional diffusion (D3). The 

apparent activation energy (E), the pre-exponential factor (A), and the r-squared are also shown in Table 

3-4. Moreover, the plotting results of those models that gave the highest correlation coefficient is 

presented in Figure 3-6. Since cellulose plays major role in Raw-PS and HTT-PS decomposition, it 
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should be noted that the E value of the standard cellulose could range in-between 110–198 kJ/mol 

depending on the thermal decomposition processes [38]. 

From Table 3-4, in the first range, both O1 and D3 models showed high r-squared value. Although the 

E value derived from O1 was lower than the value calculated from D3, both of them showed the 

decreasing trends due to the effect of HTT. For O1, the E value was reduced from the original value of 

92 to 88, 77, 72, and 63 kJ/mol when increases the HTT temperature from 180–240˚C. It was also 

decreased from 78 to 65 kJ/mol for Raw-PS-Pilot and HTT-PS-197˚C, respectively. When using the 

D3 model, the E value was reduced from 173 to 168, 147, 138 and 122 kJ/mol for the lab-scale samples 

treated at the HTT temperature of 180, 200, 220 and 240 ˚C, respectively. For the E value of the pilot-

scale samples, it was also decreased from the original value of 149 to 125 kJ/mol. The lower value of 

the activation energy implied that the sample became easier to engage in thermal decomposition. This 

could be articulated by the evidence on the significant reduction of volatile release temperature. When 

increasing the HTT temperature, the A value was decreased as can be observed in both the lab-scale 

and the pilot-scale results indicating the effect of HTT that reduced the frequency of molecule collision 

during the reaction; thus, the combustion intensity in this range could be dwindled. 

For the second range, it was observed that the r-squared of O2 was the highest. Thus, O2 was the best 

representative mechanism in this range and the E and A values are also presented in Table 3-4. Figure 

3-6 illustrates the E value in the second range that was higher than that of the first range and it was 

decreased from the original value of 178 to 156 kJ/mol for HTT-PS-180˚C. However, the E value 

increased to 184, 185, and 206 kJ/mol when treated at 200, 220, and 240 ˚C, respectively. Similarly, it 

increased from 156 to 194 kJ/mol in the case of the pilot-scale samples. The A value also showed the 

same trend with that of the E value. In the second range, it could be explained that at a low HTT 

temperature, the effect of HTT was just reducing volatile matter (VM) at the beginning resulting in the 

lower E value because of less amount of easy-to-be-ignited substances. However, at a higher HTT 

temperature, i.e. higher than 180˚C in this study, the pretreatment played a major role on char formation 

as the carbonization progress [39]. Thus, more energy is necessary to activate the reaction in this second 

range for char combustion [36]. Moreover, Figure 3-7 illustrates the E value of each range and the 

weighted average E value of each first range and the second range. It should be noted that the 

mathematical average of the activation energy in this study was calculated solely for illustrating the 

effect of HTT on the activation energy; thus, those values are not fundamental thermodynamics 

constant. This practice has previously performed for the purpose of ranking the activities of coals by 

Cumming [40]. The weighted average activation energy of HTT-PS in both lab-scale and pilot-scale 

was lower than the raw materials and it was reduced when increasing the HTT temperature. This implied 

that the first range played more important role since the decomposition was comparatively higher and 

the energy used to initiate the combustion process was reduced because of HTT. 
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Table 3-4 Kinetic parameters calculated by the first- and second-order reaction models and the three-

dimensional diffusion model. 

Sample (˚C) 

Range 1 (R1) Range 2 (R2) 

T(˚C) 
E 

(kJ/mol) 

A 

(min-1) 
R2 T (˚C) 

E 

(kJ/mol) 

A 

(min-1) 
R2 

first-order reaction (O1) 

Raw-PS-Lab 212-358 92 1.1E+09 0.9967 - - - - 

HTT-PS-180 198-351 88 7.3E+08 0.9931 - - - - 

HTT-PS-200 192-373 77 4.1E+07 0.9944 - - - - 

HTT-PS-220 185-374 72 1.4E+07 0.9917 - - - - 

HTT-PS-240 176-378 63 1.7E+06 0.9876 - - - - 

Raw-PS-

Pilot 
204-363 78 7.2E+07 0.9966 - - - - 

HTT-PS-197 175-381 65 3.0E+06 0.9944 - - - - 

second-order reaction (O2) 

Raw-PS-Lab - - - - 358-485 178 5.9E+14 0.9987 

HTT-PS-180 - - - - 351-485 156 1.9E+13 0.9866 

HTT-PS-200 - - - - 373-475 184 1.5E+15 0.9853 

HTT-PS-220 - - - - 374-480 185 1.5E+15 0.9899 

HTT-PS-240 - - - - 378-480 206 6.2E+16 0.9935 

Raw-PS-

Pilot 
- - - - 363-495 156 6.8E+12 0.9958 

HTT-PS-197 - - - - 381-479 194 5.7E+15 0.9904 

three-dimensional diffusion (D3) 

Raw-PS-Lab 212-358 173 2.3E+15 0.9979 - - - - 

HTT-PS-180 198-351 168 1.2E+15 0.9982 - - - - 

HTT-PS-200 192-373 147 7.4E+12 0.9959 - - - - 

HTT-PS-220 185-374 138 1.2E+12 0.9945 - - - - 

HTT-PS-240 176-378 122 3.4E+10 0.9928 - - - - 

Raw-PS-

Pilot 
204-363 149 1.7E+13 0.9909 - - - - 

HTT-PS-197 175-381 125 7.7E+10 0.9935 - - - - 
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Figure 3-6 Plot of ln(g(α)/T2) against 1/T that yielded the highest r-squared values for all samples. 
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Figure 3-7 The activation energy of raw and hydrothermally treated paper sludge. 

3.3.2.2 Activation energy calculated by the isoconversion method 

Figure 3-8 shows the plots of the ln(β/T2) against 1/T obtained at three different heating rates for Raw-

PS and HTT-PS from both lab-scale and pilot-scale. Three different heating rate profiles were connected 

by a straight-line whose slope is used for the activation energy (E) calculation for each conversion. It 

should be noted that the conversion was chosen from 10% to 90% with appropriate intervals to assure 

reliability of the calculation [20]. In the isoconversional method, the E value is determined as a function 

of the conversion. Therefore, the value of E derived from those lines and its average as a function of 

the conversion have been calculated and plotted in Figure 3-9. 

From Figure 3-9 (left), it could be observed that the profile of the E as a function of the conversion of 

HTT-PS was lower than that from Raw-PS in almost all of the conversion. This, therefore, leads to 

lower average E values of HTT-PS compared to Raw-PS from both lab-scale and pilot-scale samples 

as illustrated in Figure 3-9 (right). As mentioned above, the lower E value of HTT-PS implies that HTT-

PS would use lower amount of energy to engage in the combustion compared to Raw-PS. In other 

words, the reactivity of paper sludge was higher after HTT. For example, it can be observed that the E 

value of HTT-PS was significantly lower than that of Raw-PS at 10–30% conversion. This implies that 

HTT-PS needs lower amount of energy to reach that conversion. This finding was in agreement with 

the result on characteristic temperatures (Table 3-3) discussed earlier as the volatile release temperature 

of HTT-PS was lower than the original value. More importantly, ones can be observed that the average 

E value from the KAS isoconversional method was similar to the weighted average E value from the 

model-fitting method (O1 and O2 for first and second range, respectively). The average E value of Raw-

PS and HTT-PS from both methods (model fitting O1/O2 and isoconversional) was around 100–130 

kJ/mol. Thus, it can be concluded that E value from model-fitting (O1/O2) and model-free or the 

isoconversional method are consistent and able to show the effect of HTT on the activation energy of 

paper sludge combustion. 
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Figure 3-8 Plot of ln(β/T2) against 1/T at three different heating rates. 
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Figure 3-9 The activation energy of raw and hydrothermally treated paper sludge as a function of the 

conversion calculated from the KAS isoconversional method. 

3.3.2.3 Combustion mechanism 

From literatures, burning of char particle can generally be defined by three regimes [41-44]. In the 

regime I, it takes place at a low temperature or when burning small char particle where the combustion 

occurs throughout particle leading to the decrease in the density or the internal pore rather than the 

surface chemical reaction that reduces the diameter; therefore, the diffusion rate, the transport of gas 

molecules, is much faster than the chemical reaction rate [41]. Thus, the reaction rate is kinetics-

controlled. When the external surface temperature of a char particle increases as the reaction between 

carbon and oxygen is so fast, the penetration of oxygen into the char particle becomes limited and zero 

in the center of the particle; thus, the reaction rate in this state, namely the regime II, is controlled by 

both the chemical reaction and the pore diffusion [43]. At a high temperature or burning large particle 

where the mass transfer is difficult, the reaction at the particle surface is very fast so that all of oxygen 

is consumed at the external surface and the particle shrinks at the constant density [42]. This is 

categorized as the regime III whose reaction rate is controlled by the mass transfer rate of oxygen 

molecules (the boundary-layer diffusion control) from the surroundings gas to the external surface of a 

particle [44]. 

From model-fitting kinetics analysis, the evaluation temperature was divided into two ranges; therefore, 

the mechanism based on the mathematical model utilized in the kinetics calculation would be 

responsible for each range. At the first range, since both of O1 and D3 exhibited high r-squared value 

(even though the weighted average E value of O1/O2 gave similar result with the isoconversional 

method) , those two models could be possible play roles in the combustion mechanism. This could be 

because of high VM characteristic of the paper sludge, the devolatilization could be very fast leading 

to the reduction in the density. At the same time, oxygen may be consumed as the combustion 

progressed by either the surface combustion or the secondary combustion of the volatilized substances 

far from the surface of the paper sludge particle and this could be said that the penetration of oxygen 
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might be limited inside the particle. Therefore, the first range should have a similar mechanism as the 

regime II in char combustion whose reaction rate is controlled by both the chemical reaction and the 

pore diffusion according to the literature mentioned earlier. As the devolatilization advanced and VM 

has been driven off in the second range, it would be a point that consumed oxygen immediately replaced 

by the stream of bulk gas from outside the boundary layer. Thus, the mass transfer rate would become 

very fast; as a result, the reaction rate in this range was, thus, kinetically controlled as the regime I. 

 

3.4 Conclusion 

After solid fuel production from paper sludge by HTT, this study provided information on its 

combustion characteristics and kinetic parameters of both lab-scale and pilot-scale samples. The 

thermogravimetric analysis was applied to raw and hydrothermally treated paper sludge and the two-

stage kinetics study was performed. The results could be summarized as follows: 

1. From the DTG profiles, the paper sludge showed three main decomposition characteristics that 

belonged to: (1) low stability organic compounds and inherent moisture, (2) lignocellulosic and 

non-lignocellulosic materials that attributed to majority of the weight loss, and (3) calcium 

carbonate and other minerals. After the hydrothermal treatment, the non-lignocellulosic 

materials that could be microorganism, dead bacteria, or biopolymer, was eliminated. 

 

2. Based on the comparison of the paper sludge and the reference materials from the 

thermogravimetric analysis, the paper sludge combustion was triggered by the decomposition 

of hemicellulose and lignin while the major weight loss was attributed to cellulose 

 

3. The ignition temperature of both raw and hydrothermally treated paper sludge was low, 257–

271 ˚C. After the lab-scale hydrothermal treatment, the ignition temperature was decreased 

while it was slightly increased in the case of the pilot-scale sample. 

 

4. The burnout temperature was around 501–523 ˚C regardless of minerals decomposition. 

 

5. From the two-stage kinetics study, the hydrothermally treated paper sludge became more favor 

to the reaction since the activation energy was reduced. The activation energy calculated by the 

isoconversional method shows consistency with the two-stage model-fitting kinetics study and, 

from both methods, the activation energy was approximately 100–130 kJ/mol. 
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Chapter 4 

Co-combustion of hydrothermally treated paper sludge with 

subbituminous coal in a fixed bed combustor 

4.1 Background  

In practical utilization of biomass in a solid fuel firing system, co-combustion with coal needs minimal 

modification of boiler operating conditions when compared to burning pure biomass. In the case of 

paper sludge, recycling through the energy recovery process within the production plant, i.e., a paper 

production factory, could reduce transportation and disposal costs. At the same time, the volume 

reduction of waste is satisfied. As the main obstacle of raw paper sludge (Raw-PS), i.e., high moisture 

content, has been alleviated by using the self-sustained hydrothermal pretreatment, utilizing the 

hydrothermally treated paper sludge (HTT-PS) in co-combustion application with coal would be 

possible. In the previous chapter, the combustion characteristics and kinetics study of HTT-PS has been 

comparatively studied with Raw-PS to obtain fundamental information. Then, in this chapter, a basic 

co-combustion test with subbituminous coal was carried out in a small-scale combustor. The focus was 

firstly on the NOx emission, which is very important regarding solid fuel combustion system. To reach 

a practical utilization of HTT-PS, a general problematic issue regarding ash of biomass/waste was also 

studied by evaluating slagging and fouling indices. 

Three types of nitrogen oxides namely thermal NO, prompt NO, and fuel NO, have their origins from 

different formation pathways [1-4]. Thermal NO is formed by an oxidation of atmospheric nitrogen in 

air at a relatively high combustion temperature [1]. When the nitrogen from air is attacked by 

hydrocarbon radicals, prompt NO is generated [1]. The prompt NO generally occurs in a fuel-rich 

combustion scheme because the presence of hydrocarbons is required [5]. In this research, the effect of 

the hydrothermal pretreatment on NO generated by nitrogen bounded in fuel, fuel-N, was focused. 

Therefore, the carrier gas was a mixture of Ar and O2 to avoid the presence of N2 in the air that could 

Abstract: After the fundamental combustion study in Chapter 3, the basic co-combustion test was 

conducted in this chapter. In this study, the co-combustion of the hydrothermally treated paper 

sludge with subbituminous coal was investigated. The solid fuel was produced from paper sludge 

by the hydrothermal pilot plant at the temperature of 197 °C and the pressure of 1.9 MPa for 30 

minutes. NO emissions were tested by a batch-type fixed bed combustor. The result showed that the 

NO emissions could be reduced around 26–31% and, therefore, the mixture of coal and 

hydrothermally treated paper sludge (HTT-PS) yielded lower NO emission compared to the mixture 

of coal and raw paper sludge. NO conversion of the HTT-PS was lower than the original paper 

sludge. Finally, the slagging and fouling indices were calculated. The fouling and slagging 

tendencies of HTT-PS were improved. 
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lead to thermal and prompt NO formation. In general, the combustion of biomass could be divided 

mainly into two processes: devolatilization and char oxidation. The distribution of fuel-N, nitrogen in 

the volatile (volatile-N) and nitrogen left in the char matrix (char-N), depends not only on fuel property 

both physically and chemically but also the heating rate, the combustion temperature, and the residence 

time [3-5]. During the devolatilization, the biomass is undergone pyrolysis process where nitrogen in 

tar (tar-N) and volatile substances are released along with the volatile-N, namely ammonia (NH3), 

hydrogen cyanide (HCN), and cyanuric acid (HCNO) [4,6,7]. Through the thermal cracking of tar and 

volatile combustion, NH3 and HCN, are additionally produced. Finally, these volatile-N species further 

takes part in formation of NO [8].  Leftover char is combusted heterogeneously and nitrogen in char 

(char-N) is then oxidized to NO. 

Slagging refers to the deposition into furnace of the boiler where radiant heat transfer dominates while 

fouling is the deposition that occurs on the surface of convective tube bundles [9]. The deposition of 

ash through slagging and fouling phenomena affects the thermal performance of boilers in many ways 

such as reduction of the heat transfer rate for steam production, impede steam temperature controlling, 

and increase fuel consumption to meet a desired load. The problem of slagging and fouling is generally 

found in combustion of some agricultural residues due to its high potassium and sodium content. These 

substances can lower melting temperature of ash that causes ash deposition, fouling of boiler tubes, and 

bed agglomeration (in fluidized bed boiler) [9,10]. Even though higher ash content can increase the 

deposition tendency, this phenomenon is not only dependent solely on the amount of ash. Many factors 

have to be considered such as the chemical composition, the mineral composition, the thermal 

conductivity, the emissivity, and the morphology of each fuel [11,12]. Since ash deposition is the critical 

issue for co-combustion application, the study on ash composition and slagging and fouling indices of 

HTT-PS have to be comparatively investigated with Raw-PS. 

 

4.2 Materials and methods 

4.2.1 Raw material 

Raw paper sludge (Raw-PS) and subbituminous coal (Sub-C) were provided by the Siam Kraft Industry 

Co., Ltd., Thailand. Raw-PS was subjected to a subcritical hydrothermal treatment (HTT) by a 1-m3 

cylindrical batch-type hydrothermal reactor. The treatment condition was 197 °C and 1.9 MPa with the 

holding time of 30 minutes. After the treatment was finished, the product was dewatered by a centrifugal 

decanter and naturally dried. The proximate analysis, the ultimate analysis, and the higher heating value 

(HHV) of Raw-PS and the hydrothermally treated paper sludge (HTT-PS) were analyzed on a dry basis 

as shown in Table 4-1. 

4.2.2 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy  
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In this study, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), which is the effective method to provide 

qualitative and quantitative surface chemical information, was utilized. The XPS analysis was 

performed in an ULVAC-PHI’s ESCA1700R system equipped with a dual Mg/Al X-ray source and a 

hemispherical analyzer operating in the fixed analyzer transmission mode. Before the analysis, the 

sample was degased for 3 h and the working pressure in the analyzing chamber was less than 10-7 Pa. 

The monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source was operated at 350 W and 14 kV (hν = 1486.8 eV). Excess 

charges on the samples were neutralized by the argon ion sputtering. The spectra were obtained with 

the pass energy of 58.7 eV with the energy step of 0.05 eV and the analysis area was 0.8 x 2 mm. The 

spectra were acquired in the N1s and C1s regions. The C1s at the binding energy (BE) of 285.0 eV was 

taken as an internal reference. The surface measurement were done automatically 20 times at the 

different positions for each sample to ensure the reproducibility of the results. Prior to the spectra 

analysis, the data was treated by the Shirley background subtraction. Then, the spectra were 

deconvoluted by the Gaussian-Lorentzian function. The full width at the half maximum (FWHM) of all 

species were fixed at 1.8–1.9 eV. 

Table 4-1 Fuel analysis. 

Items Sub-C Raw-PS HTT-PS 

Proximate analysis (%) 

FC 38.6 10.9 10.1 

VM 59.3 62.1 59.4 

Ash 2.1 27.0 30.5 

Ultimate analysis (%) 

C 63.2 34.8 35.2 

H 4.2 4.3 4.2 

N 0.8 4.0 3.1 

S 0.1 0.6 0.6 

O 29.6 29.3 26.5 

Heating value (MJ/kg) 

HHV 16.8 14.1 14.7 

Ash composition (%) 

CaO 19.3 50.0 39.1 

SiO2 27.4 18.4 23.6 

Al2O3 13.8 12.0 14.1 

Fe2O3 16.6 4.2 5.4 

MgO 2.5 2.7 3.2 

Na2O 3.7 0.9 0.0 

K2O 5.9 1.3 1.3 

TiO2 2.1 2.3 2.8 

SO3 4.3 3.7 5.1 

P2O5 0.0 2.0 3.4 

FC: fixed carbon; VM: volatile matter; C: carbon; H: hydrogen; N: nitrogen; S: sulfur; O: oxygen 

calculated by difference; HHV: higher heating value. 
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4.2.3 Fixed bed combustor 

A fixed bed combustor shown in Figure 4-1 made from quartz was utilized in this research. Its main 

structure consists of a top cover with air injection port, an outer tube with the outlet at the bottom for 

the exhaust gas (50 mm in diameter, 1,130 mm in height), and an inner tube with a single sample bed 

(40 mm in diameter, 470 mm in height) [13,14]. The sample bed made from a sintered quartz was made 

porously enough to distribute the exhaust gas as well as to support the sample during the combustion 

test. Three electric heaters were assembled to the combustor to assure that the target combustion 

temperature was achieved. In each experiment, 0.3 g of sample was mixed with 10 g of silica sand for 

preventing the agglomeration and maintaining the height of the sample. Ar gas was mixed with O2 with 

the ratio of 79:21 to avoid the formation of the thermal NO and it was supplied from the upper port 

leaving the lower port as an outlet.  

To investigate the effect of the combustion temperature, the combustor was heated to 800, 850, 900, 

and 950 °C. For the co-combustion experiment, the blending ratios of the paper sludge were 10%, 20%, 

30%, 40%, 50%, and 80% and the combustion temperature was fixed at 900 °C. The flow rate of all 

tests were controlled at 1.4 L/min measured by the flow meter at the outlet of the water scrubber. Then, 

the exhaust gas was analyzed by the online flue gas analyzer (TESTO 350XL, Japan) and the data was 

collected by the PC. The oxygen concentration at the outlet was also observed. It can confirm complete 

combustion of all the samples since the lowest oxygen concentration at the outlet for Sub-C, Raw-PS, 

and HTT-PS were excessive (12–16%) as shown in Figure 4-2. 

 

   

Figure 4-1 Fixed bed combustor and flow diagram 
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Figure 4-2 Example of oxygen and emission profile from combustio test 

The data obtained from the sampling through the gas analyzer was monitored in a unit of concentration 

(ppm/second), the amount of the NO emission per unit mass basis would be more appropriate to 

compare the NO produced from different samples. Hence, the NO emission was calculated by Equation 

4-1 [14] and, additionally, the NO conversion from the nitrogen in fuel was determined by Equation 4-

2 [13] In this study, it should be noted that the nitrous oxide (N2O) was negligible. 

[NO] = [
MNO

Vm×m
] × [∫ qcNOdt

t

t0
]        (4-1) 

where MNO is the molar mass (g/mol); Vm is the molar volume of an ideal gas at 1 atmospheric pressure 

which equals to 22.4 (L/mol) at 0 °C; m is the sample mass (g); cNO  is the concentration of NO 

emission continuously recorded by the gas analyzer (ppm/second); t is the sample burning period (s); 

[NO] is the amount of the NO emission per unit sample (mg/g). 

[NO]conv =
[NO]mol

[Fuel−N]mol
× 100        (4-2) 

where [NO]mol is the mole of NO when burning 1 g of the sample (mol/g); [Fuel − N]mol is the mole 

of nitrogen in 1 g of sample (mol/g) and [NO]conv is the nitrogen conversion (%). 

4.2.4 Slagging and fouling indices 

To utilize HTT-PS as the alternative solid fuel, one of the concerning issues is the slagging and fouling 

of ash. In this study, the effect of HTT on the deposition tendency of ash from paper sludge combustion 

was investigated by the slagging and fouling indices listed in Table 4-2. To calculate the slagging and 

fouling indices, the ash composition, i.e., metal oxides, of Raw-PS, HTT-PS, and Sub-C, were 
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determined by the X-ray fluorescence analysis (XRF) as shown in Table 4-1. From Table 4-2, the base-

to-acid ratio, generally used for coal, was modified for biomass fuel by adding P2O3 to the basic ash 

side as reported by several researchers [15,16] while the others were calculated based on the empirical 

indices for low rank coals [17,18]. It should be noted that the slagging and fouling indices of the mixture 

was derived from the data of the metal oxides of the mixture obtain from XRF (shown later), not the 

weighted average from each sample. 

Table 4-2 Slagging and fouling indices 

Indices Formula Criteria 

Base to 

acid 

ratio 

(B/A) 

B

A
=

%(Fe2O3 + CaO + MgO + K2O + Na2O + P2O3)

%(SiO2 + TiO2 + Al2O3)
 

B/A < 0.5, deposition 

tendency is low; 0.5 < B/A < 

1, deposition tendency is 

medium; B/A > 1, deposition 

tendency is high. 

Silica-

alumina 

ratio 

(S/A) 

S

A
=

SiO2

Al2O3
 

S/A < 0.31 or > 3, deposition 

tendency is low; 0.3 < S/A < 

3, deposition tendency is 

high. 

Iron-

calcium 

ratio  

(I/C) 

I

C
=

Fe2O3

CaO
 

I/C < 0.31 or > 3, deposition 

tendency is low; 0.3 < I/C < 

3, deposition tendency is 

high. 

Slagging 

index 

(S) 

S = (
B

A
) × Sulfur (% dry basis) 

S < 0.6, deposition tendency 

is low 

0.6 < S < 2, deposition 

tendency is medium; S > 2, 

deposition tendency is high. 

Total 

alkalis 

(TA) 

TA = Na2O + K2O 

TA < 0.3, fouling tendency is 

low 

0.3 < TA < 0.4, fouling 

tendency is medium; TA > 

0.4, fouling tendency is high. 

 

4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 NO emission from individual combustion 

Figure 4-3 illustrates the NO emission from Raw-PS and HTT-PS combustion in the unit of mg of NO 

per g of burned fuel. The NO emission of Raw-PS was 3.6, 3.8, 4.2, and 4.5 mg/g at the combustion 

temperature of 800, 850, 900, and 950 °C, respectively. Compared to the non-treated material, HTT-PS 

showed lower amount of NO that was 2.5, 2.8, 3.1, and 3.3 mg/g accounting 30.8%, 26.3%, 27.2%, and 

26.9% reduction. Figure 4-2 also shows the NO conversion rate. For Raw-PS, the NO conversion rate 

was 4.2%, 4.5%, 5.0% and 5.2% when burning at the temperature of 800, 850, 900, and 950 °C, 

respectively. With the same increment of the combustion temperature, HTT-PS’s NO conversion rate 

was 3.8%, 4.3%, 4.6% and 4.9%. The NO conversion rate of HTT-PS showed 10.7%, 4.9%, 6.1% and 
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5.7% lower than that of Raw-PS for the combustion temperature of 800, 850, 900 and 950 °C, 

respectively. As combustion temperature increases, the NO emission and the NO conversion rate of 

both Raw-PS and HTT-PS were enhanced. From the combustion test of Raw-PS and HTT-PS, it could 

be stated that HTT lowered the NO conversion rate leading to the reduction of NO emission. 

4.3.2 NO emission from co-combustion  

Figure 4-3 shows the NO emission during Raw-PS and HTT-PS co-combustion with Sub-C at 900 °C. 

It was observed that the NO emission from Sub-C was 3.6 mg/g. The NO conversion rate is also 

illustrated in Figure 4-3. The Sub-C showed significantly high NO conversion rate when compared to 

Raw-PS and HTT-PS. The NO conversion dropped proportionally when increasing the amount of Raw-

PS and HTT-PS.  

  

  

Figure 4-3 NO emission from combustion of raw paper sludge (Raw-PS), hydrothermally treated 

paper sludge (HTT-PS), subbituminous coal (Sub-C), and co-combustion of blended fuels. (10%PS: 

10 wt% of Raw-PS or HTT-PS blended with 90 wt% of Sub-C) 

From Figure 4-3, it can be observed that, at the low mixing ratio, 10–30%, the mixture of HTT-PS had 

a slightly higher NO conversion rate while the mixture of Raw-PS showed a higher NO conversion rate 

at the high mixing ratio, 50–80%. This is because Sub-C having a high NO conversion rate dominated 
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the NO conversion characteristic when the mixing ratio of the paper sludge is low. Conversely, when 

the ratio of the paper sludge was high, they exhibited their characteristics by showing a lower NO 

conversion rate. Moreover, the effect of HTT that lowered the NO conversion rate was realized when 

the mixing ratio was higher. For the viewpoint of the NO emission, it was clearly shown that blending 

of 10% HTT-PS was not effective enough to show the NO reduction, as the amount of NO emission of 

these two mixtures were almost the same. This could be explained by the NO conversion rate shown in 

Figure 4-2. The NO conversion rates of HTT-PS-10% and Raw-PS-10% were still high due to the 

majority of the mixture was Sub-C. Consequently, the NO emission reduction was limited to some 

extent. However, when increasing the mixing ratio to 20%, the NO from the co-combustion of HTT-PS 

mixture was much lower than that of the mixture of Raw-PS and Sub-C. The NO reduction was 

increased from 1.4% to 10.6% when changing the blending ratio from 10% to 20%, which is 

approximately 7.5 times better. Additionally, the NO reduction was 11.1%, 17.3%, 24.7% and 29.3% 

for 30%, 40%, 50% and 80% blending ratio, respectively. It was observed that the NO emission could 

be further reduced with the increase of the blending ratio of HTT-PS; however, there would be some 

problematic issues that have to be concerned. Even though the heating value was slightly improved 

after HTT, it was still low when compared to coal. Hence, it would reduce the heat release from the 

combustion process resulting in the poor boiler performance. Furthermore, the volatile matter of HTT-

PS was relatively high. This would be problematic to the post-combustion facility such as the gas 

cleaning system due to a higher amount of flue gas needs to be treated. Furthermore, the well-known 

characteristic of sludge is high ash content. HTT-PS has higher ash content and this might bother the 

gas cleaning system as well as the ash disposal facilities. Therefore, the compromise on the ratio of 

HTT-PS blending with coal has to be further discussed depending on each system since all aspects of 

limitation has to be concerned. 

4.3.3 XPS study 

To understand the mechanism that contributed to the NO reduction, the X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) was performed to characterize the nitrogen functionality on the surface of the 

samples. From the literatures, the nitrogen functionality in the coal contains 50–80% of pyrrolic (five 

rings), 20–40% pyridinic (six rings), and 0–20% quaternary nitrogen while less than 10% of nitrogen 

from amino group is found [1,2]. However, the nitrogen functionality in the biomass is different [19,20]. 

As explained by Williams et al., the fuel-N in biomass is devoted to inorganic nitrate and ammonium 

ion, amino compound, heterocyclic purine, pyrimidine and pyrrole [20-22]. Additionally, it was 

reported that protein, which comprises of nitrogen containing amide bond, exists in microorganisms in 

sewage sludge [23,24]. Thus, these nitrogen compounds would contribute to the fuel-N in the paper 

sludge since it is a mixture of fibrous materials and sewage sludge.  
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Figure 4-4 illustrates the XPS spectra of C1s and N1s of Raw-PS and HTT-PS. For C1s, there were four 

peaks noted C1, C2, C3, and C4 which were located at the binding energy of 285.0, 286.4, 288.1, and 

289.7 eV for Raw-PS and  285.4, 286.8, 288.1 and 289.3 eV for HTT-PS, respectively. The peaks of 

C1, C2, C3 and C4 were assigned to C–C/C–H/C=C, C–O (e.g., ether, alcohol, amine, and amide), C=O 

(e.g., amide, carbonyl, carboxylate, and ester) and O–C=O (carboxylic group), respectively [25,26]. 

From Figure 4-4, three peaks were well fitted to the N1s XPS spectra. N1, N2, and N3 were placed at 

the binding energy of 398.6, 400.3 and 401.8 eV for Raw-PS and 398.9, 400.5 and 401.9 eV for HTT-

PS, respectively. The lowest binding energy peak, N1, was assigned to the C=N in pyridine or imine 

[27,28]. The other peaks, N2 and N3, were given to the N–O/C–N in amide or amine and N–H in 

ammonia or protonated amine, respectively [26,29]. 

The effect of HTT on the nitrogen functionality was investigated by comparing the C1s and N1s XPS 

spectra of Raw-PS and HTT-PS. The area under each deconvoluted curve was calculated. The C1 peak 

was the major component and its area was increased from 52.8% to 59.1% after HTT. As this peak was 

belonged to aliphatic/aromatic carbon groups, it could be said that after the treatment, the fraction of 

the hydrocarbon became slightly higher and this might be used to explain why the heating value was 

marginally improved. When focusing on C2 and C3 peaks, the area was decreased from 31.9% to 27.2% 

and 11.1% to 7.8%, respectively. Those two peaks that was assigned to amine and amide showed 14.7% 

and 29.7% reduction; therefore, this evidence illustrated that the nitrogen functional group was changed 

after HTT. Finally, the area of C4 that belonged to the carboxylic group was considered as a minor 

composition and it increased from 4.2% to 5.9%. 

 

Figure 4-4 XPS spectra (C: carbon C1s and N: nitrogen N1s) of raw paper sludge (Raw-PS) and 

hydrothermally treated paper sludge (HTT-PS) 

For the N1s spectra, the majority constituent was belonged to N2 devoted to the amide or amine peak, 

which belonged to the nitrogen in protein. After HTT, the area of this peak was decreased from 87% to 

72.8% accounting 16.3% reduction whereas the ammonium or protonated amine, the N3 peak, was 
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increased from 9.3% to 19.3%. This could be explained by HTT condition that is using the subcritical 

water or hot compressed water  in which the ionic product, hydronium (H3O+) and hydroxide (OH–) is 

higher than ambient water condition leading to the protonation of amine [30]. In addition to the 

hydrolysis reaction that occurred during HTT, this condition would be suitable for protein degradation 

resulting in the decrease of amide and other nitrogen compounds [24]. When comparing the area of N1 

peak that assigned to pyridine of Raw-PS and HTT-PS, it was increased from 3.7% to 7.9%. As the area 

of the N1 peak was enhanced, it might be suggested that the unstable nitrogen functionality could be 

converted into a larger compound i.e., heteroaromatic ring as the pyridine after HTT [31,32]. Therefore, 

from the XPS spectra of C1s and N1s, it could be stated that HTT protonated or dissolved and 

simultaneously condensed the nitrogen functional compounds (mainly amine and amide) diverting the 

fuel-N characteristic of the paper sludge. 

4.3.4 Slagging and fouling indices 

4.3.4.1 Individual fuel 

Table 4-3 presents the result of the slagging and fouling indices: the Base to Acid ratio (B/A), the Silica 

Alumina ratio (S/A), the Iron Calcium ratio (I/C), the Slagging index (S), and the Total Alkalis (TA) of 

individual and blended fuels. The indices that have been used to predict the slagging tendency were 

B/A, S/A, I/C, and S while the fouling tendency is estimated by TA. The slagging phenomena refers to 

the deposition occurring in the boiler where the radiant heat transfer is dominant, i.e., in a furnace, while 

the deposition on the section subjected to the convective heat transfer, i.e., a convective backpass, is 

called fouling [33]. It should be noted that the S index was calculated by the weighted average of sulfur 

percentage. 

The B/A ratio of the paper sludge was reduced from 1.9 to 1.3 after HTT, but the B/A was still in the 

range of high deposition tendency. As presented in Table 4-2, the B/A was calculated by dividing the 

basic ash which has a low melting temperature by the acidic ash that has a comparatively higher melting 

temperature. With HTT, the alkalis metals that have low melting temperatures were reduced; thus, the 

B/A of HTT-PS was decreased. When silica or alumina reacts with basic compounds, they are able to 

form silicate or aluminate. Since the melting point of silicate and aluminate are lower than their original 

substances, the S/A ratio is used to predict the possibility of the low melting temperature compound 

formation. From Figure 4-5, it was observed that Sub-C had the highest deposition tendency and HTT 

slightly increased the risk of the silicate and aluminate formation since the value was increased from 

1.5 to 1.7 as shown in Table 4-3. When iron and calcium are found in the ash, the eutectic composition 

that has a low melting temperature is formed through the fluxing action. Raw-PS and HTT-PS had low 

deposition tendency based on the I/C ratio while Sub-C exhibited high risk. From Figure 4-5, it can be 

observed that the I/C ratio of the paper sludge was slightly increased after HTT. For the S index, the 

value of Sub-C was 0.1 showing low deposition tendency due to a low sulfur content. For Raw-PS and 
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HTT-PS, it was observed from Table 4-3 that the deposition tendency was located in the medium range. 

HTT-PS showed a lower S index, 0.7, which was lower than the original value of Raw-PS, 1.1. For the 

fouling tendency, the TA of Sub-C was 9.6, which was significantly high compared to other samples. 

The TA of the paper sludge was reduced from 2.1 to 1.3 after HTT. This related to the B/A ratio where 

the alkalis metal were eliminated during HTT. From the slagging and fouling indices of the individual 

fuel, it could be concluded that the slagging and fouling tendency of the paper sludge was initially high 

and this risk was substantially alleviated after HTT, except for the S/A ratio; however, they still 

exhibited a high deposition tendency. 

Table 4-3 Slagging and fouling indices of individual and blended fuels (Sub-C: subbituminous coal; 

Raw-PS: raw paper sludge; HTT-PS: hydrothermally treated paper sludge; Raw-PS-10%: 10 wt% of 

Raw-PS blended with 90 wt% of Sub-C) 

Sample (%) B/A ratio S/A ratio I/C ratio S index TA 

Individual fuel 

Sub-C 1.1h 2h 0.9h 0.1l 9.6h 

Raw-PS 1.9h 1.5h 0.1l 1.1m 2.1h 

HTT-PS 1.3h 1.7h 0.1l 0.7m 1.3h 

Blended fuel 

Raw-PS-10 1.4h 1.6h 0.5h 0.2l 5.1h 

Raw-PS-20 1.5h 1.5h 0.4h 0.3l 4.5h 

Raw-PS-30 1.6h 1.5h 0.3l 0.4l 3.6h 

Raw-PS-40 1.6h 1.4h 0.2l 0.5l 3.5h 

Raw-PS-50 1.7h 1.4h 0.2l 0.6l 3.4h 

Raw-PS-80 1.9h 1.4h 0.1l 0.9m 2.8h 

HTT-PS-10 1.2h 1.6h 0.5h 0.2l 6.9h 

HTT-PS-20 1.2h 1.5h 0.4h 0.2l 4.7h 

HTT-PS-30 1.2h 1.4h 0.4h 0.3l 3.9h 

HTT-PS-40 1.3h 1.5h 0.3l 0.4l 3.7h 

HTT-PS-50 1.2h 1.5h 0.2l 0.4l 3.3h 

HTT-PS-80 1.3h 1.6h 0.2l 0.6l 1.4h 

B/A: Base to Acid ratio; S/A: Silica Alumina ratio; I/C: Iron Calcium ratio; S index: Slagging index; 

TA: Total Alkalis; h: high deposition tendency; m: medium deposition tendency; l: low deposition 

tendency 

4.3.4.2 Blended fuel 

Table 4-4 shows the ash composition of Raw-PS and HTT-PS mixture. Figure 4-5 also illustrates the 

trend of the slagging and fouling indices of Sub-C added with Raw-PS and HTT-PS. For the B/A ratio, 

it was clearly shown that the mixture of Sub-C and Raw-PS showed higher deposition tendency when 

compared to the mixture of Sub-C and HTT-PS whose B/A ratio was limited to 1.2–1.3. For the S/A, 

the difference was not significant and all of the mixtures exhibited the high deposition tendency similar 

to their original materials. For the I/C ratio, the low mixture of Raw-PS and HTT-PS attributed to the 
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high I/C ratio since Sub-C had a high I/C ratio and would dominate the characteristic of the blended 

fuel. However, when increasing the mixture to around 30–40%, the deposition tendency became low 

since the I/C ratios of Raw-PS and HTT-PS were initially low. For the S index, Raw-PS and HTT-PS 

showed the medium deposition tendency while it was low in the case of Sub-C. Thus, when mixing 

Sub-C with Raw-PS and HTT-PS, it yielded low deposition tendency. TA was significantly reduced 

when adding Raw-PS and HTT-PS. The mixture showed the decreasing trend of TA; however, the 

fouling deposition tendency was still high. From Figure 4-5, it can be concluded that mixing HTT-PS 

to Sub-C would significantly decease S/A, I/C, and TA while B/A was comparable to the original value 

of Sub-C. It should be noted that the subbituminous coal (Sub-C) in this research had a very low sulfur 

content leading to the increasing of the S index when blending with HTT-PS. However, the effect of 

mixing HTT-PS would be noticed when other types of coal that generally has a high sulfur content is 

used. 

 

 

Figure 4-5 Slagging and fouling indices of individual and blended fuels. (Sub-C: subbituminous coal; 

Raw-PS: raw paper sludge; HTT-PS: hydrothermally treated paper sludge; Raw-PS-10%: 10 wt% of 

Raw-PS blended with 90 wt% of Sub-C) 
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Table 4.4 Ash composition of the mixture 

Item 

(%) 

Share of Raw-PS (%) Share of HTT-PS (%) 

10 20 30 40 50 80 10 20 30 40 50 80 

CaO 29.9 33.4 37.6 40.1 43.1 47.9 25.4 27.7 30.3 32.5 33.6 38.8 

SiO2 21.9 20.7 19.8 19.4 18.6 17.5 23.9 23.4 23 22.5 23 22.9 

Al2O3 13.4 14.1 13.5 13.6 13 12.6 15.2 16 16 15.3 15.6 14.6 

Fe2O3 14.4 12.4 10.4 9.0 7.5 5.2 12.9 11.9 10.8 9.1 7.9 6.6 

MgO 2.8 3.2 3.02 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.2 3.4 3.4 2.8 

Na2O 2.3 2.2 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.3 3.1 2.3 1.8 1.8 1.5 0 

K2O 2.8 2.3 1.9 1.8 1.8 1.6 3.8 2.4 2.1 1.9 1.9 1.4 

TiO2 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.4 2.4 2.6 2.4 2.9 

SO3 4.7 4.7 4.6 4.3 4.1 3.8 4.8 4.9 5.0 5.0 4.9 4.9 

P2O5 1.0 1.2 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.4 2.1 2.3 2.8 2.8 3.1 

 

4.4 Conclusion 

The solid fuel produced from Raw-PS using the hydrothermal treatment (HTT) was subjected to co-

combustion test with subbituminous coal by the batch-type fixed bed combustor. The NO emission and 

the effect of HTT on NO was further investigated by the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The 

oxide of metal obtained from the X-ray fluorescence (XRF) was used to calculate the slagging and 

fouling indices to clarify the deposition tendency of both individual and blended fuels. The results of 

these experiments can be summarized as follows: 

1. HTT showed the positive effect on the NO emission suppression as the NO emission and the 

NO conversion rate of HTT-PS were decreased. It was approximately 26–31% lower and when 

it was blended with Sub-C, the NO was reduced. The effective blending ratio of HTT-PS that 

illustrated the difference from Raw-PS could be 20% or higher. 

 

2. From the XPS study, it could be suggested that HTT diverted the fuel-N characteristic in the 

paper sludge, i.e., dissolved or protonated amide and simultaneously condensed the nitrogen 

functional compounds, and the lower amount of fuel-N observed in the ultimate analysis. These 

evidences might be the reasons why the NO emission and the NO conversion rate of HTT-PS 

were lower than Raw-PS. 

 

3. The Base to Acid ratio (B/A), the slagging index (S), and the total alkalis (TA) were improved 

after  HTT while the silica-alumna ratio (S/A) and the iron-calcium ratio (I/C) were slightly 

higher. When mixing HTT-PS with Sub-C, the significant improvement was also observed in 

the B/A, S, and TA indices. However, it still exhibited high possibilities of ash deposition 

problems. 
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In conclusion, HTT also exhibited the positive outcomes as it lowered the NO emission and improved 

the slagging and fouling indices. Therefore, the co-combustion of the hydrothermally treated paper 

sludge could be promising solution to reutilize the waste within the pulp and paper industry effectively. 
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Chapter 5 

Fluidized bed co-combustion of hydrothermally treated paper sludge 

with two coals of different rank 

 

5.1 Background 

In our research objective, it has been stated that the hydrothermally treated paper sludge will be co-fired 

with coals in conventional coal-fired boiler since a large modification is not necessary. To realize this 

strategy, the  fluidized bed combustion (FBC) technology is one of the most suitable combustion 

technologies [1]. It is well-known that FBC is characterized by excellent fuel flexibility and combustion 

stability. Thus, a wide range of fuels, including biomass and waste, can be burned in fluidized boilers 

with a high efficiency. In particular, coal can be partially and conveniently substituted by waste biomass 

or sludge in the FBC systems. The FBC has uniform temperature distribution and operating at relatively 

lower temperature; therefore, the problems on slagging and fouling tendency of paper sludge could be 

alleviated. Moreover, paper sludge originally has low quantities of volatile ash species, such as sulfur, 

chlorine (no chlorine in the sample in this study) and alkali metals. The onset of bed agglomeration is 

mostly attributed to the presence of alkali species in the ash of biomass fuels (Na and K). Therefore, it 

would be no significant vaporization of ash-forming species is suspected to occur. Moreover, from ash 

composition analysis, the HTT-PS had almost zero percent NaO and very low K2O that could further 

reduce the bed agglomeration tendency. 

Abstract: In this chapter, the practical co-combustion test was conducted. Fluidized bed co-

combustion of raw paper sludge (Raw-PS) and hydrothermally treated paper sludge (HTT-PS) with 

either low (Lo-Coal) or high reactivity coal (Hi-Coal) was investigated. The paper sludge was 

treated in a pilot-scale hydrothermal reactor at 197 °C and 1.9 MPa for 30 minutes. The procedure 

is the same as in Chapter 2. South African bituminous and Thai subbituminous coals were selected 

as representative of Lo-Coal and Hi-Coal, respectively. A 110-mm bubbling fluidized bed 

combustor was used in this study. During the steady combustion tests, the nominal temperature was 

850 °C, the fluidization velocity was 0.5 m/s, and the excess air was varied as 20%, 40%, and 60%. 

Co-combustion tests were conducted by feeding the sludge at the mixing ratio of 30% and 50% 

(mass basis) with coal. The focus of this study was on NOx emission and unburned carbon 

performance. Results showed that at 30% mixing ratio using HTT-PS instead of Raw-PS could 

reduce NOx emission by 3–6% and  9–17% in the case of Lo-Coal and Hi-Coal, respectively, and 

the loss of unburned carbon could be decreased by 15–18% and 36–53% for Lo-Coal and Hi-Coal, 

respectively. On the whole, the hydrothermally treated paper sludge showed better performance and 

would be a better choice compared to the original raw paper sludge. 
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The gas-solid fluidization has variety of application, for example, energy conversion, petrochemical 

processing, mineral processing, chemical and pharmaceutical, and physical processing [2]. In the field 

of energy conversion, the FBC technology has been applied to produce steam in fluidized bed boilers. 

In the boiler, the steam is generated by heat exchanger where heat is generated from burning fuels in 

gas-solid mixing scheme. The regimes of the FBC is dependent on the physical features and 

hydrodynamics of the bed material and fuel during the operation. The bubbling fluidized bed (BFB) 

boiler could be the largest application of fluidized bed. Recently, the first generation fixed bed (stoker-

fired) boiler has been replaced by the BFB boiler. The BFB is operating under the bubbling regime [3] 

and it consists of a furnace, freeboard, and convective heat exchanger. The fuel is mixed and combusted 

with bed material in the furnace. The open space above the bed is called freeboard and the convective 

heat exchanger where water in the economizer, superheater, and evaporator is heated is similar to the 

conventional boiler system. Another type of fluidized bed boiler is circulated fluidized bed (CFB) 

boiler. In the CFB, fuel is burned under a fast-fluidized bed regime where gas velocity is high enough 

to blow all the solids out of the furnace [3]. Almost all of the solids are captured and recirculated back 

to the furnace by gas-solid separator known as a cyclone. Owing to this hydrodynamics regime, the 

CFB boiler has two sections: the CFB loop and the convective heat exchanger similar to the BFB and 

other boilers. Since the solids are recirculated back to the furnace, the CFB boilers generally have lower 

amount of unburned carbon loss leading to a higher combustion efficiency. According to the 

International Energy Agency, the FBC plant capacities have increased ten times between 1985 and 

2010. Now, more than 70 circulating fluidized bed boilers above 300 MWe have been operating all over 

the world [4]. 

Recently, the variety of alternative fuels such as biomass and waste have been used as the FBC’s 

additional fuels in co-firing application or even burning individually. Extensive studies on the FBC of 

biomass and waste such as rice husk [5,6], wood [7,8], sludge [9,10] and others [11,12] have been done. 

The alternative fuels for FBC generally have high volatile matter (VM) and different characteristics of 

ash constituents. These distinctions differentiate the combustion process from burning conventional 

fossil fuels in the FBC such as a solid fuel and VM segregation along and across the furnace, particle 

fragmentation and attrition associated to a loss of carbon, and different combustion behavior and rate 

[13]. In this study, the FBC of raw paper sludge (Raw-PS) and hydrothermally treated paper sludge 

(HTT-PS) and their co-combustion performances with two different types of coals was investigated. 

The two coals had a different rank, being representative of low and high reactivity coals, respectively. 

The focus was on the effect of HTT on the NOx emission, unburned carbon performance in both 

combustion and co-combustion tests was studied. The combustion efficiency was also evaluated. The 

combustion/co-combustion conditions in this study are realistic as the excess air is controlled and varied 

at 20%, 40%, and 60%, which are a common range for solid fuel burning system (20–40%). Moreover, 
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the feeding system is continuous and the emission sampling is done during the steady state combustion. 

Therefore, it could be said that this study is relatively practical compared to our previous chapters. 

 

5.2 Materials and methods 

5.2.1 Fuel samples 

Raw paper sludge (Raw-PS) was provided by the Siam Kraft Industry Co., Ltd., Thailand. A 1-m3 

cylindrical batch-type hydrothermal reactor was utilized to treat Raw-PS at the condition of 197 °C and 

1.9 MPa with the holding time of 30 minutes. After the treatment was finished, the residual steam was 

discharged. Then, the hydrothermally treated paper sludge (HTT-PS) was extracted through drain 

valves and it was further dewatered by a 1.5 kW centrifugal decanter and naturally dried. The details of 

the pilot-scale HTT is presented in Chapter 2. The samples were fluffy and this characteristic was 

problematic for the feeding system of the FBC apparatus, leading to the difficulty to obtain the desired 

and stable combustion conditions. Therefore, both Raw-PS and HTT-PS were densified by a 5.5 kW 

pelletizer. The pelletized Raw-PS and HTT-PS were crushed by a lab-scale ball-milling machine. Then, 

the sludge was sieved at the nominal particle size of 0.3–4 mm. Solid fuel properties of the prepared 

Raw-PS and HTT-PS, including the proximate and ultimate analysis and the heating value, was 

analyzed based on standard ASTM procedures and reported in Table 5-1.  

 

Table 5-1 Fuel analysis (dry basis) 

 Raw paper 

sludge 

(Raw-PS) 

Hydrothermally treated 

paper sludge (HTT-PS) 

South African Coal 

(Lo-Coal) 

Thai Coal 

(Hi-Coal) 

Proximate analysis (%) 

Fixed carbon 8.6 8.3 58.7 41.7 

Volatile matter 59.5 55.6 30.2 51.9 

Ash 31.9 36.1 11.1 6.4 

Ultimate analysis (%) 

Carbon 33.4 33.2 68.9 64.0 

Hydrogen 4.3 4.1 4.0 4.6 

Nitrogen 2.9 1.9 1.3 0.6 

Sulfur 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.0 

Oxygen* 26.9 24.1 14.1 24.4 

Heating value (MJ/kg) 

HHV 12.0 12.3 26.7 25.3 

LHV 11.1 11.4 25.8 24.3 

*calculated by difference; Lo-Coal: low reactivity coal; Hi-Coal: high reactivity coal 
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In this study, two different types of coals were utilized. The South African bituminous coal (Lo-Coal) 

that contains a low amount of volatile matter (30%) is considered as a low reactivity coal whereas the 

high volatile matter (50%) subbituminous coal (Hi-Coal) provided by the Siam Kraft Industry Co., Ltd., 

Thailand is representative  of high reactivity coals. The coal properties are also presented in Table 5-1. 

The nominal particle size of coal was 1.18–4 mm. 

5.2.2 Bubbling fluidized bed combustor 

An atmospheric stainless-steel bubbling fluidized bed combustor was used in this study (Figure 5-1). 

The internal diameter of the reactor is 110 mm with the height of 2.7 m. It is electrically heated by eight 

semi-cylindrical ovens with an approximate total power of 20 kW. Air was preheated to the temperature 

of 600 °C and utilized as the fluidizing gas. Four chromel-alumel thermocouples placed 1 cm protruding 

from the inner column wall were used to measure the temperature at different heights inside the column. 

The same type of the thermocouple was also placed 3 cm above the distributor to measure the bed 

temperature. The temperature set point was kept constant by four PID controllers. The air distributor 

has a conical shape and it is assembled with a port and a valve at its bottom to rapidly discharge the bed 

material and bottom ash. The distributor bears 12 cylindrical diffusers with four nozzles each at right 

angle. Fine particles generated during combustion and elutriated in the outlet gas were collected by 

using a high efficiency cyclone. Fuel was continuously fed under-bed through a feeding system 

consisting of a charge hopper, a measurement hopper, and a screw. The screw is used as the fuel feeder 

as well as a metering device. It is coupled with a cylindrical chamber where the particles, fed by the 

screw, are pneumatically injected into the bed by a secondary air stream. The fuel feed rate is varied by 

increasing the rotational velocity of the screw. The fuel feeding rate was evaluated by measuring the 

emptying time of the measurement hopper with a weighed batch of fuel. On-line gas sampling at the 

cyclone exit was performed to analyze the flue gas composition. The measurement system consisted of 

a portable Madur Photon gas analyzer which monitored the outlet concentration of O2 (0–25%v), CO 

(0–2%v), CO2 (0–25%v), NO (0–5000 ppmv) and NO2 (0–1000 ppmv). A data acquisition unit was 

used to process signals from the pressure transducers, from the thermocouples and from the on line gas 

analyzers. Further details of the apparatus can be found in [14]. 

The reactor was charged with 5 kg of 400–600 μm quartzite (sand) as bed material, corresponding to a 

bed height of about 0.4 m at minimum fluidization conditions (Umf = 0.085 m/s @ 850 °C). The 

fluidizing air was fed to the column via high-precision digital mass flow meters. The experiments were 

carried out at the fluidization velocity of 0.5 m/s. After the bed temperature reached 850 °C, all the 

heaters were switched off and the bed temperature was controlled by means of an internal water-cooled 

coil. Each batch of prepared fuel was charged to the hopper and fed to the reactor by the screw feeder. 

For co-combustion tests, the fuels were thoroughly mixed according to the scheduled mass percentage 
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before supplying to the hopper. The excess air of combustion/co-combustion tests was varied as 20, 40, 

and 60%. The experimental conditions are summarized in Table 5-2. 

5.2.3 Fly ash collection 

Once steady state combustion was reached, for each excess air level, the fly ash collecting process 

started. The steady state combustion was maintained long enough to collect sufficient amount of fly ash 

for further analysis. After the test was finished, the elutriated fines were weighed and the particle size 

distribution was measured by a laser light scattering granulometer, Malvern Instruments Mastersizer 

2000. Unburned carbon (UC) in fly ash was also measured by a Leco (CHN) analyzer. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-1 The 110 mm ID stainless steel fluidized bed combustor 
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Table 5-2 Summary of experimental conditions 

Experimental condition 

fuel 

Raw paper sludge (Raw-PS) pelletized and crushed; average size: 0.3–4 mm. 

Hydrothermally treated paper sludge (HTT-PS) pelletized and crushed; average size: 0.3–4 mm. 

Low reactivity coal (Lo-Coal) crushed; average size: 1.18–4 mm. 

High reactivity coal (Hi-Coal) crushed; average size: 1.18–4 mm. 

Apparatus 

Combustor atmospheric bubbling bed 

Internal diameter 110 mm. 

Height 2700 mm. 

Feeding system continuous under-bed 

Fluidizing gas preheated air 

Bed material 5 kg of sand, 400–600 μm. 

Fluidization velocity  0.5 (±0.2) m/s 

Combustion temperature 850–880 ˚C 

Excess air 20, 40, 60 (±0.2)% 

Measured emissions NOx  (NO, NO2), CO, CO2 

 

 

5.3 Results and discussion 

5.3.1 Feeding stability 

Figure 5-2 shows the O2 profiles from typical combustion tests of non-pelletized and pelletized Raw-

PS, for comparison. Similar profiles were obtained with HTT-PS. It was clearly observed that the profile 

for non-pelletized Raw-PS was very unsteady and very high peaks of O2 (and CO) were usually detected 

due to the unstable combustion process. The improper sludge feeding led to a difficulty to maintain the 

desired combustion conditions as well as an unacceptable fluctuation of the emission profiles. Very 

similar feeding problems were reported by Boavida et al. [15] for non-recyclable paper and plastic waste 

during fluidized bed co-combustion tests with coal. These authors found that the form in which the fuel 

was fed to the combustor made a significant contribution to achieve desirable combustion performance. 

They reported that fuel densification was able to solve their combustion instability problem.  

Therefore, in this work, the original fluffy Raw-PS and HTT-PS were pelletized before testing. Feeding 

of the pelletized (and crushed) sludge was much more stable and the combustion process was much 

smoother, as can be observed in Figure 5-2. So, only pelletized sludge was used in the tests performed 

in this work and reported hereinafter. 
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Figure 5-2 Comparison of O2 profiles from non-pelletized and pelletized Raw-PS feeding during 

combustion test. 

5.3.2 NOx emission 

Table 5-3 reports a summary of the operating variables and emissions from the combustion and co-

combustion tests as a function of the excess air. To control the excess air, the feeding rate was adjusted 

until the desired condition was stably reached. At each steady state condition, CO, CO2 and unburned 

carbon were measured and the total combustion efficiency was calculated (accounting for both CO 

emission and unburned carbon in fly ash). Both NO and NO2 were measured, but NO2 was always much 

lower than NO and almost zero in most cases. In the following, only the total NOx (= NO + NO2) 

emission will be reported. To better clarify the effect of the fuel mixture feeding on the NOx emission, 

the reported NOx values were all collected in the same range of CO concentrations in the flue gas (30–

60 ppm). In fact, it was noted that the CO concentration, as representative of the effective 

oxidizing/reducing conditions in the fluidized bed, had a non-negligible effect on the NOx level. This 

effect was most likely due to the catalytic reduction of NOx by reaction with CO and/or char surface, 

especially at the low excess air conditions where several high peaks of CO were occasionally observed 

[16,17]. 

5.3.2.1 Individual fuel combustion 

Figure 5-3a reports the average NOx emission from the individual fuel combustion tests as a function 

of the excess air. The NOx emission increased with the amount of excess air in the case of both Raw-

PS and HTT-PS. This result suggests that a higher concentration of oxygen in this case leads to a better 

combustion environment for volatile matter and char in the fluidized bed, thus leading to the increase 

of NOx. On the other hand, the NOx emission from Lo-Coal and Hi-Coal combustion tests were found 

to be strongly dependent on the type of coal, not so much on the excess air. It is likely that the larger 
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fuel-N content in Lo-Coal, compared to Hi-Coal, contributes to the higher NOx emission. Since the fuel-

N conversion to NOx depends on the nitrogen structure in coals, the characterization of the nitrogen 

functional groups in various types of coal was investigated by Kambara et al. [18]. The source of 

nitrogen in coal consists mainly in pyrrolic (five rings), pyridinic (six rings), and quaternary 

functionalities [18,19].  

Obviously, the origin of the fuel-N in biomass and sludge is different from that of coals. The major 

source of nitrogen in biomass comes from proteins and amino acids and this difference could affect the 

conversion of the fuel-N during devolatilization and combustion [20,21]. After HTT, the fuel-N in HTT-

PS was found to be significantly lower than that of Raw-PS.  

Based on our previous investigation, it could be said that HTT is able to decompose or to dissolve the 

nitrogen-containing compound in paper sludge, which is mainly protein [22]. However, the observable 

NOx reduction was limited, especially at 20% excess air condition. The NOx decrease was enhanced at 

40% and 60% excess air presenting approximately 4–7% reduction. Therefore, the correlation between 

the NOx emission and nitrogen in fuel cannot be interpreted solely from the ultimate analysis. 
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Figure 5-3 Average NOx emission (ppm): (a) combustion; (b) co-combustion with low reactivity coal; 

(c) co-combustion with high reactivity coal. (Raw-PS: raw paper sludge; HTT-PS: hydrothermally 

treated paper sludge; Lo-Coal: low reactivity coal; Hi-Coal: high reactivity coal) 

5.3.2.2 Co-combustion tests 

Figure 5-3b illustrates the average NOx emission from the co-combustion tests of Raw-PS and HTT-PS 

with Lo-Coal. Also in this case, the NOx emission from the mixture increased as the amount of the 

excess air was higher. When mixing HTT-PS instead of Raw-PS, the NOx could be reduced by 3–6%.  

In general, the excess air of a fluidized bed coal combustor is controlled at around 20–25% [23,24]. 

Thus, we analyzed into more detail on the results obtained at these excess air conditions. From Table 

5-3, at 20% excess air, the average NOx from 30% HTT-PS was 428 ppm while burning pure Lo-Coal 

generated slightly lower amount of NOx (416 ppm). It can be seen that the NOx produced from 30% 

HTT-PS was comparable to the 100% Lo-Coal at 20% excess air. Therefore, adding HTT-PS at a share 

 30% to the Lo-Coal burning system could save the amount of fossil fuels without any aggressive 

drawback on the NOx emission performance.  

The average NOx emission from co-combustion of Raw-PS and HTT-PS with Hi-Coal are shown in 

Figure 5-3c. It was clearly observed that the NOx produced from Raw-PS and HTT-PS was significantly 

higher than from the Hi-Coal. However, the mixture of HTT-PS and Hi-Coal presented lower NOx 

emission. At the mixing ratio of 30%, the NOx from HTT-PS mixture was lower than that from Raw-

PS mixture by 17.1%, 11.4% and 8.7% at 20%, 40% and 60% excess air, respectively. When increasing 

the mixing ratio to 50%, approximately the same value of NOx reduction was obtained at the high excess 

air levels, 40% and 60%. However, at 20% excess air, the NOx reduction was only 2.1% showing a 

limitation on the amount of sludge that can be mixed with Hi-Coal.  

Even though adding HTT-PS instead of Raw-PS to the low-rank Hi-Coal firing system would help 

decreasing the NOx emission, it still generated significantly higher amounts of NOx when compared to 
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pure burning of Hi-Coal. Therefore, considering the NOx emission performance, a compromise between 

the amount of HTT-PS addition to the Hi-Coal and the consequences on NOx emission need to be found.  

Finally, it can be observed that in the co-combustion tests, the NOx emission generally show a linear 

behavior with the share percentage of the sludge in the fuel mixture. In other word, there was no 

synergetic effect occurring by mixing Raw-PS or HTT-PS to either Lo-Coal or Hi-Coal in the co-

combustion tests. Thus, NOx emission from the co-combustion of the sludge with these two types of 

coal at different fuel shares can be safely estimated by linear interpolation of the results reported in 

Figures 5-3b and 5-3c. 

5.3.3 CO emission 

Table 5-3 also reports the average CO emission measured in combustion and co-combustion tests. It 

was observed that Raw-PS and HTT-PS exhibited significantly higher CO emission compared to coals, 

especially at 20% excess air. It has to be noted that an irregular fuel feeding would strongly affect the 

measured CO levels because of the difficulty to maintain a constant air/fuel ratio in the combustor 

[15,25]. These evidences were found during the combustion of Raw-PS and HTT-PS even though they 

were pelletized before being sieved to the specific size. Moreover, from the feeding rate data, it was 

observed that the feeding rates of Raw-PS and HTT-PS were higher than that of coal because the carbon 

content and the heating value of those fuels are lower. It means that larger amounts of Raw-PS and 

HTT-PS had to be fed to the bed per unit time in order to maintain the desired air/fuel ratio and this 

would also contribute to the higher levels of CO due to the formation of fuel-rich zones in the fluidized 

bed (mainly due to the large volumes of volatile matter emitted by these fuels). Additionally, it was 

suggested that due to the density and size differences between sludge and bed material, the sludge 

particles would mostly float on the bed surface, so that most of the particle drying and devolatilization 

would occur there [9]. Thus, the presence of fuel-rich zones might contribute to the higher CO 

concentrations of Raw-PS and HTT-PS during combustion at low excess air conditions. The value of 

the average CO emission from Raw-PS and HTT-PS were around 703–753 ppm at 20% excess air. The 

amount of CO was substantially affected by the excess air as its concentration significantly decreased 

to approximately 139–246 ppm and 35–48 ppm at 40% and 60% excess air, respectively. The average 

CO emission from Lo-Coal and Hi-Coal were 79 and 196 ppm at 20% excess air, respectively. At the 

higher excess air, the CO emission of Lo-Coal was slightly reduced to 43–46 ppm while a drastic 

influence of the excess air was observed in the case of Hi-Coal since the CO emission was reduced to 

4–6 ppm. At 20% excess air, it is likely that high volatile matter fuels would generate higher amounts 

of CO as observed in Raw-PS, HTT-PS, and Hi-Coal regardless of the feeding rate variation. This might 

be due to mixing limitations in the fluidized bed since high volatile matter fuels often produce high 

concentrations of unburned gases [26].  
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Table 5-3 Operating variables and emissions from combustion/co-combustion of raw (Raw-PS) and 

hydrothermally treated paper sludge (HTT-PS) with low (Lo-Coal) and high (Hi-Coal) reactivity coals. 

Excess air 

(%) 
Samples 

Feeding rate 

(g/h) 
NOx (ppm) CO (ppm) 

Unburned 

carbon 

(g/h) 

Combustion 

efficiency 

(%) 

Individual combustion 

20 

Raw-PS 1311 575 753 0.94 99.3 

HTT-PS 1168 570 703 0.26 99.5 

Lo-Coal 543 416 79 3.00 99.1 

Hi-Coal 748 236 196 0.23 99.8 

40 

Raw-PS 1125 711 139 0.89 99.6 

HTT-PS 1004 686 246 0.22 99.7 

Lo-Coal 463 435 46 1.90 99.3 

Hi-Coal 640 247 4 0.20 99.9 

60 

Raw-PS 992 846 48 0.77 99.7 

HTT-PS 883 788 35 0.21 99.9 

Lo-Coal 406 420 43 1.34 99.5 

Hi-Coal 555 242 6 0.16 99.9 

Co-combustion of 30% paper sludge with 70% low reactivity coal by mass 

20 
Raw-PS 645 451 92 3.57 98.9 

HTT-PS 623 428 116 2.87 99.1 

40 
Raw-PS 552 520 46 1.74 99.4 

HTT-PS 536 502 47 1.56 99.4 

60 
Raw-PS 481 531 40 1.21 99.5 

HTT-PS 464 515 43 1.22 99.5 

Co-combustion of 50% paper sludge with 50% low reactivity coal by mass 

20 
Raw-PS 763 488 392 2.93 98.9 

HTT-PS 729 468 34 2.84 99.2 

40 
Raw-PS 654 578 49 1.55 99.4 

HTT-PS 629 551 40 1.87 99.3 

60 
Raw-PS 568 626 43 1.26 99.5 

HTT-PS 547 592 36 1.12 99.5 

Co-combustion of 30% paper sludge with 70% high reactivity coal by mass 

20 
Raw-PS 947 359 173 0.54 99.8 

HTT-PS 902 298 212 0.34 99.8 

40 
Raw-PS 816 401 20 0.50 99.8 

HTT-PS 769 355 33 0.23 99.9 

60 
Raw-PS 714 425 21 0.20 99.9 

HTT-PS 674 388 14 0.11 99.9 

Co-combustion of 50% paper sludge with 50% high reactivity coal by mass 

20 
Raw-PS 975 396 511 1.01 99.4 

HTT-PS 895 388 51 0.29 99.9 

40 
Raw-PS 839 506 18 0.46 99.9 

HTT-PS 773 455 24 0.26 99.9 

60 
Raw-PS 741 529 19 0.48 99.8 

HTT-PS 679 484 22 0.25 99.9 
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From 30% share co-combustion tests of sludge and coal at 20% excess air, the CO emission of HTT-

PS mixture were not significantly different from those of Raw-PS since most of the mixture was 

composed by coal. However, when increasing the share of Raw-PS and HTT-PS to 50%, it was observed 

that HTT-PS showed better combustion performance than Raw-PS, as the CO emission were 

significantly lower. 

5.3.4 Unburned carbon 

5.3.4.1 Individual fuel combustion 

Figure 5-5a reports the unburned carbon (UC) measured in the fly ash from individual fuel combustion 

tests. UC was normalized with the carbon feeding rate, i.e. it is reported as g of UC per g of carbon fed. 

This way of reporting UC is considered to be more appropriate to compare the effect of HTT on UC 

regardless of the feeding characteristics. For completeness, the results of unburned carbon (UC) in fly 

ash were also calculated in terms of g/h flow rate at the exhaust as summarized in Table 5-3. It can be 

clearly observed in Figure 5-5a that Lo-Coal exhibited the highest amount of UC due to its low reactivity 

while Hi-Coal showed the lowest amount of UC. With the increase of excess air, UC significantly 

reduced in case of Lo-Coal. Generally, adding more air to the combustion system would enhance the 

char combustion rate since more oxygen is supplied and more vigorous motion of the bed is generated. 

Therefore, the UC reduction can be easily explained. A similar finding was also reported in a circulating 

FBC experimental campaign [24]. On the other hand, the influence of the excess air on UC for Raw-

PS, HTT-PS and Hi-Coal tests was less significant. The most likely reason for this result is that these 

three fuels are much more reactive than Lo-Coal, so that the excess air should have a lower effect on 

the combustion rate. When comparing UC from burning pure HTT-PS and Raw-PS, the UC from the 

former was significantly lower and it was also very similar to the UC from combustion of Hi-Coal. 

Figure 5-5a clearly illustrates this result. HTT-PS presented 72%, 76%, and 73% reduction in UC 

compared to the raw sludge at 20%, 40%, and 60% excess air, respectively. The effect of HTT on the 

improvement of UC performance was dramatic. In order to explain this result, both physical and 

chemical aspects of HTT-PS have to be taken to account. Regarding the physical characteristic, it was 

clearly observed that the structure of HTT-PS is more uniform than that of Raw-PS, as shown in the 

appearance and SEM analysis from our previous study [27]. On the other hand, a kinetic study of 

combustion of the two fuels showed that the apparent activation energy of HTT-PS was lower than that 

of Raw-PS [28]. This evidence suggests that HTT-PS is likely to be more reactive than Raw-PS. 

5.3.4.2 Co-combustion tests 

Figure 5-5b shows the UC generated from the co-combustion tests of Raw-PS and HTT-PS with Lo-

Coal. It was clearly observed that the characteristics of the UC from the mixtures were controlled by 

Lo-Coal. For example, UC was significantly affected by the excess air since the mixture became less 

reactive. Then, when the excess air increased, UC was reduced. This was not observed during the 
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individual fuel combustion of Raw-PS and HTT-PS. Burning 30% Raw-PS with 70% Lo-Coal at 20% 

excess air showed that UC increased possibly due to the poor physical properties of Raw-PS. Once 

switching from Raw-PS to HTT-PS, results showed a better UC performance. The reduction of UC by 

adding HTT-PS was limited due to the low amount of excess air. However, when increasing the excess 

air to 40%, it was observed that the UC from the 30% mixture of HTT-PS showed 15.4% and 18.4% 

reduction with respect to the UC from 100% Lo-Coal combustion and 30% Raw-PS mixture, 

respectively. For 60% excess air, UC was further reduced and HTT-PS mixture showed better UC 

performance than for Raw-PS. Therefore, mixing portions of HTT-PS to Lo-Coal firing system or 

changing the mixture from Raw-PS to HTT-PS would significantly help reducing the loss of carbon 

during the combustion process. 

Figure 5-5c shows the UC from co-combustion of Raw-PS and HTT-PS with Hi-Coal. It was clearly 

observed that HTT-PS and its mixture with Hi-Coal showed similar levels of UC as for Hi-Coal. The 

variation of the excess air had no significant influence on the UC from these samples since they were 

originally reactive. The reduction of UC by mixing HTT-PS instead of Raw-PS was substantial. At 30% 

mixing ratio, the UC reduction was 35.5%, 52.6% and 41.7% at the excess air of 20%, 40% and 60% 

excess air, respectively. In case of 50% mixing ratio, the decrease in UC was 70%, 40.6% and 45.9 % 

when burning at the excess air of 20%, 40% and 60%, respectively. A possible synergetic effect of 

mixing the two highly reactive fuels was observed when burning 30% HTT-PS mixture at 60% excess 

air. The UC from this mixture was even lower than the UC from burning 100% Hi-Coal.  

5.3.5 Combustion efficiency 

Table 5-3 shows the combustion efficiency values for all the combustion and co-combustion tests. The 

combustion efficiency was higher than 99% for most of the tests. In more detail, the combustion 

efficiency of HTT-PS was slightly higher than that of Raw-PS, especially at 20% excess air. Hi-Coal 

showed the highest combustion efficiency regardless of the excess air. Generally, the primary source of 

combustion loss in a fluidized bed is unburned carbon in fly ash. This variable is strongly dependent on 

the reactor configuration as well as operating conditions such as fuel loading, combustion modes, and 

excess air conditions [2,11,24]. The present combustor has a high freeboard height (FBH) which is 

about 2.1 m above the surface of the expanded bed at 850 °C, and it is significantly higher than the 

transport disengagement height (TDH) which is estimated to be approximately 0.6 m at the operating 

conditions of the tests, according to the experimental TDH results reported by Fung and Hamdullahpur 

[29]. In addition, the (empty-tube) gas residence time in the combustion chamber at the present 

operating conditions is about 5.4 s. Therefore, the amount of unburned carbon was anticipated to be 

relatively low. 
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Figure 5-5 Unburned carbon (g per g carbon fed): (a) combustion; (b) co-combustion with low 

reactivity coal; (c) co-combustion with high reactivity coal. (Raw-PS: raw paper sludge; HTT-PS: 

hydrothermally treated paper sludge; Lo-Coal: low reactivity coal; Hi-Coal: high reactivity coal) 
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5.3.6 Ash particle size distribution 

In this study, fly ash collection was performed by capturing the elutriated particles in the high efficiency 

cyclone during steady combustion conditions. Figure 5-6a presents the cumulative particle size 

distribution (CPSD) results from the single fuel combustion tests for all excess air. The profiles of the 

CPSD of all the tests were very similar, and the excess air had no particular effect. For example, the 

mean surface-volume diameter (d32) of Lo-Coal and Hi-Coal averaged from all excess air conditions 

was 6.4±0.3 and 6.4±0.4 m, respectively. In the case of Raw-PS and HTT-PS, the average of d32 was 

7.5±0.3 and 7.9±1.3 m, respectively. The mean surface-volume diameter of the ash from paper sludge 

combustion in this study was similar to the results from sewage sludge combustion performed by 

Cammarota et al [14]. The fly ash particle size distribution in these tests is most likely determined by 

the interplay of two variables: the gas fluidization velocity (which dictates the maximum elutriable 

particle size from the bed) and by the cyclone cut-size.  
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Figure 5-6 Cumulative particle size distribution: (a) combustion; (b) co-combustion with low 

reactivity coal; (c) co-combustion with high reactivity coal. (Raw-PS: raw paper sludge; HTT-PS: 

hydrothermally treated paper sludge; Lo-Coal: low reactivity coal; Hi-Coal: high reactivity coal) 

 

Figure 5-6b and 5-6c show CPSD of the paper sludge co-combustion with the two types of coal as a 

function of the excess air. Similar results were found, as the variation of the excess air did not 

significantly affect the size of the fly ash. The average d32 from all of the co-combustion tests, including 

30% and 50% paper sludge mixtures of all excess air conditions, was 6.4±0.2 m. It is likely that the 

mean surface-volume diameter of the fly ash from coal dominated the characteristic of the fly ash in the 

mixture. 

 

5.4 Conclusion 

The co-combustion of raw paper sludge (Raw-PS) and hydrothermally treated paper sludge (HTT-PS) 

with low (Lo-Coal) and high reactivity (Hi-Coal) coals was investigated by using a bubbling fluidized 

bed combustor. The focus of the work was on NOx emission and unburned carbon (UC) performance. 

The NOx emission could be reduced by using HTT-PS instead of Raw-PS in co-combustion application 

with both Lo-Coal and Hi-Coal. It can be concluded as follows: 

 

1. Adding HTT-PS at a share lower or equal than 30% to the conventional Lo-Coal combustion 

system (burning at 20% excess air) could lower the cost of the fossil fuels without any 

detrimental effect on the NOx emission.  

 

2. The UC performance of HTT-PS showed 72% reduction at 20% excess air compared to that 

from Raw-PS. This improvement also helped decreasing the loss of carbon in the fluidized bed 
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combustion of Lo-Coal and Hi-Coal when switching from the original paper sludge to the 

treated one.  

 

3. The particle size distribution of fly ash of all fuels and their mixture was similar regardless of 

the variation of the excess air.  

 

Therefore, HTT-PS could be used in the co-combustion with either Lo-Coal or Hi-Coal without 

worsening the current performance on the NOx emission, while the unburned carbon performance would 

be improved. 
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Chapter 6 

Effect of hydrothermal treatment on primary fragmentation and 

attrition phenomena during fluidized bed combustion of paper sludge 

 

6.1 Background  

In the previous chapter, the fluidized bed combustion (FBC) which is viable technology and has been 

using worldwide for energy recovery [1-3] has been successfully implemented to paper sludge in 

combustion and co-combustion applications. The interesting finding is a significantly better unburned 

carbon performance for the hydrothermally treated paper sludge (HTT-PS) compared to the raw paper 

sludge (Raw-PS). This result is substantial when ones consider switching from using Raw-PS to HTT-

PS since the loss of carbon can be reduced. The implementation can also be used in both conventional 

low and high reactivity coal-firing systems. Consequently, an investigation on the essential phenomena 

during the FBC has to be done.  

The particle fragmentation and attrition phenomena is an interactive process occurring during the FBC 

and plays very important roles. An exploitation of tiny particles by attrition not only affects fuel particle 

conversion and mass and heat transfer coefficients, but also causes a loss of carbon through elutriation 

[4]. Moreover, it also has an impact on other combustion aspects [5], e.g., time and temperature history 

of char particles [6,7] and gaseous emission due to the change of the axial distribution of char along the 

combustor [8]. Therefore, an investigation on the fragmentation and attrition phenomena are 

indispensable in the FBC application. 

Abstract: In Chapter 6, the effect of HTT on fluidized bed combustion of paper sludge focusing on 

essential particle comminution phenomena, i.e., the primary fragmentation and the char particle 

attrition, were investigated. This chapter explains the important findings in Chapter 5, i.e., the 

reduction of unburned carbon by HTT. The systematic combination of experimental techniques 

were carried out to test raw paper sludge (Raw-PS), hydrothermally treated papers sludge (HTT-

PS), and subbituminous coal (Sub-C). The results showed that all three samples extensively 

underwent the primary fragmentation. From the char particle attrition, the Sub-C intensely 

experienced particle rounding off and, after that, became very strong against mechanical abrasive 

attrition followed by HTT-PS and Raw-PS. It was clearly observed from the oxidative attrition test 

that Sub-C exhibited postcombustion of fines and resulted in significantly lower amount of the 

elutriation rate whereas Raw-PS and HTT-PS went through a combustion-assisted attrition leading 

to higher amount of generated fines. In both cases, HTT-PS showed lower amount of fine particles 

than the original material indicating better combustion performance. Furthermore, CO2 profile from 

the oxidative attrition test implied that the combustion of HTT-PS completed significantly earlier 

than the other fuels showing its superior burnout performance. 
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After injection of a fuel particle into the fluidized bed, it will be subjected to a series of particle 

fragmentation and attrition phenomena known as a particle comminution. This includes the primary 

fragmentation during devolatilization, the char particle attrition by abrasion and combustion, the 

secondary fragmentation, and the percolative fragmentation. The studies on the fuel particle 

comminution have been done on biomass and waste fuels by many researchers [5,9-12]. These 

alternative fuels contain high VM that affects the particle comminution phenomena in the FBC. Based 

on the study on combustion and attrition phenomena of different kinds of biomass char during the FBC 

investigated by Scala et al., they concluded that the primary and secondary fragmentation were 

dependent on the type of biomass and these phenomena strongly affect the average particle size and 

particle size distribution of fuel in the fluidized bed [10]. Chirone et al. performed the systematic 

characterization of fuel properties for three different types of pelletized biogenic fuels during the FBC 

and found that three fuels exhibited different and distinctive combustion patterns mostly depending on 

the amount and the property of ash in each fuel [5]. Two different types of sewage sludge have been 

subjected to the full attrition test in the FBC performed by Cammarota et al., and they found that the 

different origins and preprocessing that the sludge underwent moderately affected the fragmentation 

and attrition [11]. These previous studies gave us a conclusion that the fragmentation and attrition 

phenomena during the FBC was significantly dependent on a type of fuels and their origins. 

 

6.2 Materials and methods 

6.2.1 Samples 

Raw paper sludge (Raw-PS) was provided by the Siam Kraft Industry Co., Ltd., Thailand. It was treated 

by the pilot-scale hydrothermal reactor at the temperature of 197 ˚C and pressure of 1.9 MPa as the 

optimal condition for 30 minutes. Then, the hydrothermally treated paper sludge (HTT-PS) was 

dewatered and dried. The detail procedures of the pilot-scale hydrothermal treatment (HTT) is explained 

in Chapter 2. Since the original characteristic of the paper sludge is extremely fluffy, Raw-PS and HTT-

PS were pelletized. Then, they were crushed by lab-scale ball milling machine and were sieved at the 

nominal size between 3 and 4 mm. The Thai subbituminous coal (Sub-C) was also crushed and sieved 

at the same size. From this point, they were further utilized according to each experiment described 

later. The fuel properties of the samples are shown in Table 6-1.  

Furthermore, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed by the JSM-6610LA scanning 

electron microscope (JEOL Co., Ltd. Japan) to study the surface morphology of the samples. 

Additionally, the specific surface area (SSA) of Raw-PS and HTT-PS from both lab- and pilot-scale 

were determined by N2 adsorption/desorption measurement via the Microtrac BELSORP-mini II (BEL 

Japan, Inc.). Under equilibrium conditions, a quantity of gas molecules required to saturate the surface 
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of a sample is measured by the Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (BET) technique [13]. To prevent the 

inherent moisture, the samples were dried in the electric oven at 110 °C for 12 h and degassed at 200 

°C for 3 h prior to the measurement. 

Table 6-1 Fuel properties 

Sample 
Proximate analysis (%) Ultimate analysis (%) 

Heating 

value(kJ/kg) 

FC VM Ash C H N S O HHV LHV 

Raw-PS 8.6 59.5 31.9 33.4 4.3 2.9 0.7 26.9 12.0 11.1 

HTT-PS 8.3 55.6 36.1 33.2 4.1 1.9 0.6 24.1 12.3 11.4 

Sub-C 41.7 51.9 6.4 64.0 4.6 0.6 N/A 24.4 25.3 24.3 

Raw-PS: raw paper sludge; HTT-PS: hydrothermally treated paper sludge; Sub-C: subbituminous coal; 

FC: fixed carbon; VM: volatile matter; HHV: higher heating value; LHV: lower heating value. 

6.2.2 Particle comminution test 

6.2.2.1 Apparatus 

An atmospheric bubbling fluidized bed made from stainless steel AISI 312 was utilized in this study. It 

has 40 mm internal diameter and 1 m height. A 22 mm thick perorated plate with 55 holes with 0.5 mm 

in diameter disposed in a triangular pitch is used as a gas distributor. Heat is supplied to fluidization 

column and preheating section by two semicylindical (2.2 kW) electric furnaces. A chromel-alumel 

thermocouple placed 40 mm above the distributor was used to measure the temperature of the bed and 

it was controlled at the desired temperature by a PID controller. The freeboard is kept unlagged to 

minimize post combustion of fine particles. Gases fed into the fluidized bed was controlled by two high-

precision digital mass flow meters. The bed material consisted of 180 g of silica sand with the nominal 

size of 300–400 μm. The minimum fluidization velocity was 0.05 m/s at 850 ˚C. 

 

6.2.2.2 Primary fragmentation 

For primary fragmentation experiments, the basket-equipped configuration shown in Figure 6-1A was 

utilized. The top of the fluidized bed is left open to the atmosphere. The sample were put into the 

stainless steel circular basket and it was inserted to the fluidized bed column. The gap between the 

column and the basket is kept minimal to prevent the loss of small fragmented particles during the test. 

The basket is able to retrieve both fragmented and non-fragmented particles. With the mesh of 0.8 mm, 

the bed materials can be easily pass through leaving only the products from the fragmentation test for 

further analysis. The sand bed was fluidized with nitrogen at 0.8 m/s. The experiments were carried out 

by injecting single fuel particles, nominal diameter of 2–4 mm, into the bed kept at 850 ˚C from the top 

of the column for about 3 minutes. During the devolatilization, the basket rested on the distributor. 

Then, after the devolatilization was completed, the resulting char was retrieved from the basket. The 

number and size of the products including fragmented and non-fragmented were analyzed. In each 
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batch, five particles were used and the experiments were done six times with the total particles of 30 

for the statistical purpose.  

6.2.2.3 Char particle attrition 

The second configuration shown in Figure 6-1B is used in the attrition test. The top of fluidized bed 

reactor is assembled by a two-exit brass head equipped with a three-way valve. By switching this valve, 

it allows flue gases to flow alternately to two sintered brass-made removable filters. Batches of samples 

can be fed to the reactor by a hopper connected to the upper part of the freeboard. O2 and CO2 

concentrations in the exhaust gas were measured on-line by a paramagnetic analyzer and two NDIR 

analyzers.  

 

 

Figure 6-1 Experimental apparatus: (A) basket equipped configuration for primary fragmentation test 

and (B) two-exit head configuration for attrition test; (A) (1) gas preheating section, (2) electrical 

furnaces, (3) ceramic insulator, (4) gas distributor, (5) thermocouple, (6) fluidization column, (7) steel 

basket, (8) manometer, (9) digital mass flow meters, and (10) air dehumidifier (silica gel). (B) (1) gas 

preheating section, (2) electrical furnaces, (3) ceramic insulator, (4) gas distributor, (5) thermocouple, 

(6) fluidization column, (7) head with three-way valve, (8) sintered brass filters, (9) hopper, (10) 

scrubber, (11) stack, (12) cellulose filter, (13) membrane pump, (14) gas analyzers, (15) personal 

computer, (16) manometer, (17) digital mass flow meters, and (18) air dehumidifier (silica gel). 

In the attrition experiment, char has to be prepared from the original prepared samples. The char was 

obtained by using the method similar to the primary fragmentation test; however, more particles were 

put into the reactor and the resulting char was sieved at the nominal size between 2–4 mm. For each 

test, 9 g of char particles were injected into the bed kept at 850 ˚C with the fluidization velocity of 0.8 

m/s. Nitrogen and air mixture was adjusted to form the desired condition, which were 0% and 4.5% O2 

for investigating the mechanical abrasive attrition and the oxidative attrition tests, respectively. 

Elutriated fine particles were collected by the sequences of filters assemble inside the two-exit head. 

The continuous collecting process can be achieved by switching the flue gas alternately by a three-way 
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valve and replaced the previously used filter one to another. The test was done for definite period as it 

was terminated after the elutriation rate was stabilized. After the filter was taken out, it was placed in a 

drier to prevent hydration. The filter was weighted after cooling down. The mass of the elutriated 

materials divided by the time interval that the filter was in operation yields the average elutriation rate 

relative to that interval. This procedure allowed time-resolved measurement of the carbon elutriation 

rates. After that, the elutriated particles were analyzed its carbon content by a Leco (CHN) elemental 

analyzer. Results of blank tests, in which only sand was charged in the reactor and fluidized under the 

same operating conditions, indicated that the generated fine particles from attrition of sand was 

negligible. 

 

Table 6-2 Summary of experimental condition 

Experimental condition 

Condition Description 

Primary fragmentation 

Combustor Figure 6-1A 

Bed material 180 g of sand at 300–400 μm 

Fluidizing gas Nitrogen 

Fluidization velocity 0.8 m/s 

Reaction temperature 850 ˚C 

Devolatilization time 3 min 

Fuel size 30 fresh particles at 3–4 mm 

Char particle attrition 

Combustor Figure 6-1B 

Bed material 180 g of sand at 300–400 μm 

Fluidizing gas 0%, 4.5% oxygen (in nitrogen) 

Fluidization velocity 0.8 m/s 

Reaction temperature 850 ˚C 

Residence time 3 min 

Fuel size 9 g of char samples at 2–4 mm 

Flue gas measurement O2, CO2 

 

6.3 Results and discussion 

6.3.1 Primary fragmentation 

The primary fragmentation takes place firstly during the devolatilization due to volatile releasing from 

pore structures of fuel followed by collapsing of internal bridges of char particles [9]. In this study, the 

primary fragmentation test was carried out to monitor the amount of the particles and their sizes during 

the devolatilization. The focus was on the effect of HTT on the fragmentation behavior of the paper 

sludge and compared to the behavior of Sub-C as representative of fossil fuel. For a comprehensive 
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study, the results of the primary fragmentation on South African bituminous coal (SA-C), that has 

relatively lower volatile matter (30%wt), studied by Chirone et al. is reported [9]. 

The key parameters that have been used to evaluate the primary fragmentation behavior are the Sauter 

mean diameter (d), the primary fragmentation probability (S) which is defined by a number of the 

particles that undergo the fragmentation during the devolatilization divided by the total number of fed 

particles, the primary fragmentation multiplication factor (n) given by a number of generated fragments 

(neglect particle that has the average diameter less than 0.275 mm) per unit of fuel particle that is fed 

to the reactor, and shrinkage factor which provides an information on size reduction of un-fragmented 

particles [10]. 

6.3.1.1 Primary fragmentation behavior 

Table 6-3 reports the results from the primary fragmentation experiments. The initial Sauter mean 

diameters (d0) of Raw-PS, HTT-PS, and Sub-C were approximately the same before the test as being 

controlled. After the primary fragmentation, the Sauter mean diameters (d1) was reduced 34.0%, 29.4% 

and 30.6% for Raw-PS, HTT-PS and Sub-C, respectively, indicating that all the samples extensively 

underwent fragmentation due to their high volatile content. On the other hand, d1 of SA-C showed 3.5% 

reduction from the original value. This might be attributed to a comparatively low amount of volatile 

released during the devolatilization. However, it should be noted that the extensive fragmentation 

characteristic cannot solely be claimed by the amount of volatile matter [10].  

The probability of the samples that could undergo fragmentation (S) was moderate in the case of HTT-

PS and Sub-C and it was slightly lower for Raw-PS. Approximately half of HTT-PS and Sub-C particles 

were fragmented after the devolatilization. In the case of SA-C, the S value was 50% lower than Sub-

C and this indicated that SA-C infrequently experienced the fragmentation. When the value of S 

approaches zero, it implies that the fragmentation probability becomes very limited and this means that 

the particle is very resistant to the fragmentation. By this definition, the probability of the samples that 

could undergoes the primary fragmentation are listed as HTT-PS > Sub-C > Raw-PS > SA-Coal, 

respectively.  

The primary fragmentation multiplication (n) was very high in the case of Raw-PS. It was 

approximately 48% higher than that of HTT-PS. For instance, once a particle of Raw-PS breaks down, 

as eight small particles would be generated whereas it would be approximately five fragments in the 

case of HTT-PS. For Sub-C, generated fragments per unit fed fuel particle was higher than that from 

SA-C whose n value was very low. Feeding one particle of SA-C might generate approximately three 

pieces of fragments. Even though the probability of Sub-C to undergo the fragmentation (S) was high 

and was comparable to HTT-PS, it might generate relatively small amount of fragments during the 

devolatilization. 
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6.3.1.2 Particle size evolution upon devolatilization 

Cumulative particle size distribution before and after the primary fragmentation test of Raw-PS, HTT-

PS and Sub-C are illustrated in Figure 6-3. It was clearly observed the difference of the particle size 

distribution (PSD) profiles before and after the tests in all three samples, especially the generation of 

small particles (lower than 3 cm). The amount of these fines after the primary fragmentation from three 

fuels was similar. In more detail, the particle lower than 2 cm was higher in the case of Raw-PS. HTT-

PS was likely to preserve PSD for larger particles since the profile after the fragmentation was relatively 

closer to the one before. However, in the case of Raw-PS and Sub-C, the reduction in the size of the 

larger particle was obvious. This could be articulated by the shrinkage factor presented in Table 6-3. 

The shrinkage factor illustrated that only one-fifth of the size of HTT-PS would be reduced whereas 

more than one-third of the size of Raw-PS and Sub-C would be diminished due to shrinking. Sub-C 

also exhibited large particle shrinkage similar to Raw-PS. It should be noted that the moisture content 

of Raw-PS and HTT-PS were approximately 10% while that of Sub-C was around 20%. The 

evaporation of the moisture in the samples could also have an impact on the particle shrinkage. 

 

 

 

Figure 6-3 Cumulative particle size distribution before and after the primary fragmentation 

Table 6-3 Result from primary fragmentation experiments 

 
d0 (mm) d1 (mm) S n 

shrinkage 

factor 

Raw-PS 5.0 3.3 0.37 8.0 0.65 

HTT-PS 5.1 3.6 0.53 5.4 0.80 

Sub-C 4.9 3.4 0.50 3.3 0.62 

SA-C* 4.0–4.7 4.2 0.25 2.8 – 

Raw-PS: raw paper sludge; HTT-PS: hydrothermally treated paper sludge; Sub-C: subbituminous coal; 

SA-C: South African bituminous coal (*results are from reference [9]); d0: Sauter mean diameter before 

the test; d1: Sauter mean diameter after the test; S: primary fragmentation probability; n: primary 
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fragmentation multiplication (taken into account only fragmented particle neglected very tiny particles 

(average diameter lower than 0.275 mm) that might undergoes attrition instead of fragmentation. 

6.3.1.3 Effect of HTT on the primary fragmentation 

As shown in Table 6-3, the average particle size of Raw-PS and HTT-PS was similar both before and 

after the primary fragmentation. This implies that HTT had no significant effect on the average particle 

size. Therefore, when switching the fuel from Raw-PS to HTT-PS, the average fuel size in the fluidized 

bed would not be altered from the original combustion condition. Even though HTT-PS showed slightly 

higher primary fragmentation probability, once it undergoes fragmentation, HTT-PS tends to generate 

significantly less amount of fragments when compared to Raw-PS. From the result on PSD, the primary 

fragmentation influences the fuel PSD after devolatilization for both Raw-PS and HTT-PS. PSD of 

Raw-PS was significantly changed after the primary fragmentation due to both particle breaking and 

shrinking while HTT-PS tends to retain PSD for large particle after the devolatilization better than Raw-

PS. The factors regarding the primary fragmentation should be taken care of in order to minimize errors 

of the actual fuel particle distribution in the fluidized bed during the operation. 

6.3.2 Char particle attrition 

6.3.2.1 Mechanical attrition 

Figure 6-4 illustrates the elutriation rate (E) from the attrition test. Pure mechanical attrition and the 

oxidative attrition tests have been conducted by operating the fluidized bed in two conditions: pure 

nitrogen and 4.5% oxygen in nitrogen mixture, respectively. For the mechanical attrition, Sub-C showed 

a large elutriation rate at the very beginning. It was significantly higher than that from Raw-PS and 

HTT-PS. Then, it was sharply reduced and became lower than that from Raw-PS and HTT-PS after 

several minutes. The first large elutriation rate was due to a particle rounding off in the fluidized bed. 

The E profiles of Raw-PS and HTT-PS had the same characteristic; however, the elutriation rate of 

HTT-PS was always lower. After Sub-C underwent the particle round off at the very beginning of the 

test, it became very strong against the mechanical abrasive in the fluidized bed. From this point, Sub-C 

has the highest mechanical resistance followed by HTT-PS and Raw-PS until the E values were 

stabilized. 

6.3.2.2 Oxidative attrition 

Figure 6-4 also presents the attrition under an oxidative condition. In an oxidizing atmosphere, two 

different phenomena can occur and affect the elutriation rate namely, combustion-assisted attrition and 

postcombustion of fines. The combustion-assisted attrition contributes to higher elutriation rate since 

the structure of the fuel particle is weakened by an internal combustion. On the other hand, the 

postcombustion of the generated fines decreases elutriated particles. This occurs in the case of the char 

particle that has a very high intrinsic reactivity. It was clearly observed that when Sub-C was subjected 
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to the oxidative attrition test, the elutriated rate was very low throughout the profiles. It is likely that 

the generated fines from Sub-C underwent the postcombustion. However, Raw-PS and HTT-PS showed 

the different mechanism. The elutriation rate from the oxidative attrition of these two samples were 

higher than that from the inert condition mainly because of the combustion-assisted attrition. 

 

Figure 6-4 Elutriation rate (E) during char particle attrition tests (Raw-PS: raw paper sludge; HTT-PS: 

hydrothermally treated paper sludge; Sub-C: subbituminous coal). 

 

Figure 6-5 CO2 (%) from 4.5% O2 char particle attrition test (Raw-PS: raw paper sludge; HTT-PS: 

hydrothermally treated paper sludge; Sub-C: subbituminous coal) 

Figure 6-5 and 6-6 shows the CO2 profiles and the carbon conversion measured during the oxidative 

attrition tests. As char particles were fed into the reactor, the initial small CO2 peak was due to the O2 

adsorbed in the pores of the char structure at ambient conditions. The release of CO2 in the case of Sub-

C was slightly higher than that of Raw-PS and HTT-PS. The difference of the CO2 peaks between Raw-
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PS and HTT-PS was not observable. However, CO2 profile of HTT-PS was sharply decreased after 0.5 

min and approached zero within 20 min. It was significantly different compared to the CO2 profile of 

Raw-PS, which took approximately 30 min to decrease to zero. As the CO2 becomes zero, it implies 

that the combustion of the sample is finished. Thus, the burnout time of the sample in this test can be 

noted. The char burnout time of HTT-PS was the shortest followed by Raw-PS and Sub-C. It should be 

noted that the mass of the char samples used in this test were controlled by the total weight of the 

sample, not by the weight of fixed carbon. Therefore, Sub-C that contains a significantly higher amount 

of fixed carbon obviously had a longer burnout time. The behavior of the two sludges, on the contrary, 

which have approximately the same fixed carbon content, is directly comparable. Carbon conversion 

results clearly show that combustion of HTT-PS was completed earlier than for the other fuels. 

 

Figure 6-6 carbon conversion (%) from 4.5% O2 char particle attrition test (Raw-PS: raw paper 

sludge; HTT-PS: hydrothermally treated paper sludge; Sub-C: subbituminous coal). 

6.3.2.3 SEM and BET surface area 

Figure 6-7 shows the scanning electron micrograph (SEM) analysis of Raw-PS and HTT-PS. It can be 

observed that Raw-PS from Figure 6-7a contained many large fibrous particles and they had had flat 

surfaces as illustrated in Figure 6-7a'. In general, these kinds of surfaces can be commonly found in the 

large particles of Raw-PS. On the other hand, Figure 6-7b presents the SEM image of HTT-PS and 

shows that several small size fibrous materials can be observed. Figure 6-7b' clearly illustrates the 

destructive effect of HTT on the surface of the fibrous particle. To obtain more detail, Raw-PS and 

HTT-PS were subjected to the BET surface area measurement. Raw-PS sample in this study cannot be 

analyzed by the BET test and this might be due to the limitation of porosity in the samples. Thus, the 

BET value of the raw paper sludge was reported from the literature, which was about 4.8 m2/g [14]. 

HTT-PS had a BET surface area around 10.2 m2/g, which was significantly higher than that of Raw-PS. 
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The BET surface area was consistent with the result from the SEM image. These could be the reason 

why HTT-PS had better combustion performance compared to Raw-PS. 

6.3.2.4 Effect of HTT on char particle attrition 

From previous discussion of the results on both the mechanical and the oxidative attrition tests, the 

influence of HTT on the attrition phenomena was obvious. From the elutriation rate data, both cases 

showed that HTT-PS tends to generate less amount of elutriated fines even though the characteristic of 

the profile was approximately the same. This means that HTT-PS has a higher mechanical resistance 

on the particle surface than Raw-PS. These behaviors are essential since HTT-PS will produce less fine 

particles that could generally leave the fluidized bed unburned. The particles of HTT-PS would spend 

more time in the bed; as a result, the loss of carbon would be lessened. From the CO2 profiles and the 

carbon conversion during the oxidative attrition, HTT-PS has a superior burnout performance than Raw-

PS since it took significantly less time to complete the combustion. Therefore, HTT-PS could enhance 

the combustion performance via reducing the loss of carbon and time to finish the combustion in the 

fluidized bed. 

 

 

Figure 6-7 SEM images (a: Raw-PS at low magnificent; a': Raw-PS at high magnificent; b: HTT-PS 

at low magnificent; b': HTT-PS at high magnificent) 

 

6.4 Conclusion 

The primary fragmentation and the char particle attrition during fluidized bed combustion of raw paper 

sludge (Raw-PS), hydrothermally treated papers sludge (HTT-PS) and subbituminous coal (Sub-C) 

were investigated. The conclusion can be summarized as follows: 
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1. The Sauter mean diameter after the primary fragmentation of all the samples were reduced 

approximately one-third. This indicates that they extensively underwent the primary 

fragmentation. The probability of HTT-PS and Sub-C that could undergo the primary 

fragmentation is moderate whereas Raw-PS was slightly lower. However, the results on the 

primary fragmentation multiplication shows that once the samples fragmented, Raw-PS would 

generate significantly larger amount of fines compared to HTT-PS and Sub-C.  

 

2. From the inert atmosphere attrition test, Sub-C intensely experienced particle rounding off at 

the beginning then it became very strong against the mechanical abrasive attrition followed by 

HTT-PS and Raw-PS, respectively. The oxidative attrition test showed that Sub-C had a 

significantly lower amount of elutriation rate because of the postcombustion of fines whereas 

Raw-PS and HTT-PS underwent a combustion-assisted attrition leading to higher amount of 

generated fines compared to the inert condition.  

 

3. The CO2 profiles from the oxidative attrition test indicate that the combustion of HTT-PS 

completed significantly before Raw-PS and Sub-C showing the superior burnout performance. 

In both cases, HTT-PS had lower amount of fines than Raw-PS and this indicates better 

combustion performance as well as lower unburned carbon emission in the fluidized bed. 

 

4. SEM images and BET surface area showed physical evidences on the destructive effect of HTT 

on the structure that led to a better combustion performance of HTT-PS. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and recommendations 
  

Figure 7-1 Outline of this research 

 

Outline of this research in Figure 7-1 shows the way to promote Waste-to-Energy technology in pulp 

and paper industry by using the hydrothermal treatment (HTT) to upgrade the paper sludge followed by 

the co-combustion of the hydrothermally treated paper sludge with coal. The general conclusion both 

in and in-between each study can be summarized as follows: 

1. Chapter 2, Lab-scale and pilot-scale investigation on hydrothermal treatment of paper sludge 

for solid fuel production, shows that HTT was able to produce alternative solid fuel from paper 

sludge (Raw-PS). The hydrothermally treated paper sludge (HTT-PS) had better dewatering 

and drying performance and comparable or even better solid fuel properties such as heating 

value. The feasibility of HTT has been proved at the pilot-scale level. 

 

2. Chapter 3, Combustion characteristics and kinetics study of hydrothermally treated paper 

sludge by thermogravimetric analysis, explains that the major decomposition of paper sludge 

was devoted to cellulose. The ignition temperature was originally low. The activation energy 

of HTT-PS was lower than Raw-PS indicating higher reactivity. 

 

3. Chapter 4, Co-combustion of hydrothermally treated paper sludge with subbituminous coal in 

a fixed bed combustor, shows possibility of NO emission reduction of HTT-PS as well as 

alleviation of slagging and fouling tendency. 
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4. Chapter 5, Fluidized bed co-combustion of hydrothermally treated paper sludge with two coals 

of different rank, shows that switching from Raw-PS to HTT-PS in the fluidized bed co-

combustion with either low or high reactivity coals can improve NOx and unburned carbon 

emission performance. 

 

5. Chapter 6, Effect of hydrothermal treatment on primary fragmentation and attrition phenomena 

during fluidized bed combustion of paper sludge, shows that HTT-PS had lower amount of 

fines particle than the original material during the fluidized bed combustion indicating better 

combustion performance. The combustion of HTT-PS completed significantly earlier than 

Raw-PS showing the superior burnout performance as well. 

 

6. The finding from Chapter 3, i.e., HTT-PS had higher reactivity, can be articulated by the results 

from the Chapter 6 which found that HTT-PS had more surface area than Raw-PS. These 

findings suitably explains the reason why HTT-PS had low amount of unburned carbon during 

the bubbling fluidized bed combustion test in Chapter 5 as well as superior combustion and 

burnout performance in the attrition test in Chapter 6. 

 

Finally, the integrated solution of using hydrothermal treatment to upgrade paper sludge and co-

combusting the hydrothermally treated paper sludge will give many positive effects and will be more 

appropriate than the conventional way of dealing with paper sludge such as landfilling or co-firing the 

original high water sludge. 

 

For the recommendation on future work, large-scale (commercialization) of hydrothermal treatment 

technology should be implemented on paper sludge or other similar type of sludge using in pulp and 

paper industries. Detail feasibility and engineering work should be adopted based on raw materials, 

process condition, and other important factors. Energy efficiency of the hydrothermal plant could be 

significantly improved by reusing the steam between two reactors. Moreover, process steam or waste 

steam from pulp making factory could be used for the treatment instead of producing new steam from 

a boiler. 

 

 

 

 


